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Abstract

Hadron Therapy is an advanced radiotherapy technique for cancer treatment. It o�ers a better
irradiation ballistic than conventional techniques and therefore requires appropriate quality as-
surance procedures. In this work, we upgraded the GEANT4-based GATE Monte Carlo platform
in order to recalculate the TPS dose distributions in view of further benchmarking.

In a �rst step, we selected an appropriate simulation environment (physics models and param-
eters) in order to produce accurate and e�cient simulations. GATE simulations were validated
using measurements and other Monte Carlo codes for depth-dose and transverse pro�les. While
a good agreement was found for depth-dose pro�les, larger discrepancies were pointed out for
transverse pro�les.

In a second step, we developed a modeling method to simulate active scanning beam delivery
systems, which does not require to simulate the components of the treatment nozzle. The method
has been successfully applied to an IBA proton therapy system and validated against measure-
ments for complex treatment plans. Interfaces have also been developed in order to link DICOM
RT ION PLAN and DICOM RT DOSE with GATE.

Finally, we compared in a third step the TPS and Monte Carlo dose distributions in homo-
geneous and heterogeneous con�gurations. The beam models of both dose engines were in sat-
isfactory agreement, allowing further evaluation of clinical treatment plans. A two-�eld prostate
plan has been evaluated, showing a satisfactory agreement between the TPS and Monte Carlo,
and demonstrating the novel capabilities of the platform for the evaluation of the TPS.

To summarize, we selected an appropriate simulation environment for proton therapy, pro-
posed a modeling method for active scanning systems and presented a method to compare the
TPS and Monte Carlo dose distributions. All tools developed in GATE were or will be publicly
released. A detailed validation stage of the system including absolute dosimetry is still neces-
sary, in order to quantitatively evaluate its accuracy in various homogeneous and heterogeneous
con�gurations.

In this thesis, we have demonstrated that the GATE Monte Carlo platform is a good candi-
date for the simulation of active scanning delivery systems, allowing further TPS benchmarking.
Moreover, the GATE platform also handles imaging applications, such as PET or prompt-gamma
imaging towards online treatment monitoring and paves the way of interdisciplinary research
advances.
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Foreword

This manuscript is organized in seven chapters. The �rst chapter presents the overall context
of the project and starts with a brief introduction from cancer incidence to the research subject
investigated in this thesis. Then, the European context (PARTNER and ENLIGHT) is underlined
and the rationale for hadrontherapy in cancer treatment is defended. Finally, the remainder of
the chapter deals with the prerequisites necessary to understand the following chapters and ends
with a detailed presentation of the objectives of this thesis.

The second chapter intends to present the main aspects of the physics and biology of hadron-
therapy, with a strong focus on the physics of proton therapy. A two-level description is given,
including key concepts and a detailed level of description.

The third, fourth and �fth chapters of the manuscript are the main contributions and each
of them corresponds to a scienti�c article. Chapter 3 describes the physics and parameters of
GATE/GEANT4 for proton therapy, chapter 4 presents a Monte Carlo beam model of an IBA
proton therapy system and chapter 5 compares TPS and Monte Carlo dose distributions for
typical test cases and for a prostate treatment plan. Each paper is encapsulated with a general
introduction and conclusion, but also with additional perspectives relative to the chapter. Extra
results, not included in the papers are also proposed.

The sixth chapter concludes the manuscript. It recalls the context, objectives and achieve-
ments, with further perspectives. It is followed by a list of scienti�c contributions.

Finally, the seventh chapter is a summary of the thesis in French.
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Chapter 1
Project context

1.1 Introduction

Cancer incidence Cancer is a major concern worldwide. It is considered to be responsible for
25% of all deaths in Europe and it is the biggest killer of people aged between 45-64 [1]. In 2008,
the number of new cases and deaths were estimated to 3.2 million and 1.7 million, respectively [2].
The most frequent cases are colorectal (13.6%), breast (13.1%), lung (12.2%) and prostate cancers
(11.9%) [2]. Respiratory cancers (larynx, trachea, bronchus and lung) are the most lethal. They
account for 5% of all mortality causes and for 20% of all deaths from cancer [1]. It has been
estimated that about 45% of all cancer patients can be cured [3]. Detailed statistics about cancer
incidence and mortality worldwide can be found in [4]. As an example, the situation in Europe is
presented in Figure 1.1. The number of new cancers detected in 2008 and the estimated �gures

Figure 1.1: This graph presents the age-standardised rates of cancer incidence and mortality in
Europe per person at risk, as de�ned in [4].

for 2015 are presented in Figure 1.2.
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CHAPTER 1. PROJECT CONTEXT

Figure 1.2: This graph presents the number of new cancers detected in 2008 and the expected
number in 2015 in Europe [4].

Cancer treatment Cancer is a term used for diseases in which abnormal cells divide without
control and are able to invade other tissues. Cancer cells can spread to other parts of the body
through the blood and lymphatic systems. One can summarize the cancer treatment possibilities
in three main families: surgery, drugs and radiation. Most of the time, the various treatment
possibilities are combined. The choice of the treatment depends on the tumor type, location,
stage of the disease and general state of the patient. At present, in industrialized countries,
radiation therapy is used in about 70% of all cancer treatments [3]. Useful information about
cancer de�nition and treatment possibilities can be found online [5, 6]. When treating patients,
the ultimate goal is to eradicate the disease, without damaging the surrounding healthy tissues. In
practice, the medical decision is always a trade-o� between Tumor Control Probability (TCP) and
Normal Tissue Complication Probability (NTCP). Surgery makes it possible to remove the tumor,
but adjacent healthy tissue constraints and risks of distant metastases limit its e�ectiveness. When
metastases are present, the use of drugs as chemotherapy is necessary. Radiation therapy allows
killing tumor cells, by depositing a high dose of radiation within the tumor.

Conventional radiation therapy There are two types of radiation treatments: internal (brachyther-
apy) and external radiation therapy. Brachytherapy consists in applying radioactive seeds directly
in contact with the tumor, while external therapy is a non-invasive way of delivering high energy
particle beams to the tumor. Conventional external radiation therapy uses electron and pho-
ton beams. The evolution of photon delivery techniques using conventional linear accelerator
equipped with multi-leaf collimators (as IMRT 1 or Arc-therapy) or new delivery devices (such
as Cyberknife or Tomotherapy) have allowed to signi�cantly improve the treatment conformality
over the last decade [3].

Hadrontherapy Ballistics of radiation is also strongly dependent on the particle used. Hadron-
therapy is an advanced technique of external radiation therapy, using either low-LET 2 ions such
as protons or high-LET particles such as carbon ions. In contrast with photons, ions have the
advantage to stop at a given depth and to deliver a maximum dose in the distal part, called
Bragg-peak, where the tumor is located. Moreover, high-LET ions have enhanced radiobiological
properties, which allow treating radio resistant tumors. Dose distributions for di�erent treatment
modalities are illustrated in Figure 1.3. More details about the LET concept and the radiobio-
logical properties of ions are given in Chapter 2.

1. IMRT stand for Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy
2. LET stands for Linear Energy Transfer and is described in section 2.1.2

2



1.2. HADRON THERAPY IN EUROPE: ENLIGHT & PARTNER

(a) (b)

Figure 1.3: (a) depicts the physical dose deposition of di�erent particles in water (From GSI).
The red circle points the dose deposited in the Bragg peak tail by secondary fragments produced
with a carbon ion beam. (b) depicts a dose comparison between a proton Spread Out Bragg
Peak (SOBP) and a photon beam. It illustrates the improved ballistic of protons over photons
(From [7]).

Objective The main task of a medical physicist is to make sure the right dose is delivered in the
right place. Treatment planning systems (TPS) used to plan radiotherapy treatments are fast, but
with limited dose accuracy in some particular cases. On the other hand, Monte Carlo simulations
are slower, but considered to be the reference for dose calculation accuracy. Therefore, Monte
Carlo is a valuable tool to benchmark TPS. In this thesis, we simulated a proton active beam
scanning delivery system and recalculated treatment plans generated by a TPS in view of assessing
the dosimetric accuracy of the TPS. A detailed presentation of the objectives is presented at the
end of this chapter, in section 1.8.

1.2 Hadron Therapy in Europe: ENLIGHT & PARTNER

The very promising results demonstrated over the last decade in Japan and Germany using
carbon ion therapy yield a strong motivation in Europe [8]. Development of hadron therapy
facilities have been promoted by the European Network for Light Ion Therapy (ENLIGHT 3)
community, which have gathered together a large number of European institutes since 2002 [8].
ENLIGHT consists of more than 150 researchers, belonging to over 50 European Universities and
research Institutes from 16 countries. Under the umbrella of ENLIGHT, several projects have been
funded in order to develop, establish and optimize hadron therapy in Europe. This PhD is part of
a four-year project called �PARticle Training Network for European Radiotherapy� (PARTNER),
which started in November 2008. 23 Early Stage Researchers (ESR) and Experienced Researchers
(ER) have been hired in the various �elds of hadron therapy (as for instance in physics, TPS,
radiobiology or clinical trials). A very important focus on networking and training has been
covered by the organization of 12 courses during the project. This thesis has been performed in
collaboration with IBA 4 (Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium) and the CREATIS 5 laboratory linked to

3. www.cern.ch/ENLIGHT
4. www.iba-worldwide.com
5. www.creatis.insa-lyon.fr
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CHAPTER 1. PROJECT CONTEXT

the ETOILE 6 hadron therapy center project (Lyon, France). A brief historical diagram of the
emergence of particle therapy over the last century is presented in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4: Particle therapy evolution over the last century (From ENLIGHT).

1.3 Rationale for hadron therapy

The better ballistic of ions over photons allow decreasing the dose to surrounding tissues by
a factor 2-10 [8]. It has been shown that the total energy deposited 7 by proton therapy is about
half that of photon IMRT [9]. High LET particles like carbon ions have additional advantages:
they produce more damages in the tumor located in Bragg peak and they allow to treat tumors
radio resistant to low-LET particles like photons and protons [3]. These two e�ects called Relative
Biological E�ectiveness (RBE) and Oxygen Enhancement Ratio (OER), respectively, are presented
later in section 2.2. Despite a clear advantage in terms of dose conformation and based on [10],
there is currently no obvious evidence of improved survival rate using protons instead of photons.
In [11], the superiority of protons over photons has been shown for children based on late toxicities.
For pediatric tumors, photons lead to a larger volume of normal tissues exposed to low doses
(Figure 1.5) and to an increased total body exposure [7], which are both known to increase the
risk of radiation-induced secondary cancer [11]. The shorter follow-up of carbon ion therapy does
not allow drawing conclusions regarding long-term toxicities, but there is clearly a place for ion
therapy where tumor radiation resistance is an issue with protons [11].

The initial experience with ions started at Berkeley in 1954 with high-LET neon ions [3], as
summarized in table 1.1. Care has to be taken when examining this data, as it is not based on
randomized trials and photon technology was a lot less e�cient than it is nowadays. Survival

6. www.centre-etoile.org
7. The total energy deposited is also often referred to as integral dose deposited in literature, despite it is not

the correct expression.
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1.3. RATIONALE FOR HADRON THERAPY

Figure 1.5: Meduloblastome irradiation: This �gure depicts the larger total energy deposited
by photons when compared to protons for the body (From IBA).

Neutrons Neon ions Conventional
(%) (%) (%)

Salavary gland (local control) 67 61 25-35
Paranasal sinus (survival) 67 69 20-40
Sarcoma (local control) 53 56 30-50
Prostate (local control) 77 75 30-70

Table 1.1: Local control and survival rates obtained using neutrons, neon ions and photons
(From [3]). Details about data estimation can be found in [3].

rate improvement has been demonstrated more recently in Japan (NIRS) based on a review of
clinical experience for 1601 patients treated between 1994 and 2003 using carbon ions, with an
acceptable morbidity [12]. As of March 2010, 5196 patients have been registered at NIRS [13].
In Germany, similar encouraging results have been obtained in a pilot study using carbon ions,
but with a lower number of patients [14, 15]. The clinical results obtained have been particu-
larly promising for some radio resistant, inoperable and usually incurable cancers. Carbon ions
(compared to photons) have been shown to improve patient outcomes for locally advanced head
and neck tumors, early stage non-small cell lung cancer, locally advanced bone and soft tissue
sarcomas not suited for surgical resection, locally advanced hepatocellular carcinomas, locally ad-
vanced prostate carcinomas, chordoma and chondrosarcoma of the skull base and cervical spine
and post-operative pelvic recurrence of rectal cancer [12]. Of major concern is also the selection
of the most suited ion modality between protons and carbon ions, as discussed in [16]. The dis-
cussion is rather complicated, as it depends on the protocol, dose, dose per fraction, number of
fractions, etc. Based on [16], we selected a few signi�cant results showing the superiority of ions
(either protons or carbon ions) over photons. For skull base chordoma, �ve-year local control
rates were reported to be 50-53% for photons (64 Gy (BED 8)) and up to 81-100% using ions
(72-96 Gy (BED)). In the case of uveal melanoma, survival rates are equivalent, but ions result in
a drastic reduction of enucleations: about 13% with photons and 5-8% with ions. For head and
neck cancers, four year local control rates obtained using either photons alone or a combination
photons/carbon ions were 25% and 78%, respectively. For hepatocellular carcinoma, control rates
of 19-25% at 2.4 years using photons (66 Gy (BED)) and 81-96% at 5 years using ions (67-84 Gy

8. BED: Biologically E�ective Dose [16, 3], corresponding to DIsoE , as de�ned in section 2.2.3
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CHAPTER 1. PROJECT CONTEXT

(BED)) were reported.
In summary, hadron therapy using proton or carbon ion beams can drastically improve patient

outcomes for some speci�c tumor sites. Their physical characteristics allow reducing the dose to
healthy tissues, increasing the dose to the tumor and lowering the risk of secondary induced can-
cers. Moreover, the high-LET characteristics of carbon ions lead to a higher RBE in the cancerous
area, allowing treating tumors radio resistant to low-LET radiations. In Europe, epidemiological
studies have evaluated that ion beam therapy could bene�t patients in about 13.5-16% of all
radiotherapy treatments (about 6% of all cancer treatments) [17, 18].

1.4 Cost e�ectiveness of hadrontherapy

A very important point to bring novel and promising techniques such as hadrontherapy in
clinical practice is the cost, which is very complex to evaluate. Radiation therapy (RT) costs
only 5% of the overall oncology budget [19], which is an important number to keep in mind. If
the running costs are clearly higher in hadrontherapy than in conventional radiotherapy, it was
stated since 1998 that ions can be cost e�ective if we consider the global cost, including the cost
of failure from less e�ective treatments [20]. In 2007, it was presented in a systematic literature
review of hadron therapy centers [21], that there were little reliable evidence-based data available
concerning the cost-e�ectiveness of hadrontherapy. In 2008, proton therapy was estimated to be
about 2.4 more costly than conventional RT, with an average cost of 25,000 e per treatment [19].
This cost depends on the treatment protocol used, as well as the aspects of service delivery,
e.g. number of fractions, number of beams per fraction, operating hours per day, number of
treatment rooms, quality assurance modalities and technical equipment required [19]. In 2010,
a detailed estimation of the costs for carbon, proton and conventional RT was proposed in [22],
for combined proton/carbon, proton-only and photon facilities. General costs are presented in
Table 1.2 and treatment costs for some speci�c locations are presented in Table 1.3. Table 1.2

Combined Proton-only Photon
Capital costs (million e) 138.6 94.9 23.4
Total cost per year (million e) 36.7 24.9 9.6
Mean cost per fraction (e) 1128 743 233

Table 1.2: Cost estimation of radiation therapy for combined (proton and carbon), proton-only
and photon facilities. Numbers taken from [22].

Tumor site Carbon Proton Photon
Cost (e) Fractions Cost (e) Fractions Cost (e) Fractions

Prostate 12,530 20 16,090 39 18,160 39 (IMRT)
Lung 10,030 4 12,380 10 3,720 4 (SBRT)

8,150 35 (3DRT)
Head &neck 30,080 16 39,610 32 11,520 33 (IMRT)
Skull-base chordoma 25,070 20 30,530 37 13,970 30 (FSRT)

Table 1.3: Treatment costs for four di�erent tumor sites using carbon ions, protons delivered in
proton-only facilities and photons. Di�erent photon techniques exist: IMRT (Intensity Modulated
RT), SBRT (Stereotactic body RT), 3DRT (3 dimensional RT), FSRT (Fractionated stereotactic
RT). Numbers taken from [22].

6



1.5. GEANT4 & GATE MONTE CARLO CODES

shows that the capital costs, yearly costs and mean costs per fraction are the most expensive using
carbon ions, then using protons and the cheapest using photons. However, Table 1.3 shows that
for some cases, proton and carbon ion treatments can be cheaper than photon treatments, e.g.
for prostate cancer. For the tumor sites presented, carbon treatments are cheaper than proton
treatments, mainly because of a reduced number of fractions (Table 1.3). This study presents the
costs from RT treatments, but does not take into account the treatment e�cacy [22]. The full
cancer treatment costs includes also surgery and drug delivery, which can cost much more than
RT (more than 60,000 e for some chemotherapy treatments). The full cost of cancer treatment,
including surgery, hospitalization, radiation therapy and also the cost of recurrence (pondered by
the probability of recurrence) has been presented for skull-base chordoma in [23]. The results
of the analysis for the best achievable treatments using photon therapy and carbon therapy are
presented in Table 1.4. The cost of the primary treatment includes the cost of surgery (11,000 e)

5 year local control rate Cost of primary treatment Cost of recurrence Total cost
(e) (e) (e)

50% (photon therapy) 27,100 40,735 67,835
70% (carbon therapy) 43,600 24,441 68,041

Table 1.4: Overall treatment costs for skull-base chordoma, including the cost of recurrence.
Numbers taken from [23].

and hospitalization (12,600 e), i.e. 23,600 e in total. For information, the mean overall cost for
patients with recurrent chordomas was estimated to about 121,710 e using medical records from
10 patients [23]. This analysis provides some evidences that hadrontherapy can be cost e�ective
for some treatments using a combination of surgery and radiations and for which a clear increase
of the control rate exists. It shows that the overall treatment costs have to be evaluated and
not only the costs of hadrontherapy versus photon therapy. Other very important aspects, which
can not be quanti�ed in terms of money, are the invaluable bene�ts for the patients in terms of
reduced side e�ects and increased control rates, when using hadrontherapy .

1.5 GEANT4 & GATE Monte Carlo codes

GEANT4 (GEometry ANd Tracking 4) [24, 25, 26] is a versatile C++ Monte Carlo simula-
tion toolkit developed at CERN 9. It has been initially created for high energy appications up to
about 100 TeV and now allows for very low energy applications down to a few eV. As a particle
physics simulation toolkit, GEANT4 simulates all kind of particles, including exotic particles. A
large number of processes, models, cross-sections and simulation parameters are available and
they have to be carefully selected depending on the application. Available models are growing
continuously [27] and are historically divided into three categories: data-driven, parameterized
and theory-based models. The data-driven approach is considered to be the optimal way of mod-
eling [27], but models are not strictly data-driven, theory-based or parameterized: for instance,
a data-driven model can be parameterized for some parts if data is missing. For medical appli-
cations, various validation studies have been proposed, covering the validation of the photon and
electron physics for conventional radiotherapy and the validation of electromagnetic and nuclear
interactions for carbon ion and proton therapy applications [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36].

GATE (Geant4 Application for Emission Tomography) is an advanced open source software
developed by the international OpenGate 10 collaboration and is dedicated to numerical simula-

9. www.geant4.org
10. www.opengatecollaboration.org
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tions in medical imaging and radiotherapy. The GATE Monte Carlo software has been initiated
in 2001 to facilitate the use of the GEANT4 Monte Carlo code for imaging simulations and was
�rst released in 2004 [37]. It currently supports simulations of Positron Emission Tomography
(PET), Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT), Computed Tomography (CT)
and Radiotherapy experiments [38] (Figure 1.6). Developments for radiotherapy applications
have been �rst initiated within the SimCa2 ANR project (2007-2010) by researcher from CRE-
ATIS 11 [39, 40]. Later, they have been merged within the GATE framework and �rst released
in 2010 [38]. As it is based on the GEANT4 toolkit, GATE bene�ts from its �exibility and al-

Figure 1.6: Dose distribution simulated of a 12C irradiation inside a thorax (a), with the
corresponding simulated PET image of the resulting 11C (b) and 15O (c) isotope distributions
(From [38]).

lows de�ning complex geometries. It includes the management of time during simulations and
remains compatible with the latest GEANT4 releases each year. It uses an easy-to-learn macro
mechanism allowing con�guring simple or highly sophisticated experimental settings. The macro
�les describe the physics speci�cations, geometries, source of primary particles and management
of outputs in various formats.

Faster Monte Carlo codes exist, as for instance VMCpro, which is dedicated to proton treat-
ment plan simulation [41]. The main interest of a slower and detailed Monte Carlo simulation
such as GATE/GEANT4 is its versatility: it can be used as a reference Monte Carlo code for vali-
dation purposes, it allows combined imaging and dose simulations, micro-dosimetric applications,
radiotherapy simulations using di�erent particles such as photons, electrons, protons or carbon
ions. From a practical stand point, having a common platform handling various medical physics
applications is of great interest, especially with the progress of image-guided radiotherapy and
requirements of high precision patient dose calculation.

1.6 Proton beam delivery techniques

1.6.1 Cyclotron-based proton beam production

This section brie�y describes how to produce a clinical proton beam based on the IBA speci-
�cities. The proton beam is produced with a �xed energy cyclotron of 230 MeV. At the cyclotron
exit, an Energy Selection System (ESS) is used to degrade the beam energy to lower energies.
The ESS is a carbon wedge of variable thickness, with associated momentum and divergence slits.
The carbon wedge allows for degrading the beam energy from 230 MeV down to 70 MeV, while

11. www.creatis.insa-lyon.fr/rio
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the associated slits maintain the beam energy spread and divergence (spot size) within clinical
requirements. The beam is then transported into the treatment rooms thanks to the Beam Trans-
port System (BTS) using several quadrupoles. An overview of the system is given in Figure 1.7.
Other accelerators called synchrotrons, produce beams of variable energy are also used in some

Figure 1.7: Schematic view of an IBA delivery system. (From IBA)

clinical centers.

1.6.2 Passive scattering

There are two main families of beam delivery, namely passive scattering and active scanning.
Passive scattering consists in producing a broad beam, which is further collimated transversally
to conform to the tumor shape. The distal part of the tumor is conformed thanks to a range com-
pensator, at the expense of the proximal part. Collimators and range compensators are produced
speci�cally for each patient and each �eld using milling machines. To deliver a homogeneous
in-depth dose distribution in the tumor, a SOBP is produced by a range modulator, which is
basically a wheel with steps of variable thicknesses. By combining beam current modulation and
range modulator rotation, various modulations (SOBP thicknesses) can be obtained. For large
�elds the double scattering technique is used, while for small �elds the single scattering technique
is also available, with an advantage of sharper penumbra. The double scattering technique is
currently the most commonly used worldwide and is illustrated in Figure 1.8.

1.6.3 Pencil Beam Scanning (PBS)

Active scanning systems typically do not include any scattering device in the nozzle. Pristine
Bragg peaks of a few millimeters in diameter (about 3-7 mm standard deviation) are scanned
transversally in two lateral directions at average speeds of 1-10 mm/ms, depending on the axis 12.
To conform the dose to the tumor in depth (longitudinal direction), the beam energy is modi�ed

12. The parameters given correspond to the IBA system and might be di�erent for other systems.
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Figure 1.8: Schematic view of the IBA double scattering system. Transversal (blue) and
logitudinal (red) view of the beam at the nozzle entrance (a), after the �rst scatterer (S1) and the
Range Modulator (RM) wheel (b), after the second scatterer (c) and �nally at the patient level
after the collimator and range compensator (d). (From IBA)

at the ESS level (Figure 1.9). This irradiation technique is currently the most advanced and allows

Figure 1.9: Schematic view of the active beam scanning treatment modality. The
tumor is treated by scanning transversally the beam in di�erent iso-energy layers (From GSI).

conforming better to the tumor shape and sparing healthy tissues [9]. IBA uses the spot-scanning
technique, for which the beam is turned o� between two spot irradiations, as opposed to the
continuous-scanning technique, for which the beam is turned-o� only between two layers. The
PBS delivery technique has been used since the end of 1996 at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) in
Switzerland for proton therapy [42] and since 1997 at the Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschung
(GSI) in Germany with carbon ions [43]. An alternative to passive scattering and PBS techniques
is called uniform scanning (or wobbling). It consists in producing a broad beam using scanning
magnets. The tumor is then irradiated layer by layer by changing the energy using the range
modulator wheel in static mode and by using appropriate collimators.

10
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1.7 Treatment Planning Systems (TPS)

The radiotherapy treatment of a patient is prescribed by oncologists. The prescription cor-
responds to a dose of radiation to be delivered in the tumor using a given type of particles and
appropriate dose constraints to the surrounding tissues and organs at risks (OARs). The dose
constraints, number of �elds and �eld positions are entered manually by the medical team into the
TPS, based on the clinical experience. Further, the TPS calculates and optimizes iteratively the
dose delivered by each �eld in the tumor and in the various OARs. The optimization is an itera-
tive process, which consists in minimizing a cost function. Methods based on gradient algorithms
are commonly used, but di�erent approaches exist [44, 45, 46, 47, 48]. For the PBS modality, the
optimization consists in adjusting the �uence of several thousands of pencil beams [42]. This itera-
tive process is called inverse planning [49]. The dose calculation accuracy depends on the physical
interaction modeling in the patient. In order to correctly account for heterogeneities this a critical
point. The most common dose calculation algorithm currently used is called �Pencil Beam� and
has to be clearly distinguished from the PBS delivery technique. It has been developed based on
a previous algorithm called �Ray Tracing� (or Ray Casting or Broad Beam). Dose calculations
in patients are based on measured data, which are further rescaled based on water equivalent
path length approximations. The water equivalent depth of a point corresponds to the thickness
of water leading to the same energy loss. It is calculated from the integration of the electronic
densities or stopping powers along the direction of an in�nitesimal photon or ion beam, respec-
tively [50]. Ray tracing algorithms neglect the surrounding heterogeneities around the ray and
can lead to misleading results [50]. The pencil beam algorithm consists in representing the initial
beam as a collection of in�nitesimal pencil beams (also called beamlets) and superimposing their
contributions. This technique has been proved to take better into account heterogeneities and is
still the method of reference in current practice for protons and carbon ions [51, 52, 53, 54, 46], as
demonstrated in Figure 1.10. The number of beamlets used is a trade-o� between precision and
time. Improving the calculation time is still under current investigations [55, 56].

1.8 Objective of the project

Our project was to develop a Monte Carlo platform for hadron therapy simulations of active
scanning systems, with a further objective of TPS benchmarking. Monte Carlo simulation is
considered to be the reference in medical physics and is therefore a relevant tool to evaluate
TPSs. Limitations of anaytical algorithms as currently implemented in TPSs have been pointed
out in the previous section.

While electromagnetic interactions are rather well understood, nuclear interactions are com-
plex and di�cult to model analytically. At the maximum therapeutic energies, nuclear interactions
are responsible for about 10-15% of the dose delivered in proton [57] treatments and for about
40% of the dose delivered in the region before the Bragg peak for carbon ion therapy [35]. The
biological e�ective dose computation is more complex for carbon ions than for proton therapy, be-
cause of nuclear fragmentation. It depends on the 3D particle, dose and LET spectra distributed
throughout the volume [3, 58]. Obviously, it also depends on the biological model used [3]. From
a dose quality assurance stand point, it seems very attractive to recompute clinical treatment
plans and revisit clinical decisions based on Monte Carlo simulations. In the case of proton pas-
sive spreading systems, an extensive use of GEANT4 has been performed at the Massachusetts
General Hospital in Boston for several years [59]. Simulation of proton active scanning systems
is of growing interest with the recent progresses of this new delivery technique [60, 61]. Beside
dose calculations, Monte Carlo o�ers the possibility of simulating very complex setups in order
to better understand the role played by the various physical processes and to improve TPS dose
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Set-up

Ray tracing Pencil beam

Figure 1.10: Proton integral depth-dose distributions (a,b) at 3 energies in a heterogenous
phantom described on the top: between 3 and 5 cm adjacent lung and bone tissue, rest is soft
tissue. TPS calculations are compared to reference Monte Carlo simulations. (a) corresponds to
a ray tracing algorithm and (b) to a pencil beam algorithm using 49 sub-spots per original spot
(From [46]).

calculation algorithms. The power of such codes makes it possible to investigate other research
areas, as for instance the production of β+ emitters (such as 11C or 15O) [62, 63, 64] following pro-
ton or carbon irradiations, the prompt emission of γ-rays or secondary protons occurring during
non-elastic nuclear collisions [65, 66, 67, 68] and their correlations with the Bragg peak position in
the patient. Despite the fact that several Monte Carlo codes and applications are available (such
as MCNPX [69], PHITS [70], SHIELD-HIT [71], FLUKA [72], GEANT4 [26]), they are currently
not easy-to-use platform for hadron therapy simulations. This crucial point was of major concern
in our project.

In this work, we choose to upgrade the GATE Monte Carlo platform, because not only does it
take advantage of the �exibility and power of GEANT4, it also supports imaging simulations and
simpli�es the use of Monte Carlo for medical physics applications. We focused on the simulation
of an IBA proton PBS system and compared dose distributions with those given by the XiO
(Elekta) TPS . All developments were performed with the further objective of being adaptable to
ion beam therapy and compatible with the DICOM standard.
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Chapter 2
Physics and Biology of hadrontherapy

In this chapter, key concepts relative to the physics and biology of hadrontherapy are pre-
sented, with a strong focus on the physics of proton therapy.

2.1 Physics of hadrontherapy

2.1.1 Stopping power

The main advantage of ions over photons is that ions stop within matter at a known depth,
with a maximum energy deposition in the Bragg peak. This e�ect is characterized by the stopping
power, de�ned in [73] as the average energy loss per unit path length, resulting from Coulomb
interactions with electrons and atom nuclei. A detailed review of this e�ect has been proposed
in [74].

The electronic stopping power (or collision stopping power) has a predominant contribution,
while the nuclear stopping power has only a minor e�ect, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. The
energy loss of ions within matter can be almost fully attributed to the electromagnetic stopping
power. In comparison, elastic nuclear collisions contribute very little to the energy loss above
1 MeV and represent less than 0.1% of the total energy loss [75]. Radiative stopping power is
also completely negligible at therapeutic energies and its contribution is even lower than elastic
nuclear interactions [75]. Nuclear interactions are discussed separately and will be presented in
section 2.1.7.

The electronic stopping power depends on the interaction distance between the primary ion
and the target electron, called impact parameter (b). Depending on the impact parameter, the
target atom can be either excited by launching the electron to a higher orbital or be ionized
by ejecting the electron. Maximum energy electrons, which are able to ionize other atoms are
called δ electrons. The mass collision stopping power can be written as follows (Bethe-Bloch
equation) [73]:

Scol
ρ

= −1

ρ

(
dE

dx

)

el

=
4πr2

emc
2

β2

1

u

Z

A
z2L(β) (2.1)

where re = e2/mc2 is the classical electron radius, mc2 is the electron rest mass energy, u is
the atomic mass unit, β is the particle speed in units of light speed, Z and A are the atomic
number and relative atomic mass of the target atom, and z the charge number of the projectile.
This equation is also referred to as non-restricted stopping power, as opposed to the concept of
restricted stopping power, which includes only energy loss due to collisions with an energy transfer
lower than a given energy threshold ∆. The concept of restricted stopping power has di�erent
applications: it is a useful quantity for instance in Monte Carlo simulation, in order to split the
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Figure 2.1: Total, electronic and nuclear stopping power of protons in water (From NIST,
PSTAR [76]).

continuous energy loss attributed to the primary ion with energy transfers lower than ∆ and the
discrete energy loss due to the explicit production of secondary electrons with energy transfers
larger than ∆. Other applications are discusssed in section 2.1.2.

One strong assumption of the Bethe-Bloch equation is that the ion is much faster than the
electron [74]. At low speed, the particle may capture electrons from the target and partially
neutralize its nuclear charge [74]. The Bethe-Bloch equation is assumed to hold for energies
larger than 1 MeV/u [74]. The gross features of the energy-loss precede the quantity L, called
stopping number, which accounts for �ne corrections.

L = L0(β) + zL1(β) + z2L2(β) (2.2)

with the �rst term

L0(β) =
1

2
ln

(
2mc2β2Wm

1− β2

)
− β2 − ln(I)− C

Z
− δ

2
(2.3)

where I is the mean excitation energy of the medium, C/Z the shell correction and δ/2 the
density-e�ect correction. Shell e�ects are due to the assumption of much larger ion speed com-
pared with electron speed and breaks down in the low-energy region. At 100 and 10 MeV/u,
the shell correction modi�es the stopping power by about 1 and 6%, respectively [74]. Density
e�ect corrections only play a role for very high energy relativistic particles, due to the dielectric
properties of the medium and polarization e�ects. At 1 GeV, the correction only accounts for
about 1% [74]. L1 and L2, also called Barakas and Bloch corrections, account for charge sign and
large impact parameter e�ects, respectively. To illustrate the relative contribution of each stop-
ping number, in the case of a 10 MeV proton beam in silver, the terms L0, L1 and L2 contribute
by about 98.8%, 1.1% and 0.1%, respectively [74]. At therapeutic energies, the Bloch, Barakas,
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density and shell e�ect corrections can be neglected, as their corrections are small [77]. As the
quantity 4πr2

emc
2/u = 0.307075 MeV cm2 g−1 [74], equation 2.1 can be simpli�ed as follows:

Scol
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z2

[
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2
ln

(
2mc2β2Wm

1− β2

)
− β2 − ln(I)

]
(MeV · cm2 · g−1) (2.4)

The main source of range uncertainty comes by far from the ionization potential I [77, 78]. In
theory, it can be calculated from atomic structure, but it is not su�ciently accurate. In practice,
it is adjusted to agree with experimental data for elements where data exists [75, 77]. The
assumption of additivity, as proposed by Bragg [79], raises more complicated issues for compounds
of several elements. In [75], inconsistent results concerning the additivity rule were found. In [73],
di�erences between experimental I-values and approximated I-values from the additivity rule were
found to be smaller than experimental uncertainties in most of cases. When experimental data
are lacking, the stopping power of compounds are calculated using the additivity rule. This
approximation can lead to errors of about 15% or more, especially at low energies near the Bragg
peak [73]. These errors are related to chemical binding e�ects from the di�erent constituents
and material phase (as gas or solids) [73]. The range uncertainty associated with I is estimated
to be about 1-2% in compounds [77]. Uncertainties of tabulated stopping power for elements
and compounds are stated to be within 1-2% and 1-4%, respectively [73]. To illustrate these
uncertainties, the currently used I values are 75 eV [73] and 81 eV [75].

Of interest also is the calculation of the maximum energy (Tmax) transfered to secondary
electrons:

Tmax =
2mc2(γ2 − 1)

1 + 2γ m
M +

(
m
M

)2 (2.5)

where M is the ion mass (at rest) and γ the Lorentz factor.
For illustration, the range-energy relationship for a few clinical proton energies and the asso-

ciated maximum δ electron energies are presented in Table 2.1.

Protons
Energy 230 MeV 200 MeV 150 MeV 100 MeV 50 MeV

CSDA range 32.95 cm 25.96 cm 15.77 cm 7.72 cm 2.23 cm
Projected range 32.91 cm 25.93 cm 15.76 cm 7.71 cm 2.22 cm
Electrons
Tmax 562 keV 482 keV 353 keV 229 keV 112 keV

CSDA range 2.0 mm 1.7 mm 1.1 mm 0.6 mm 0.2 mm

Table 2.1: Proton CSDA and projected ranges, as de�ned in section 2.1.3, in water. They are
calculated according to the NIST PSTAR database [76]. The maximum energy transfered to the
electrons is calculated using equation 2.5 and the associated CSDA range in water relies on the
NIST ESTAR database [80].

2.1.2 Linear energy transfer (LET)

The radiation quality refers to the features that in�uence the e�ectiveness of an irradiation.
For constant physical factors such as dose, dose rate and fractionation, the e�ectiveness of an
irradiation may vary, because of changes in the spatial dose distribution and energy transfers
along and within the particle tracks [81]. In 1947, Gray introduced the concept of mean linear ion
density [81]. However, ionization is di�cult or impossible to measure or even to de�ne in solids
and liquids. In 1952, Zirkle et al introduced the concept of Linear Energy Transfer (LET) [81],
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which is also related to radiation quality and is easier to measure. The LET is often expressed in
MeV/mm (or keV/µm). In ICRU'16 [81], the LET is de�ned as follows:

L∆ =

(
dE

dl

)

∆

(2.6)

where L∆ is the LET, dE is the mean energy loss due to collisions with energy transfer less
than some speci�ed value ∆ and dl is the distance traversed by the particle. For instance, L100

designates the LET when ∆ = 100 eV and the symbol L∞ designates the LET when all possible
energy transfers are included [81]. Therefore, L∆ and L∞ correspond to the restricted and non-
restricted collision stopping powers, respectively, as de�ned in section 2.1.1. For mixed radiation
�elds, distributions of LET occur and two de�nitions of average LET values have been proposed:
dose average LET (LD) and track average LET (LT ) [81].
The dose average LET (LD) is de�ned as follows:

LD =

∫ ∞

0
d(L)LdL (2.7)

where d(L) is the distribution of dose in unit of LET, so that d(L)dL corresponds to the fraction
of the total dose having a LET L.
The track average LET (LT ) is de�ned as follows:

LT =

∫ ∞

0
t(L)LdL (2.8)

where t(L) is the distribution of track length in unit of LET, so that t(L)dL corresponds to the
fraction of the total track length having a LET L. Di�erences occur between these two de�nitions
and they also depend on the cut-o� ∆ selected. Therefore, it is important to specify which LET
de�nition is used [81].

For radiation protection, the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) and
the Internal Commission on Radiation Units (ICRU) speci�ed Quality Factors (QF) for radiations
as a function of LET (L∞) [81]. Of course, the e�ectiveness of radiations depends not only on
the LET, but also on the particle type, cell type, endpoint and dose. Therefore, the QF are
rough estimations, which deliberately overestimate the real e�ects of radiations. A few values are
summarized in Table 2.2:

L∞ in water QF
keV/µm
≤ 3.5 1
7.0 2
23 5
53 10
175 20

Table 2.2: Radiation e�ectiveness (QF) as a function of LET [81].

For mixed radiation �elds, the average QF factor can be estimated as follows:

QF =

∫ ∞

0
QF (L)d∞(L)dL (2.9)

where d∞ is the distribution of absorbed dose as a funtion of LET.
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The LET is also a useful quantity in radiobiology, which strongly in�uence the RBE of ion
beams, as de�ned later in section 2.2.3. Di�erent radiations having the same d∞ will not necessar-
ily have the same biological e�ects; however, the possibility exists that this would be the case for
some values of ∆, with ∆ depending upon the circumstances [81]. The LET is approximatively
proportional to z2/v2, with z and v being the ion charge and speed, respectively. As ions lose
energy, their speeds (v) decrease, which results in an increased ionizing density, more speci�cally
in the Bragg Peak. Moreover, as heavier ions such as 12C have a larger z than protons, they have
a higher LET. Clinicians distinguish high-LET particles like carbon ions from low-LET particles
like protons, because they have a higher RBE, as discussed in section 2.2.

2.1.3 Range/Energy relationship

The penetration depth of ions in matter is characterized by the range (or the mean range),
de�ned as the depth for which half of the primary ions that did not undergo a non-elastic nuclear
interaction stop [77]. Range measurements are possible using a �uence meter such as a Faraday
cup. As depth-dose pro�les are routinely measured, it was necessary to link the range with
a speci�c dose point. It has been shown that the range corresponds to the distal 80% dose
point [77], as illustrated in Figure 2.2 (a) for protons. This point is almost independent of the
energy spread, which makes it very useful. When treating patients, physicians want to adjust the
Bragg Peak range de�ned as the distal 90% dose point (clinical range), for safety. Therefore, one
has to be careful when talking about �range�, as two di�erent de�nitions are used.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.2: This �gure presents the correlation between particle �uence and dose (a). (a) Top:
depth-�uence measurement for a proton beam of �xed mean energy, using 3 di�erent energy
standard deviations. (a) Bottom: corresponding depth-dose pro�les. (From [77]). (b) Range-
energy relationship (From [82]).

The proton average path length Sav is di�cult to measure, in contrary to the average pene-
tration depth zav, which corresponds to the mean range [73]. In fact, protons undergo scattering
interactions and Sav is always larger than zav. The ratio Sav/zav is called the detour factor [73].
A common range-energy relationship used in ICRU [73] or NIST [76] tables is based on the
Continuous-Slowing-Down Approximation (CSDA). CSDA ranges are given by integrating the
reciprocal of the total stopping power (collision plus nuclear) with respect to energy [76]. In these
tables, projected ranges and detour factors are also available. It is shown in [73], that di�erences
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between CSDA range and Sav, and between projected range and zav can be disregarded for all
practical purposes. Therefore, the CSDA approximation can be considered as �exact�. Di�erences
between CSDA and projected ranges are presented in Table 2.1.

A logarithmic relationship between the proton energy and range has been established in [82],
based on the ICRU'49 tables [73], so that ln(Energy) ∝ ln(range) (Figure 2.2 (b)).

2.1.4 Range straggling

As physical interactions are stochastic, the number of collisions along the ion range varies,
so that all ions do not stop at exactly the same depth. This e�ect is known as range straggling
(or energy straggling). The most probable proton energy loss in individual collisions is of the
order of 20 eV [73]. In light elements and gases, 4/5 of all losses are lower than 100 eV [73].
Straggling depends almost only upon the inelastic Coulomb interaction with atomic electrons.
However, at low energies below about 1 MeV, elastic nuclear collisions and charge exchanges start
to signi�cantly contribute to the range straggling [75]. The total energy loss ∆, in a track segment
of length s, is a stochastic quantity, whose distribution is described in terms of Straggling function
F (∆, s). The straggling distribution is often modeled using a Gaussian, considered as a good
approximation [73, 82]. For long track sections, the straggling function is described in [73] as
follows:

F (∆, s) =
1√

2π Ω
exp−

(
(∆−∆av)2

2 Ω2

)
(2.10)

with Ω2 being the variance, which is proportional to the inelastic Coulomb scattering cross-section,
∆av the mean energy loss, which is equal to the product of the path length s and the stopping
power. Several expressions for the variance are available. We choose to present the following [73]:

Ω2 = ksWm (2.11)

where Wm is the maximum energy loss in a single collision, k=2πr2emc
2z2NZ/β2 and N is the

number of target atoms per unit volume. Range straggling increases with the particle path length
and has an impact on the Bragg peak width. Its standard deviation is material dependent and
depends almost linearly on the range, as illustrated in Figure 2.3. In water, the range straggling
is approximatively equal to 1.2% of the mean range [77].

Figure 2.3: Proton range straggling in various materials, with R0 the mean range and σs the
range straggling standard deviation (From [77]).
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2.1.5 Nuclear stopping power

It is noteworthy that the term nuclear stopping power is customarily used in literature, even
though it pertains on energy loss due to electromagnetic interactions [73]. The nuclear stopping
power deals with Coulomb scattering interactions with atom nuclei screened by atomic electrons.
It has to be di�erentiated from nuclear (elastic and non-elastic) interactions, which are presented
in section 2.1.7. Usually, the nuclear stopping power is obtained by calculating the elastic Coulomb
scattering cross-section and then the energy transfer to recoil nuclei [73]. The elastic scattering
cross-section is a function of the center-of-mass de�ection angle θ and impact parameter p [73].
Such interactions are described by a potential function, which takes into account the Coulomb
potential for two bare nuclei (nucleus free of orbital electrons) and the screening potential from
atomic electrons [73]. The screening is characterized by a universal screening function, which
depends on the screening length rs [73]. Interactions within the electromagnetic �eld of nuclei
screened by atomic electrons are responsible for most of the scattering undergone by incident par-
ticles, as described in section 2.1.6. Relativistically, the maximum energy that can be transferred
from an incident ion to the recoiling atom corresponds to equation (2.5), with appropriate ion and
target nucleus masses replacing the electron and proton masses, respectively [75]. A simpli�ed
formula is given in ICRU'49 [73].

Wm = 4T
MtM

(Mt +M)2
(2.12)

where Wm is the maximum energy transfered, T the projectile energy, M and Mt the projectile
and target atom masses, respectively.

2.1.6 Multiple Coulomb scattering

Proton scattering is mainly the result of de�ections by atomic nuclei [75]. Indeed, as the
electron mass (≈ 511 keV/c2) is about 2×103 times lower than that of protons (≈ 938 MeV/c2),
they hardly de�ect primary protons [77]. This is also the reason why heavier ions like carbon
ions are de�ected much less than protons, which results in a better penumbra for clinical practice.
The mass ratio also explains why electrons su�er much more from range straggling and transverse
spreading than ions.

Center-of-mass de�ection angle θ presented previously in section 2.1.5 corresponds to single
scattering interactions. Multiple Coulomb Scattering (MCS) theories allow computing the mean
scattering angle resulting from many single scattering collisions. They are derived from elastic
scattering cross-sections by means of numerical integrations [75]. The main contribution to mul-
tiple Coulomb scattering theories was developed by Molière in 1948. His theory was found to
be accurate to better than 1% on average for protons [83] and is now considered as a de�nitive
solution [77]. Multiple Coulomb scattering theory describes the shape of the particle angular dis-
tribution and its characteristic width. The shape is known to be nearly Gaussian for small angles
(<10◦) and to deviate markedly from a Gaussian shape for larger angles [83]. Other scattering
theories were also developed as for instance by Hanson, Highland, Lynch or Rossi, as presented
in the review from B. Gottschalk [83]. Molière's theory directly gives the rms 1 multiple Coulomb
scattering angle, at any incident energy, for homogeneous slabs of any element, compound or
mixture, from very thin to near stopping thicknesses [84].

For practical purposes, as for instance patient dose calculation, it is of interest to be able
to compute the mean scattering angle or transverse dose spreading of a proton beam at every
depth in heterogeneous geometries. This approach is not directly available in multiple Coulomb
scattering theories and step-size dependent approximations were developed. Similarly to the

1. rms stands for root mean square and corresponds to the standard deviation.
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CHAPTER 2. PHYSICS AND BIOLOGY OF HADRONTHERAPY

stopping power (S ≡ −dE/dx), the scattering power (T ≡< θ2 > /dx) of ion and proton beams
have been investigated recently in [55, 84], in order to compute multiple Coulomb scattering angle
variations at every depth without step-size dependence. As the calculation details of Molière's
theory are quite long and complex, they will not be detailed here, but useful information can be
found for instance in [83, 84, 55]. Instead, the Lynch and Dahl's formula, which has the same
form as Highland's equation and recognized to be simple and accurate is presented [77].

θL =
13.6 MeV

pv
z

√
L

LR

[
1 + 0.088 log10

(
L

LR

)]
(2.13)

where θL is the mean scattering angle, p and v the particle momentum and speed, z the projectile
charge number and L and LR the target thickness and radiation length expressed with the same
unit (for instance g/cm2). This formula is valid in the case of thin slabs. To compute the mean
scattering angle at any depth in a thick target, one can apply the Lynch and Dahl's formula over
in�nitesimal targets and integrate the contributions in quadrature, as proposed in [83].

Interestingly, it was shown that the proton beam spreading can be expressed as a universal law,
by expressing σ/σR0 as a function of T/R0, with σ and σR0 being the beam standard deviations
at depth T and R0, and T/R0 being a fraction of the initial range R0 [77] (Figure 2.4).

Figure 2.4: Universal relationship between proton range and transverse dose spreading. Open tri-
angles, solid triangles and open circles are experimental results for 112 MeV protons on aluminum,
158 MeV protons on aluminum and 127 MeV protons on water, respectively (From [77]).

2.1.7 Nuclear interactions

In contrast with the nuclear stopping power, which results from interactions in the electromag-
netic �eld of the target nuclei screened by atomic electrons (section 2.1.5), nuclear interactions
are due to nucleus-nucleus collisions and deal with the strong interaction force. Nuclear reactions
can be split into two main categories according to ICRU'63 [85]:

� elastic: the incident projectile scatter o� the target nucleus with the total kinetic energy
conserved (the internal state of the target nucleus and projectile are unchanged).

� non-elastic: as opposed to elastic, the total kinetic energy is not conserved. The target
nucleus may undergo break-up, excitation to a higher quantum state or particle transfer.
In the case of ions heavier than protons, the projectile may also be fragmented.
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2.1. PHYSICS OF HADRONTHERAPY

A third category called inelastic has been de�ned as a special type of non-elastic reaction, in
which the �nal nucleus is the same as the bombarded nucleus. The term nuclear interaction is
customarily used in literature to designate non-elastic nuclear interactions, because it is the most
important nuclear process.

The main e�ect of nuclear interactions is due to non-elastic collisions, which reduce the pri-
mary �uence of particles with depth [85]. For protons, a mean �uence reduction in the order of
1.2%/(g/cm2) is given in [82], as illustrated in Figure 2.2. The probability that a stopping proton
undergoes a non-elastic nuclear interaction increases with beam energy and about 25% of the in-
cident protons undergo nuclear interaction, assuming an incident energy of 230 MeV (32 g/cm2),
as illustrated in Figure 2.5 (b). However, the maximum non-elastic nuclear cross-section occurs
at about 10-50 MeV (Figure 2.5 (a)). At 230 MeV, proton non-elastic nuclear interactions ac-
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Figure 2.5: (a) Total non-elastic nuclear cross-sections for protons incident on carbon and oxygen
target nuclei, using data from ICRU'63 report [85]. (b) Proton non-elastic nuclear interaction
probability (From [85]).

count for about 10-15% of the total energy deposited [57]. The secondary ejectiles (or fragments)
depose their energy either at short distances (mainly charged secondaries) or at large distances
(mainly neutrons and gammas) [75, 77, 73, 86]. In [57], it is considered that 1/3 of the incident
particle energy is deposited locally, 1/3 belongs to long range products and 1/3 escapes (neutral
secondaries).

Proton non-elastic nuclear interactions are responsible for nuclear build-up at the phantom
entrance [77]. This build-up is assumed to take about 2-4 g/cm2 at energies of 185-230 MeV to
reach its longitudinal equilibrium [77]. As is the case for photons, an electronic build-up also
exists. The electronic equilibrium is estimated at a depth of about 0.1 g/cm2, much smaller than
for photons, because of a much higher probability of electronic interaction [77].

Unlike electromagnetic interactions, nuclear interactions are less well understood and su�er
from larger uncertainties. Several models have been proposed to describe non-elastic nuclear
interactions as for instance: the compound nucleus theory with pre-equilibrium de-excitation
stage, the Intra-Nuclear Cascade (INC) with evaporation or Fermi-break-up equilibrium decay
and the quantum mechanical multi-step approach [85]. An important part of nuclear interaction
models is the de-excitation stage, including secondary fragments and isotope production. In
carbon ion therapy, these interactions are more important than for protons and account for up
to 40% of the energy loss in the region before the Bragg peak for the highest energies (400
MeV/u) [35]. The accuracy of the nuclear models is very important for therapy, because it
impacts on particle and LET spectra distributions in the patient and therefore on the RBE. Light
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secondary fragments (such as 4
2He, 6

3Li or
1
1H) can deposit energy far behind the initial carbon ion

Bragg-peak, as illustrated in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6: Top: Measured depth-dose pro�le of a 200 MeV/u 12C ion beam, with the associated
contribution of primary ions and fragments as calculated with PHITS. Bottom: Magni�ed ordinate
of the dose contribution from various fragments (From of [87]).

Nuclear cross sections uncertainties for proton-induced reactions at therapeutic energies have
been estimated in [85]. Total non-elastic cross sections are accurate to 5-10%. Angle-integrated
emission spectra 2 are accurate to 20-30%. Double-di�erential emission spectra 3 are accurate to
20-40% where the cross sections are large. As angular distributions are forward-peaked, backward
cross sections can be lower by several orders of magnitude and uncertainties are much larger.
For carbon ions, nuclear cross sections uncertainties are a bit larger [35]. This is also related to
missing data, making both the development of accurate models and their evaluations di�cult.

2. particle emission spectra as a function of ejectile and projectile energy
3. particle emission spectra as a function of ejectile angle and energy, and projectile energy
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2.2. BIOLOGY OF HADRONTHERAPY

2.2 Biology of hadrontherapy

2.2.1 DNA damages

Radiation e�ects are mainly attributed to DNA damages at the cell nucleus level. The DNA
represents roughly 5% of the cell nucleus volume and its size is around 10 µm in diameter.
Radiations yield DNA single strand breaks (SSB) and double strand breaks (DSB). DSB are
related to the number of lethal events and cell inactivation [88]. Two main e�ects can damage
DNA: direct and indirect e�ects. A direct e�ect is a DNA break due to the incident particle, while
an indirect e�ect is a DNA break due to free radicals produced by the incident particle in the
cell environment. Photon irradiations yield mainly indirect e�ects, while the opposit is observed
for ions. To deposit 1 Gy within a cell, about 1000 photons or 10 α particles are necessary and
yield respectively 20-30 or 40 DSB. The increased ionizing density around the ion track, with a
transverse dose following a 1/r2 rule [89] is responsible for this e�ect [88]. Dose deposit from low
versus high-LET particles is illustrated in Figure 2.7 (a). The track structure of ions can produce
clustered DNA damages, which are more lethal than isolated damages (Figure 2.7 (b)).

(a) (b)

Figure 2.7: (a) Ionization density from photon-like low-LET particles (left) and neutron-like
high-LET particles (right) (From [3]). (b) Illustration of clustered and isolated DNA damages.

The production of free radicals is related to the oxygen rate in the medium. Hypoxic cells
are about three times more radio resistant than well oxygenated cells [3]. The presence of 0.1-
1% of hypoxic cells is su�cient to make the tumor radioresistant [3]. This e�ect called Oxygen
Enhancement Ratio (OER), is de�ned as the ratio of doses required to produce a given e�ect in
hypoxic (Dhypoxic) and aerobic (Daerobic) conditions:

OER =
Dhypoxic

Daerobic
(2.14)

High LET particles present the advantage of a reduced OER [90]. Historically, a reduced OER
was the rationale for the introduction of high-LET neutrons in radiation therapy [3]. Similar
e�ects are produced with high-LET ions (such as carbon), but with the advantage of a better
irradiation ballistic.

2.2.2 The Linear Quadratic Model (LQM):

Radiation e�ects on tissues are characterized by the cell survival rate, which is not linear with
the dose (Figure 2.8). The linear quadratic (α/β) model has been commonly adopted to describe
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Figure 2.8: De�nition of the relative biological e�ectiveness RBE using cell survival curves
(From [91]).

the cell survival rate as a function of the dose delivered, using the following equation [3]:

S(D) = exp(−αD − βD2) (2.15)

where S is the survival probability of the cells for a macroscopic dose D (in Gy). α (in Gy−1)
and β (in Gy−2) are related to the probability of cell inactivation after a single hit and after
two consecutive hits, respectively. They are speci�c to the tissue type and depend on the particle
nature and energy [3]. α represents the slope at the start of the survival curve, while β explains the
increased e�ects for higher doses. In photon therapy, the fractionation technique takes advantage
of this dose response by repeating daily low dose irradiations. This allows healthy tissues to
repair better than tumors. Fractionation e�ects are lower with high-LET particles, as illustrated
in Figure 2.9. However, as the LET is low in the plateau region, where healthy tissues are located

Figure 2.9: E�ect of fractionation on the dose-response curve for photons and ions (From [3]).
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and high in the SOBP, where the tumor is present, there might be some advantages of fractionation
even with carbon ions, in order to decrease the NTCP [3].

The α/β ratio is an important cell parameter which describes the sensitivity of tissues to
radiations: a small α/β ratio predicts radioresistant cells and vice versa. This ratio is known
for most tissues irradiated with photons, even if the absolute values of α and β are not always
known [3]. This also plays an important role for the prediction of late e�ects. In absence of
precise information, α/β ratios of 3 and 10 are used to describe late and early responding tissues,
respectively [3].

2.2.3 The Relative Biological E�ectiveness (RBE):

RBE is a simple and unambiguous concept. Unfortunately, it cannot be uniquely de�ned for
a given radiation, as it varies with the particle type and energy, dose, cell type, oxygenation,
end-point, etc [3]. In [3], the RBE is de�ned as a ratio between two absorbed doses delivered with
two radiation qualities, one of which is a reference radiation, that results in the same e�ect in a
given biological system under identical conditions (Figure 2.8). Predominately, 60Co γ rays are
taken as the reference radiation quality. The RBE is usually de�ned as the dose required to reach
a 10% survival rate, but it depends on the end-point selected, as illustrated in Figure 2.10. A

Figure 2.10: RBE as function of the LET for 3 di�erent end-points: 1, 10 and 80% survival rates
(From [91]).

general rule is that the RBE increases with decreasing dose. It is sometimes higher for late e�ects
than for acute e�ects, especially at low doses [3].

Clinical experience has been acquired using photons for many years. Therefore, it is mandatory
to be able to convert ion doses into equally e�ective photon doses [3]. When prescribing the dose,
oncologists have to weigh a number of factors in addition to the RBE, especially as the RBE
varies with the position within the delivered �eld. Therefore, the notion of weighting factor Wion

has been developed in addition to the RBE [3] as follows:

Wion =
nxdx

niondion
=
αion + βiondion
αx + βxdx

(2.16)

the calculation is made for photon and ion irradiations leading to the same biological e�ect,
where n and d refer respectively to the number of fractions and dose. When the same irradiation
conditions are used (nx = nion), then Wion=RBE. When the same irradiation conditions (nx =
nion) and the standard protocol (dx =2 Gy, 5 fractions a week) are used, then Wion=WIsoE . This
factor allows characterizing the dose in terms of iso-e�ective dose DIsoE [3], often referred to as
the Biologically E�ective Dose (BED):

DIsoE = Dion ×WIsoE (2.17)

Depending on the institution, the notion of RBE is not always rigorously used and confusions
between RBE and Wion occur: the RBE de�nition strictly corresponds to the dose ratio between
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two single irradiations as presented earlier and weighting factors such as WIsoE are further used
to include other clinical parameters such as fractionation, dose per fraction and total dose. When
a non-conventional fractionation is applied, the iso-e�ective dose DIsoE(α/β) can be estimated
using the following formula [3]:

DIsoE [1 + d/(α/β)] = D′
[
1 + d′/(α/β)

]
(2.18)

where DIsoE and D′ are the total doses, and d and d′ are the doses per fraction, for the reference
and the non-conventional fractionations, respectively. The α/β ratio is often taken to be equal
to 10 or 3 Gy for early or late responding tissues, respectively [3]. This calculation accounts
for di�erent fractionation schemes. Additional corrections accounting for di�erences in the total
treatment times have to be further used.

It is noteworthy to remark that the highest RBE is observed for protons and not for heavier
ions [91]. In fact, the height of the maximum RBE decreases with increasing particle atomic
number and is shifted towards higher LET values, as illustrated in Figure 2.11. Therefore, the
biological response cannot be determined solely with the particle LET: its depends also on the
particle type. For protons, the maximum RBE is very localized in the distal part of the Bragg
peak and the overall RBE of a treatment is lower than with heavier ions (this will be discussed
later in this section). This high proton RBE occurs for a small LET (more or less 25 keV/µm)

Figure 2.11: Schematic comparison of RBE values for various ions as a function of particle LET
(From [91]).

and is currently neglected. In the current practice, an average RBE of 1.1 is used for protons
(except for some Japanese centers that use 1.0) [3]. While there is evidence of an increased proton
RBE which varies with depth [92], there are still too many uncertainties in the RBE values for
human tissues to propose RBE values speci�c to di�erent tissues, dose per fraction or proton
energy [93]. In [89], the high RBE of neutrons was attributed to the predominance of protons in
the slowing-down spectra, as low-energy protons have very high RBE. For heavier ions, the RBE
increases gradually with higher LET from the plateau to the Bragg peak region and hence has to
be taken into account all along the ion path. It has been demonstrated in [89] using a 195 MeV/u
(about 8 cm range) carbon ion beam, that the biological e�ect is mainly due to primary ions,
while the secondary fragments account only for about 10-20% of the e�ect. Current clinical RBE
conversion schemes applied to proton and carbon ions are illustrated in Figure 2.12. In this �gure,
one can see that for carbon ions an RBE of 2.1 is calculated in the plateau region, while its values
vary between 2.7 and 3.4 in the SOBP region, with a maximum RBE value in the distal part. As
a consequence and in order to produce a homogeneous "biological dose" (BED) in the target, the
"physical dose" calculated in the SOBP region is not �at, but decreases with increasing depth.
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Fig. 13 Fig. 14

Figure 2.12: Biological dose modeling for carbon ions (a) and protons (b) (From [3]). RBE
values shown in the left �gure are only examples and do not represent generic numbers.

For protons, the highest RBE value occurs in the distal part of the Bragg peak (the last
microns), while for carbon ions it coincides with the Bragg maximum [94]. For heavier ions, this
maximum occurs in the proximal part of the peak and consequently also a�ects the healthy tissues
before the tumor. Therefore, carbon ions allow maximizing the RBE di�erence between the tumor
and the healthy tissues, in order to reduce side e�ects. It was for this reason that in the 1990's
the Japanese and German groups choose this ion for radiotherapy applications [94]. The RBE
increase is related to an increased ionization density, producing more lethal DNA damages. Above
a given ionization density threshold, corresponding to a maximum RBE, an over killing e�ect of
the cells lead to an RBE decrease (Figure 2.10). Together with the ionization density increase,
high-LET particles have a lower OER (as explained in section 2.2.1). Therefore, maximum RBE
values occur for the most radioresistant tumors [95] and carbon ions reach RBE values of about
2-5, depending on the tumor [43].

2.2.4 Clinical implementation of radiobiological models

There are currently 2 di�erent ways of prescribing biological doses to patients for carbon ion
therapy [3]. The �rst one has been developed in Japan and is an experimental method. The
National Institute of Radiobiological Sciences (NIRS) has used a method combining radiobiolog-
ical data obtained from cell survival and animal tissue response, coupled with a large clinical
neutron experience, in order to predict RBE values at various positions in the carbon beam [3].
Alternatively, a theoretical approach based on biophysical modeling has been developed at the
Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung GmbH (GSI) in Germany. This model called Local
E�ect Model (LEM), is based on the assumption that biological damages are entirely determined
by the local dose distribution (at the nm scale) inside the cell nucleus and mainly result from δ
electrons [88]. As δ electrons are produced by photons as well as ions, the integration of the local
damages over the entire cell nucleus allows to extrapolate ion biological e�ects based on photon
experience (without high-LET experiments) [88]. While more experience has been acquired at
NIRS, the LEM model developed at GSI is claimed to be more re�ned and the latest version
(LEM IV) allows predicting RBE values even for low-LET particles like protons [3]. In a similar
way, the Japanese model is evolving towards the Micro Kinetic Model (MKM), which is more
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theoretically motivated and allows predicting RBE values for various types of particles, from pro-
tons to carbon ions [96]. Di�erences between the Japanese and German approaches are of major
concern and attempts are made in order to compare both approaches [97] and in order to report
BED prescriptions in a standardized manner [3].
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Chapter 3
Setting an appropriate simulation

environment for proton therapy

3.1 Introduction

The GEANT4 Monte Carlo code is a versatile toolkit, allowing the simulation of particle
interactions at very high energy from 100 TeV down to a very low energy of a few eV. It allows
various applications such as space research (TeV), LHC 1 experiments (TeV), medical physics (keV-
MeV) or microdosimetric applications (eV). Therefore, it is very important to de�ne a correct
simulation environment corresponding to the range of energies of the application. The �rst three
basic questions I focused on were the following:

1. What physics processes, models and cross-sections describe a proton beam best?

2. What is the relative importance of each process relatively to the others and how can they
be evaluated?

3. What parameters in�uence the dose deposition of a proton beam?

It rapidly appears that before being able to evaluate any simulation over measurements, it is �rst
mandatory to set-up a robust simulation environment with appropriate parameters. The only
reference in our laboratory in regards to simulation parameters was the work performed by my
colleague Nabil Zahra with carbon ions [98]. In his work, he pointed-out that the two main pa-
rameters are the low-energy production threshold of secondary electrons called cut and maximum
step size determined with the stepLimiter function. There are plenty of other functionalities and
parameters available for users concerning electromagnetic interactions [99]. There are also many
hidden parameters, for instance the low-energy tracking threshold of recoil nuclei. It is very tricky
as a user to obtain a complete picture of the relevant or irrelevant parameters. Therefore, I de-
cided that a meeting with the GEANT4 developers from CERN would be the best way of moving
forward. This meeting with GEANT4 experts allowed me to understand better the GEANT4
code, in order to restrict the various investigation possibilities to a sub-set of models and parame-
ters relevant at therapeutic energies (0-230 MeV). In a second step, I �ne-tuned a physics-list and
a parameters-list via comparisons with measurements. Whilst many scientists have evaluated the
range of ions, few of them have investigated scattering. Therefore, we also made an attempt in
that direction. Comparisons with other Monte Carlo codes were also of interest. The investiga-
tion details of the best GEANT4 physics-list and parameters-list have been published in Nuclear
Instruments and Methods in Physics - section B journal, in 2010.

1. http://public.web.cern.ch/public/en/LHC
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a b s t r a c t

This study reports the investigation of different GEANT4 settings for proton therapy applications in the
context of Treatment Planning System comparisons. The GEANT4.9.2 release was used through the GATE
platform. We focused on the Pencil Beam Scanning delivery technique, which allows for intensity mod-
ulated proton therapy applications. The most relevant options and parameters (range cut, step size, data-
base binning) for the simulation that influence the dose deposition were investigated, in order to
determine a robust, accurate and efficient simulation environment. In this perspective, simulations of
depth-dose profiles and transverse profiles at different depths and energies between 100 and 230 MeV
have been assessed against reference measurements in water and PMMA. These measurements were per-
formed in Essen, Germany, with the IBA dedicated Pencil Beam Scanning system, using Bragg-peak cham-
bers and radiochromic films. GEANT4 simulations were also compared to the PHITS.2.14 and
MCNPX.2.5.0 Monte Carlo codes. Depth-dose simulations reached 0.3 mm range accuracy compared to
NIST CSDA ranges, with a dose agreement of about 1% over a set of five different energies. The transverse
profiles simulated using the different Monte Carlo codes showed discrepancies, with up to 15% difference
in beam widening between GEANT4 and MCNPX in water. A 8% difference between the GEANT4 multiple
scattering and single scattering algorithms was observed. The simulations showed the inability of repro-
ducing the measured transverse dose spreading with depth in PMMA, corroborating the fact that GEANT4
underestimates the lateral dose spreading. GATE was found to be a very convenient simulation environ-
ment to perform this study. A reference physics-list and an optimized parameters-list have been pro-
posed. Satisfactory agreement against depth-dose profiles measurements was obtained. The simulation
of transverse profiles using different Monte Carlo codes showed significant deviations. This point is cru-
cial for Pencil Beam Scanning delivery simulations and suggests that the GEANT4 multiple scattering
algorithm should be revised.

� 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The main advantage of using ions over photons in radiation
therapy is due to their inverse depth-dose profiles, allowing higher
doses to tumors, while better sparing healthy tissues. Currently,
the most attractive and advanced technique in hadron-therapy
consists in irradiating patients with a small pencil beam of a few
millimeters in diameter. The pencil beam is scanned transversally
in the patient using scanning magnets, while in the longitudinal

direction several iso-energy layers are used to cover the whole tu-
mor volume. Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) in Switzerland for proton
therapy and Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung (GSI) in
Germany for carbon-ion therapy used for the first time an active
beam scanning system in 1997 [1].

When computing dose distributions with ions, one critical point
is the Bragg-peak range uncertainty. Moreover, for active beam
scanning technique, the lateral spreading of each single pencil
beam also needs to be correctly accounted for. In this setting,
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations became increasingly important for
evaluating treatment plans and dose distributions in patients.
The dose accuracy reached with analytical algorithms

0168-583X/$ - see front matter � 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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implemented in Treatment Planning Systems (TPS) is limited, for
instance near heterogeneities. Therefore, MC simulations can be
considered as a powerful Quality Assurance (QA) tool. MC has been
extensively used at the Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston
for TPS comparisons, mostly for passive scattering irradiation tech-
niques, using the GEANT4 toolkit [2]. MC simulations allow for a
better understanding of the dose deposition mechanisms in the pa-
tient and open many research areas.

In this study, we used GEANT4 version 9.2 through the GATE
simulation environment [3]. This study was conducted in order
to analyze the physics implemented in GEANT4 and to select the
appropriate settings for patient dose calculation, with an ultimate
objective of treatment planning benchmarking [2,4]. This work
dedicated to proton therapy applications builds upon a previous
study oriented toward carbon-ion simulations using older GEANT4
releases [5]. Firstly, a short review of the relevant physics models
and parameters available in GEANT4 is presented in Section 2. Sec-
ondly, the influence of different settings on dose calculation is
investigated in Section 3. A reference physics-list and an optimized
parameters-list are proposed afterwards. Comparisons with two
other MC codes: MCNPX2.5.0 [6] and PHITS2.14 [7] are presented
in Section 4. Experimental measurements in water and PMMA
are described and compared to GEANT4 simulations in Sections 5
and 6.

2. Simulation settings

2.1. Pencil beam model

In this study, a simple pencil beam model was used in order to
reproduce the nozzle output beam based on reference measure-
ments. The energetic spectrum was assumed Gaussian and ad-
justed over depth-dose measurements, as presented in Section
6.1. The 2D probability density function (PDF) of protons was con-
sidered normal (Gaussian distribution) and adjusted over trans-
verse profile measurements performed at the isocenter (Section
6.2). By convention, Cartesian coordinates were used, with z the
beam direction, x and y the lateral directions. In this paper, the
expression ‘‘spot size” will refer to the PDF parameters rx and
ry: the standard deviation in the x- and y-directions at the isocen-
ter. The role of the beam divergence on the lateral dose spreading
in water was estimated to be negligible compared to the effect of
multiple Coulomb scattering. This assumption has been proven
by simulating a realistic beam divergence of r ¼ 3 mrad. Thus,
the intrinsic beam divergence was neglected.

2.2. Physics-list selection

For medical physics applications the electromagnetic (EM) stan-
dard package with the Option 3 (Opt3) parameters-list is recom-
mended by the GEANT4 Electromagnetic Standard working group
[8]. Opt3 refers to options/processes which are described in the
next sections and recommends reference parameters to reach a
high level of accuracy. Our physics-list is mainly based on a refer-
ence paper dedicated to proton therapy applications [9], using the
standard package for EM interactions and a recently implemented
process (G4UHadronElasticProcess) combined with the G4Hadron-
Elastic model for elastic hadronic (HAD) interactions. Details about
available models have been discussed elsewhere [9–12]. The only
difference in our physics-list compared to the one proposed in
[9], is the choice of the inelastic HAD model. By comparing the Ber-
tini, binary cascade, precompound and QMD models against depth-
dose measurements in water, the precompound model was found
to best match the measurements. No significant difference be-
tween the different models was observed for the transverse dose

profile Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM). Therefore, the pre-
compound model was selected for the rest of the study. The satis-
factory agreement obtained with the precompound model has
been pointed out in two recent studies investigating a model of a
proton magnetic beam scanning delivery nozzle [14] and the
prompt-gamma production during proton irradiation [15].

2.3. Multiple scattering (MS) and single scattering (SS)

Charged particles while transported through matter are scat-
tered by electromagnetic fields which are produced by the nucleus
and orbiting electrons encountered. The simulation of each single
interaction (SS algorithm) increases significantly the number of
steps and simulation time, but is considered as the reference, since
it is based on cross-section measurements. It is shown in Section 4
that SS increases the simulation time by a factor of 103. To over-
come this issue, condensed algorithms (MS theories) have been
developed in order to simulate the mean effect of numerous colli-
sions (SS algorithm) at the end of each step. This mean effect en-
closes the net displacement, energy loss and change of direction
[13]. MS algorithms are considered as exact if they reproduce the
SS behavior. Most of the MC codes implemented the MS theories
of Molière, Goudsmit-Saunderson or Lewis [13]. Besides the angu-
lar distribution after a step, the advantage of the Lewis theory over
the others is the computation of the moment of the spatial distri-
bution as well [13]. The computation of the spatial displacement is
not part of those theories and each MC code has to incorporate its
own algorithm. MS theories are subjects of interest and recent
investigations on the scattering power, considered as a key quan-
tity for beam transport in matter, may improve the accuracy of
the MS algorithms implemented in MC codes [16,17]. It was shown
that the MS algorithm implemented in GEANT4 release 9.1 de-
pends on the step size [17]. Improvements of the scattering power
calculation may avoid this dependence in the future. The manage-
ment of geometrical boundaries is also a complex task, because
particles are not allowed to cross a boundary without performing
a step. In GEANT4, several stepping algorithms [13], which are in-
cluded in the MS model can be selected: ‘‘simple”, ‘‘safety” and
‘‘distanceToBoundary”, depending on the accuracy required. The
MS model implemented in GEANT4 is based on the Lewis theory
and is detailed in [13].

2.4. Relationship between simulation parameters

The two main parameters in a GEANT4 simulation are the step,
which corresponds to the distance to the next interaction, and the
range cut, which corresponds to the production threshold for sec-
ondary particles (gammas, electrons and positrons) after EM
interactions.

The energy loss of ions in matter is governed by EM and HAD
processes. Below the range cut threshold, the energy loss occurs
continuously along the ion track (at each step), while above the
threshold, it is caused by the explicit production of secondary par-
ticles (discrete component) [12,13]. All the particles generated are
then tracked until no energy is left (see [13] for implementation
details). The range of charged particles can be calculated in the
Continuous-Slowing-Down Approximation (CSDA range) by inte-
grating the reciprocal of the total stopping power (collision plus
nuclear) with respect to energy [18]. The complexity of the stop-
ping power calculation has been detailed in [19]. The continuous
energy loss of charged particles is calculated by the restricted stop-
ping power equation, defined in GEANT4 as the Bethe-Bloch for-
mula integrated between 0 and the range cut value [13].

Before starting a simulation, GEANT4 initializes tables to de-
scribe EM processes: lambda (mean free path), dE

dx (restricted stop-
ping power), range and inverse range tables [12]. These tables are
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pre-calculated according to the simulation parameters defined by
the user, in order to save time during the simulation. By default,
84 bins are stored between 100 eV and 100 TeV, corresponding
to a resolution of 7 bins/decade for each material, but the binning
parameter can be adjusted by the user. In fact, the lambda table
should be called cross-section ðrÞ table, because it stores the
cross-sections and indirectly indicates the mean free path ðkÞ val-
ues via Eq. (1):

kðZ; EÞ ¼ 1
nat � rðZ; EÞ ð1Þ

where nat is the number of atoms per unit volume, Z is the target
atomic number and E is the incident particle energy. Range and in-
verse range tables show the correspondence between range cut and
energy. The step length is sampled at each step using the lambda
table for EM processes and directly in the database for the HAD pro-
cesses. Hence, a sufficient number of bins in the different tables is
mandatory to accurately describe EM interactions. In the GEANT4
Opt3 parameters-list, 220 bins between 100 eV and 10 TeV, i.e
20 bins/decade, are advised. It is important to note that the range
cut threshold influences the values stored in both the lambda and
dE
dx tables. Hence, the step lengths sampled, continuous energy loss
along the steps and de� production of charged particles depend on
the range cut threshold.

2.5. Dealing with the continuous energy loss

The continuous energy loss imposes a limit on the step length,
because of the energy dependence of the cross-sections [13]. It is
assumed in many MC codes that the cross-section is constant dur-
ing a step and the continuous energy loss is computed via Eq. (2)
[20]:

Continuous Energy Loss ¼ Steplength� dE
dx

ð2Þ

with dE
dx the restricted stopping power of the charged particle at the

beginning of the step. In high-gradient cross-section regions, the
approximation of constant cross-sections along the step may lead
to an inaccurate dose deposit. This point is very significant in had-
ron-therapy in the Bragg-peak region. The step length can be lim-
ited by two user-defined limits: maximum allowed step [20] and
stepping function [12]. The maximum allowed step is managed like
a process in competition with the other processes and limits the
maximum step length according to a user-given value. The stepping
function described in Eq. (3) is a dynamic step limitation which de-
creases the particle step limit ðDSlimÞ parallel to the particle decreas-
ing range (Fig. 1). The stepping function is defined by two
parameters: ‘‘dRoverRange” and ‘‘finalRange”. The ‘‘dRoverRange”
ðaRÞ parameter defines the maximum step size allowed as a step

range ra-
tio. As the particle travels, the maximum step allowed decreases
until the particle range (R) becomes lower than the ‘‘finalRange”
ðqRÞ parameter.

DSlim ¼ aR � Rþ qR � ð1� aRÞ 2� qR

R

� �
ð3Þ

Instead of limiting the step, one can also integrate the mean
cross-section and the mean energy loss along the step, so that
Eq. (2) becomes Eq. (4)

Continuous Energy Loss ¼
Z steplength dE

dx
dx ð4Þ

This solution enables to sample the exact cross-section and mean
energy loss via a MC technique [12]. This function is used when
the Eloss

E ratio is larger than the user-defined linear loss limit [20], with
Eloss and E the particle continuous energy loss and particle kinetic
energy. A low threshold can lead to a significant calculation time in-

crease, respectively. Differences between GEANT4.9.2 default op-
tions and Opt3 are summarized in Table 1.

3. Influence of GEANT4 parameters on dose computing

The first objective of our study was to understand the influence
of the different parameters and functions presented in Table 1 on
proton dose simulation, with a focus on the proton range, the sim-
ulation time and the dose fluctuations. For all simulations, the
geometry was a single volume of water. Proton ranges were de-
fined as the position of 80% of the maximum dose in the distal
fall-off region of the Bragg peak. We evaluated the simulation
times by comparing the proton source rate (in protons s�1) for dif-
ferent configurations.

3.1. Influence of the range cut and maximum allowed step values

A 230 MeV mono-energetic proton beam was simulated in a
60� 60� 60 cm3 water tank and the depth-dose profiles were
integrated along the z-axis with a 1 mm step. For a 230 MeV proton
beam, the NIST [18] CSDA range is 329.4 mm, while the GEANT4
ranges vary from 329.4 mm for a 1 lm range cut to 334.9 mm
for a 0.1 mm range cut without fixed step limitation. Results are
depicted in Fig. 2. Simulations were performed for different range
cut values between 1 lm and 1 mm, using different maximum al-
lowed step values, while other parameters were set to default
values.

The proton range converges towards the NIST range when the
range cut value decreases. This is observed without step limitation,
but introducing such a constraint brings more consistency in the
convergence. Indeed, since the step size is related to the range
cut value, the range convergence observed for decreasing range
cut values is in fact indirectly due to step size limitation. The rela-
tionship between the two parameters has been checked by varying
the maximum allowed step for different range cut values.

Not surprisingly, the increased accuracy at a very low range cut
yields a significant simulation time increase, as also reported in [5]
for carbon ions. The simulation time increase is also related to the
step size limitation associated with decreasing range cut value.
Consequently, both the proton range and the computation time
are strongly related to the step size, while the similar effects ob-
served with low range cut values are mainly due to the step short-

Fig. 1. This figure shows the maximum step length allowed for a 230 MeV proton
beam in water, with the stepping function and default parameter
ðaR ¼ 0:2 and qR ¼ 1 mmÞ in green (StepFunction2); with the stepping function
and aR ¼ 0:01 and qR ¼ 10 lm in blue (StepFunction1); with a 1 mm maximum
allowed step in red (StepLimiter). The left scale corresponds to the step limit and
the right scale corresponds to the normalized dose of the proton beam in black
(dose). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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ening effect. Part of the time increase is also due to the electron
tracking process, which increases with low range cut values.

The influence of the range cut and hence indirectly of the step
limitation on dose computing artifacts is presented in Fig. 3. No
fixed step limitation was used. When the range cut is sufficiently
low, fluctuations become negligible. The worst case occurs with a
range cut value of 0.1 mm (highest fluctuations and range shift).
Ideally, the range cut value should neither affect the proton range,
nor the dose fluctuations. In theory, the electron range cut should
only define the accuracy of the electronic dose distribution in the
medium.

3.2. Influence of the pre-calculated table binning

In a second stage, the influence of the binning parameter on the
dose deposition for several simulations initialized between 7 and

50 bins/decade was examined. We set the binning energy range
between 100 eV and 1 GeV to decrease the total number of bins.
The range cut was set to 0.1 mm, without limiting the step, which
was the worst case observed previously (Section 3.1). Dose calcu-
lation deviations were evaluated using Eq. (5)

� ¼ 1
N

XN

i¼1

jdi � drefi j
drefi

� �
ð5Þ

where � is the mean point-to-point deviation calculated, i corre-
sponds to a given curve point, N is the number of points in a curve,
di is the dose computed and drefi is the dose computed for the refer-
ence simulation. Deviations were calculated between 0 and the
Bragg-peak range ð�80Þ to discard Bragg-peak tail deviations.

The influence of EM table binning on dose computing is pre-
sented in Fig. 4 (a) and (b). Fluctuations decreased as the number
of bins per decade increased. Based on this result, the 50 bins/dec-

Table 1
Summary of the GEANT4.9.2 default and Opt3 parameters.

e�=eþ Proton GenericIon

Default values
Range cut 1 mm – –
Stepping function – finalRange 1 mm 1 mm 0.1 mm
Stepping function – dRoverRange 0.2 0.2 0.1
Binning (bins/decade) 7 7 7
Linear loss limit 0.01 0.01 0.15
Stepping algorithm Safety Minimal Minimal

GEANT4 Opt3
Stepping function – finalRange 0.1 mm 0.05 mm 0.02 mm
Binning (bins/decade) 20 20 20
Stepping algorithm DistanceToBoundary – –

a b

Fig. 2. This figure illustrates the influence of the range cut value on the range of 230 MeV protons in water (a) and simulation time (b) for different maximum allowed step
values. Ranges converge to the NIST reference value for sufficiently low range cut and step. Low range cut and step values decrease the proton rate drastically.

a b

Fig. 3. Influence of the range cut threshold and hence of the step size on dose computing of 230 MeV protons in water. When a sufficiently low range cut is used, the proton
range becomes stable and the dose fluctuations negligible. Influence of high range cuts is presented in (a) and low range cut in (b).
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ade simulation was considered as the reference. We simulated
3� 105 protons, leading to a statistical uncertainty of about 0.5%
from the water tank entrance up to the Bragg-peak distal fall-off.
Above 15 bins/decade, the fluctuations became irrelevant, indicat-
ing that the 20 bins/decade resolution recommended by the
GEANT4 Electromagnetic Standard working group is sufficient.
The number of bins increased slightly the initialization time, but
this was negligible even with a large number of materials (the ini-
tialization time was, respectively, 3 and 3.5 min with 7 and
20 bins/decade, for 1000 materials).

Additionally, the influence of the previously studied parameters
(range cut and step size) was assessed by comparing dose deposits
in the reference simulation described above and in the same sim-
ulation with a 1 lm range cut (Fig. 4(c)). No significant difference
was observed. Finally, we checked the influence of the Opt3
(Fig. 4(d)). Results are summarized in Table 2.

If only a few bins are used, the tables do not accurately describe
EM processes. Hence, the interpolated cross-sections are no longer
constant, leading to incorrect step and continuous energy loss sam-
pling. When limiting the step, the dose sampling along the ion
track is more frequent. When a sufficient number of bins is used,
the proton range and dose fluctuations are independent of the
range cut and step parameters. Consequently, the range cut param-
eter can be used as intended, i.e. to define the accuracy of the elec-
tronic dose distribution along the ion track. For safety, it is
suggested to set the range cut and maximum allowed step equal

or lower than the voxel size, around 1 mm for clinical applications.
The Opt3 parameters-list did not modify the results, however, the
simulation was performed using a simple homogeneous geometry
and both the stepping function and stepping algorithm may play a
role in heterogeneous and voxelized media like patient CT data.

3.3. Efficiency-based parameter selection

Regarding the previous investigations and in the context of the
clinical implementation of dose calculation, simulation efficiencies
were compared between the following four simulation settings:

1. 50 bins/decade, range cut and maximum allowed step at 1 mm.
2. 50 bins/decade, range cut and maximum allowed step at

0.1 mm.
3. 50 bins/decade, range cut at 1 lm.
4. 50 bins/decade, range cut and maximum allowed step at 1 mm,

Opt3.

The simulation efficiency ðgÞwas calculated using Eq. (6), as de-
fined in [21], taking into account the simulation time (T) and the
simulation statistical uncertainty which was calculated using Eq.
(2) from [22] for each dosel (dose scoring voxel [23]). The simula-
tion statistical uncertainty ðrÞ was defined as the mean uncer-
tainty of all dosels between the entrance and the proton range.

a b

c d

Fig. 4. (a,b) The influence of the binning parameters on dose computing with a range cut of 0.1 mm and no step limitation. When a sufficient number of bins is used, the
proton range becomes stable and the dose fluctuations negligible. The influence of a 1 lm range cut (c) and GEANT4 Opt3 (d) on a simulation using 50 bins/decade is also
presented.

Table 2
Influence of the number of bins used to initialize the pre-calculated EM tables on dose computation and proton range. Above 15 bins/decade, simulations lie within 0.3 mm in
range and 0.7% of �80 deviations with the reference. The use of a 1 lm range cut and Opt3 did not affect the simulations.

Bins/decade 7 10 15 20 20 (Opt3) 50 (range cut 1 lm) 50 (ref)
�80 ð%Þ 4.8 1.7 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.5 –
Range (mm) 331.9 326.6 325.1 324.8 325.2 324.7 325.0
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g ¼ 1
r2 � T

ð6Þ

Simulations were performed on a single 1.66 GHz CPU. Results are
summarized in Table 3.

Settings (i) and (iv) had a comparable efficiency, while settings
(ii) and (iii) were about 7 and 430 times lower, respectively. In set-
tings (iv), Opt3 parameters were added to settings (i) and could
only increase the simulation accuracy. Therefore, settings (iv) were
selected as the reference parameters-list, in order to perform ro-
bust and fast simulations.

3.4. Ionization potential of water

The proton range depends mainly on the mean ionization po-
tential (I) of the medium. The I value of water is a subject of grow-
ing interest and values between 67.2 and 85 eV are reported in
Table 1 from Soltani-Nabipour et al. [24]. A recent study has also
evidenced the uncertainty related to the I values of human tissues,
stating that this could lead to the use of ‘‘sub-centimeter” clinical
margins [25]. When the ionization potential of a medium is not
known, Bragg’s additivity rule [26] is used to compute it, by
weighting the I values of the different constituents. In GEANT4,
the ionization potential is calculated following Bragg’s additivity
rule by default for all user-defined media and is 70.9 eV for water.
However, the user has the possibility of changing this value. We
tested different values of I: 70.9, 75 and 80 eV, which moved the
proton range, respectively, to 324.9, 329.2 and 330.8 mm, while
the CSDA range given by NIST is 329.4 mm. Based on these results,
we set the ionization potential of water to 75 eV, which is the value
recommended by ICRU reports 37 and 49 [27,28]. This value was
also used in MCNPX and PHITS codes.

4. GEANT4 comparison with PHITS and MCNPX

Simulation time, depth-dose profiles and transverse profiles at
10, 30 and 32 cm depth simulated with GEANT4, were compared
to PHITS and MCNPX for a 230 MeV proton beam, using a circular
Gaussian spot of 3 mm sigma. Furthermore, we assessed the im-
pact of the MS algorithm on the lateral dose spreading compared
to the SS algorithm implemented in GEANT4. Depth-dose profiles
were integrated along the z-axis with a 1 mm step and transverse
profiles were scored in dosels of 2� 2� 1 mm3, in x, y and z (the
beam direction), respectively. Default parameters were used for
PHITS and MCNPX, using a MS model and the ATIMA cross-section
database for PHITS. A summary of the relevant simulation param-
eters used for all three MC codes is given in Table 4. Transverse
profiles are presented in absolute dose (Fig. 5(b)).

As regards depth-dose profiles, MCNPX and PHITS are in close
agreement. Differences in the plateau and in the Bragg-peak re-
gions compared to GEANT4 may be explained by different HAD
and EM models. A detailed investigation of these differences is
out of the scope of this paper, but it is worthwhile to note that
the integral energy deposited by a 230 MeV mono-energetic pro-
ton beam between 0 and 40 cm is on average 215.5 MeV/proton
with GEANT4, 204.7 MeV/proton with PHITS and 205.6 MeV/pro-
ton with MCNPX. The integral dose deposited by GEANT4 is 5.3%
higher than PHITS and 4.8% higher than MCNPX.

In the transverse profiles one can observe differences in the
maximum dose deposited in the profile centers and differences
in the profile FWHM. The maximum dose of a profile calculated
at a depth d depends on both the integral dose deposited at depth
d (Fig. 5(a)) and on the lateral dose spreading. Simulations per-
formed without the proton MS process yield almost no beam
spreading, suggesting that proton scattering is mainly due to the
MS process, even if HAD collisions may affect the profiles. Thus,
the profile FWHM value is well representative of the multiple Cou-
lomb scattering process. Regarding transverse profile FWHM, the
proton beam spreading with depth in GEANT4 is narrower than
in MCNPX and PHITS. Two recent studies presented a significative
overestimation of the MCNPX MS algorithm compared to measure-
ments [29,30]. Differences up to 34% in polystyrene and up to 15%
in bone were reported in [29]. In [30], a modified MS algorithm is
proposed to improve the accuracy of MCNPX. Dose spreading was

Table 3
Simulation efficiency for four different settings.

Simulation index i ii iii iv

Statistical uncertainty (%) 1.3 1.2 1.2 1.2
Time (s) 1:4� 102 1:2� 103 5:4� 104 1:5� 102

Efficiency 4:2� 101 5.9 1� 10�1 4:3� 101

Table 4
This table summaries the physical, geometrical and chemical parameters used for MC calculations using GATE, PHITS and MCNPX.

Beam description Phantom description Dosel dimensions ðx; y; zÞ

E0 230 MeV Dimensions 40� 40� 40 cm3 Depth-Dose 400� 400� 1 mm3

rE 0 MeV Composition H2O Profiles 2� 2� 1 mm3

rx;y 3 mm IWater 75 eV

a b

Fig. 5. Comparison of depth-dose and transverse profiles at 32 cm depth using GEANT4, MCNPX and PHITS, for a 230 MeV proton beam in water.
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also estimated due to an analytical formula based on measure-
ments using Eq. (4) from [31]. Significant differences in terms of
dose spreading were observed between MS and SS models of
GEANT4 (8% difference in FWHM). It is noteworthy that MS algo-
rithms should reproduce the detailed simulation results obtained
with SS models. In the case of GEANT4 MS and SS models compar-
ison, one can directly observe the overall profile difference
(Fig. 5(b)), which is specific to the Coulomb scattering model
selected.

Results are presented in Table 5. From this table, it seems that
GEANT4 SS and PHITS MS models are in close agreement, while
the dose level difference observed in Fig. 5(b) may be due to differ-
ent EM and HAD modelization.

The comparisons between the different MC codes and Szyma-
nowski’s analytical model showed inconsistencies, with up to
15% difference (2.8 mm in FWHM) in the lateral dose spreading
simulated with GEANT4 and with MCNPX, at 32 cm depth in water.
Using a SS instead of a MS model increases the number of steps and
the simulation time by three orders of magnitude (330 steps per
incident proton were recorded using the MS model and more than
700� 103 with the SS). As the computation of the spatial displace-
ment is not part of the MS theories, each MC code has to develop its
own algorithm [13], which may explain part of the discrepancies.
Our first suggestion is that the proton MS process used in
GEANT4.9.2 should be revised.

Regarding computation time, MCNPX and PHITS proton rates
were estimated to 127 and 29 protons s�1, respectively, on a single
3.06 GHz CPU using detailed simulation settings. On a comparable
machine with a 2.33 GHz CPU, the GATE/GEANT4 proton rate was
estimated to 263 protons s�1 using optimized settings. These sim-
ulation times have only an indicative purpose, since the simula-

tions were performed on different machines, using different MC
parameters.

5. Experimental measurements

Measurements were performed in Essen, Germany, with the
new IBA Pencil Beam Scanning (PBS) dedicated nozzle mounted
on a rotating gantry. This nozzle allows for delivering circular spots
of a few millimeters in diameter at the treatment isocenter. The
Nozzle water Equivalent Thickness (NET) was estimated to
1.7 mm. The Water Equivalent Thickness (WET) of the different
media within the nozzle were estimated using Eq. (7):

WETm ¼ L� qm

qw
� Sm

Sw
ð7Þ

where the index m stand for medium and w for water. S and q are
the mass stopping powers (in MeV cm2 g�1) and densities (in
g cm�3), respectively. WETm is the medium WET (in cm) and L its
thickness (in cm).

The Energy Selection System (ESS) is designed to provide one gi-
ven beam of range rmRESS and energy EESS at the nozzle entrance.
The corresponding range RNoz and energy ENoz at the nozzle output
were therefore obtained by subtracting the NET. The RESS and RNoz

given correspond to ranges in water. Range to energy conversion
was determined with a fit from the NIST PSTAR database [18].
The ESS was tuned to achieve energy spreads lower than 1% of
the mean energies. Beam optic simulations suggest an increase in
energy spread when decreasing the mean energy of the beam.

5.1. Reference pristine Bragg peak in water

Reference pristine Bragg peaks were measured in a
60� 60� 60 cm3 water phantom (Blue Phantom�, IBA-Dosimetry)
for five energies, as presented in Table 6. Two large Bragg-peak

Table 5
Comparison of the transverse profile spreading ðrÞ at 10, 30 and 32 cm depth for a
230 MeV proton beam in water using the GEANT4 MS algorithm, GEANT4 SS
algorithm, MCNPX, PHITS and an analytical model (Szymanowski). The uncertainty on
the r values was estimated 0.15 mm using ROOT. GEANT4 beam spreading is
significantly lower than in MCNPX, PHITS and Szymanowski’s model, even if it gets
close to the PHITS results using the SS algorithm. MCNPX shows the widest beam
spreading.

GEANT4
(MS)

GEANT4
(SS)

MCNPX PHITS Szymanowski

r10 cm

(mm)
3.1 3.2 3.1 3.4 3.2

r30 cm

(mm)
6.2 6.8 7.3 6.8 7.1

r32 cm

(mm)
6.9 7.5 8.1 7.5 7.8

Table 6
Pristine Bragg peak measurements for five energies. The settings at the nozzle exit
ðRNoz and ENozÞ were estimated from the nozzle entrance parameters ðRESS and EESSÞ
and then measured in water (measured ranges). At the time of the measurements, the
nozzle energy was not yet calibrated. This explains the discrepancies between set
ranges and measured ranges.

RESS (g/
cm2)

EESS

(MeV)
RNoz (g/
cm2)

ENoz

(MeV)
Measured ranges
(cm)

7.72 99.95 7.55 98.71 7.78
13.50 137.72 13.33 136.21 13.59
19.50 169.48 19.33 168.63 19.55
26.50 202.51 26.33 201.75 26.44
32.54 228.35 32.37 227.65 32.50

a b

Fig. 6. Illustration of the measurement set-up of depth-dose profiles in water (A) and transverse profiles in PMMA (B). (A) The nozzle (1), the proton beam direction (2) and
the water phantom (3), with the reference Bragg-peak chamber (a), the sensitive Bragg-peak chamber (c) and the phantom entrance wall (b). (B) The transverse profile set-up
of the 98.71 MeV proton beam, with four radiochromic films (in blue) inserted between the PMMA slabs (3). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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chambers (PTW type 34070) with a 10:5 cm3 sensitive volume
were used, so that the proton beams were always fully integrated
within the sensitive volume of the chamber (Fig. 6(a)). The first
chamber was placed at the phantom entrance and used as a refer-
ence chamber to eliminate beam fluctuations. The second chamber
was placed in the phantom and moved along the z-axis with a
1 mm increment. Measured depth-dose profiles were shifted by
44.1 mm to account for the total set-up WET to the effective mea-
surement point. The uncertainty on the measured energy depos-
ited depends mainly on the signal level and was estimated to be
about 1%.

5.2. Reference transverse profiles in PMMA

Reference transverse profiles were measured with ISP self-
developing EBT Gafchromic� films inserted between uncalibrated
PMMA slabs of 1 cm thickness (Fig. 6(b)) and 1:19 g cm�3 density.
The exact positions of the films between the slabs were recorded.
Transverse profiles were measured for three different energies,
with four or five films inserted between the slabs as summarized
in Table 7. The film optical densities (OD) were recorded using a Vi-
dar VXR-16 DosimetryPRO Film Digitizer (Vidar Corporation, Hern-
don, Virginia) at the Centre Lèon Berard (Lyon, France). For each
film, the mean OD of a non-irradiated film, considered as the back-
ground, was subtracted before normalization to the maximum OD.
Transverse profiles were measured with a grid resolution of
1� 1 mm2, to mimick the simulated matrix of dosels. At the time
of the measurements, only a preliminary version of the PBS system
was available and the monitor units were not yet available. There-
fore, it was not possible to perform a calibration curve between the
film OD and doses. These preliminary measurements were used
only qualitatively to illustrate the beam widening increase with
depth.

6. GEANT4 comparison with measurements

6.1. Depth-dose in water

The evaluation of depth-dose profile simulations was based on
three criteria: the proton range, the peak dose deviation and the

mean point-to-point dose deviation. Simulated and measured
depth-dose profiles were normalized to the integral dose depos-
ited. There was a discrepancy between measured ranges and sys-
tem ranges, because the nozzle had not been yet properly
calibrated at the time of the measurements: the energies were
slightly higher than the set values, leading to measured ranges in-
creased by 1.1–2.6 mm (Table 6). To further assess the dose depos-
ited, we shifted the measurements to compensate for the range
difference with the simulations. Then, we adjusted the energy
spread of the incident beams in the simulation for the five energies
to match the measurements as closely as possible. The tuning stage
of the energy spread was done with an energy step of 0.05–0.1% of
the mean energy. The energy spread was adjusted according to two
criteria: the peak dose deviation and the mean point-to-point dose
deviation ð�80Þ calculated using Eq. (5). Results obtained at the low-
est and highest energies are presented in Fig. 7.

We simulated 105 protons. Lower peak dose deviations were
associated with lower mean point-to-point dose deviations, as pre-
sented for ENoz ¼ 168:63 MeV in Fig. 8. For absolute range compar-
ison, the simulated range accuracy depends on the nozzle WET

Table 7
Positions of the transverse profiles measured with EBT radiochromic films inserted in a PMMA phantom. Four films were used at the lowest and medium energies and five at the
highest energy.

ENoz (MeV) RNoz (g/cm2) Range in PMMA (cm) Pos 1 (mm) Pos 2 (mm) Pos 3 (mm) Pos 4 (mm) Pos 5 (mm)

98.71 7.55 6.34 0 19 49 59 –
153.01 16.33 13.72 0 50 99 128 –
210.56 28.33 23.81 0 88 186 216 226

a b

Fig. 7. Comparison between measured and simulated depth-dose profiles in water for the highest and lowest energies, 227.65 MeV (b) and 98.71 MeV (a). The left and right
axes correspond to normalized doses and point-to-point deviations, respectively.

Fig. 8. Tuning of the 168.63 MeV proton beam, by adjusting the energy spread of
the simulation. The lowest peak deviation and �80 deviation (‘‘mean dose error”)
correspond to a sigma energy spread of 0.5% of the mean energy of initial beam.
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estimation, the ionization potential uncertainty of the different
element crossed (nozzle component, water phantom) and the scor-
ing resolution. In this study, we did not simulate the nozzle, but we
compared simulated ranges in a water phantom to NIST values.
The ionizaton potential was used as a ‘‘free parameter”, as dis-
cussed in Section 3.4. Thus, the simulated range accuracy depends
mainly on the scoring grid resolution. As millimetric dosels were
used along the beam axis, we assumed that a 0.5 mm range accu-
racy could be achieved, or better. In Fig. 7(a), one can observe that
the resolution of 1 mm for calculations and measurements was too
small, because the peak was not correctly covered. At higher en-
ergy however, the peak width was larger and better covered,
hence, one could expect a better range estimation. Simulated
ranges laid within 0.3 mm of set ranges. Peak dose deviations
and mean point-to-point dose deviations were about 1%. Results
are summarized in Table 8.

The dose statistical uncertainty of our MC calculation was about
0.8% in the plateau region and about 0.4% in the Bragg-peak region.
Consequently, these results were in good agreement with the
measurements.

6.2. Transverse dose profiles in PMMA

The simulation of the lateral dose spreading of individual pencil
beams was assessed against measurements for three energies
(98.71, 153.01 and 210.56 MeV). Transverse profiles were mea-
sured at several depths in a PMMA phantom using radiochromic
films, as presented in Fig. 6(b). The beam energy parameters were
determined from the previous depth-dose profile simulations.

The dose response mechanism of radiochromic films is not lin-
ear with dose and depends on the particle’s Linear Energy Transfer
(LET) [32,33]. Radiochromic films show a significant under-re-

sponse in the Bragg-peak region, because of quenching effects
due to high-LET particles [32,33]. The radiochromic film’s dose re-
sponse has been modeled following a logarithmic relation in [32],
as shown in Eq. (8):

ODnetðDeff Þ ¼ logða0 � Deff þ 1Þ ð8Þ

with a0 the film’s response parameter, ODnetðDeff Þ the net optical
density after irradiation with an effective dose Deff , which depends
on the particle LET and dose deposit D. For low LET, Deff ’ D. As the
LET increases, Deff becomes lower than D, illustrating the film’s un-
der-response.

The particle LET increases as its remaining range decreases with
penetration in water. Hence, for depth-dose profile measurements,
the film’s response dependence on LET has to be accounted for.
Since our measurements were transverse to the beam direction,
the LET lateral variations were neglected in first approximation.
Additional tests using MC showed that, as the depth of calculation
increased, the mean LET value was slightly higher on the side of the
transverse profiles compared to the center. This suggests a lower
dose response on the side of the transverse profiles compared to
the center (due to quenching effect), which may lead to an under-
estimation of the FWHM in depth. However, it has been stated in
[34], that radiographic films and diodes, which are detectors that
are also sensitive to the energy spectrum of protons, can be safely
used to measure distributions perpendicular to the proton beam
direction.

We compared the film’s OD FWHM ðFWHMODÞ increase to the
simulated transverse dose profile FWHM ðFWHMsimuÞ increase
with depth. A Gaussian fit on the radiochromic film OD measured
at the beam entrance was performed using the ROOT software [35]
for the three energies. The spot FWHM in the x- and y-directions
were then used as input parameters in the simulations, so that
FWHMsimu ¼ FWHMOD at the phantom entrance. The measured
spot widths (sigma in OD) were between 3 and 6 mm depending
on the energy. The uncertainty of radiochromic film measurements
was estimated to 5% for MD-55-2 films in [36]. The FWHM uncer-
tainty of the fit was estimated to be 0.1 mm.

Assuming FWHMdose the true dose FWHM, it follows from the
logarithmic relationship between OD and dose (Eq. (8)), that for
a fixed FWHMdose, the FWHMOD decreases while the dose decreases
(Fig. 9(b)). Hence, the true dose spreading increase with depth
should be even higher than the ‘‘OD spreading” increase with
depth, because the dose at the beam axis decreases with depth
(contrary to the integral dose). This is illustrated in Fig. 9.

Table 8
Assessment of depth-dose profiles in water, in terms of peak dose deviation ð�peakÞ,
mean point-to-point dose deviation ð�80Þ and range accuracy.The energy spread (rE in
%) adjusted in the simulations increased with decreasing energy within 0.1–0.6%, as
expected from the system (ESS).

RNoz (g/
cm2)

ENoz

(MeV)
rE simulation
(%)

�80 (%) �peak

(%)
Rsimu

(cm)

32.37 227.65 0.10 1.1 1.1 32.35
26.33 201.75 0.30 0.9 0.4 26.33
19.33 168.63 0.50 0.8 0.4 19.33
13.33 136.21 0.55 1.2 �0.8 13.31

7.55 98.71 0.60 1.2 0.4 7.52

a b

Fig. 9. (a) Simulated dose spreading with depth in PMMA of a 211 MeV proton beam with a circular spot of 3 mm sigma. While the integral depth-dose increases
continuously with depth, the depth-dose at the beam axis decreases with depth with a factor about 2 between the entrance and the Bragg peak and increases again within the
last 2 cm. (b) Illustration of the FWHMOD increase with increasing dose, compared to a constant FWHMdose of 3 mm, with a maximum dose varying between 1 and 8 Gy, for
two different film parameters: a0 = 1 and a 0 = 0.1. This comparison was only theoretical (without measurements), using the film’s dose response model presented previously
(Eq. (8)).
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Results obtained using GEANT4 for x profiles with ENoz ¼
210:56 MeV at three different depths are presented in Fig. 10. Sim-
ilar results were obtained for the two other energies (153.01 and
98.71 MeV). The FWHMsimu

FWHMOD
ratio at different depths for the three

energies is presented in Fig. 11 and illustrates the lack of dose
spreading with depth of the GEANT4 MC code compared to mea-
surements. It is important to notice, that the previous discussions
about the film LET and dose response dependences suggested that
the qualitative measurements presented, also underestimate the
true lateral dose spreading with depth. This study corroborates
the fact that the MS model implemented in GEANT4.9.2 release
underestimates the lateral dose spreading with depth, even though
further comparisons with quantitative measurements are required
to fix the dose spreading accuracy achievable by MC simulation
with GEANT4.

7. Discussion and conclusion

The objective of this study on proton PBS simulations was to get
a better understanding of the GEANT4 settings. Two dominant sim-
ulation parameters are the maximum step size and the range cut,
which should be defined in accordance to the voxel size. Another
key parameter is the binning of the EM tables, which needs to be
set to a value >15 bins/decade to ensure accurate interactions,
independent of the range cut and maximum allowed step values.
An optimized parameters-list has been proposed in order to per-
form robust and efficient simulations, that are competitive in term
of simulation time with other MC codes like MCNPX and PHITS. A
reference physics-list for proton therapy has been presented, using
the EM standard package combined with the precompound model

for inelastic HAD collisions. It is noteworthy that the absolute dose
deposited for a 230 MeV proton beam simulated with GEANT4 was
about 5% higher than with PHITS and MCNPX.

When comparing simulated and measured ranges, not only the
approximated WET of the nozzle accounts for range differences,
but the ionization potential uncertainty of the different media
influences the range as well. Therefore, it is necessary to know
the correct WET of the nozzle to make any conclusion on absolute
ranges. As the beam energy of the nozzle was not calibrated, we
did not perform absolute range comparison. We used NIST values
as a reference instead. The ionization potential of water was set
to 75 eV, in accordance with ICRU reports 37 and 49, because it
was found to best reproduce NIST CSDA ranges for 5 energies be-
tween 100 and 230 MeV (within 0.3 mm). Depth-dose profile sim-
ulations were in satisfactory agreement with reference
measurements performed in water. Peak deviations were less than
1.1% and mean point-to-point deviations ð�80Þwere about 1%. Dose
differences between simulations and measurements are within the
measurement and calculation uncertainties (about 1%). Range dif-
ferences compared to NIST are within the simulation uncertainties
(about 0.5 mm).

Inconsistencies were pointed out for transverse profile simula-
tions using different MC codes, with up to 15% difference in dose
spreading between GEANT4 and MCNPX at 32 cm depth in water.
Transverse dose profile simulation issues using GEANT4 were
attributed to the MS algorithm, which was not able to reproduce
the SS dose spreading with depth. Further comparisons against
measurements in PMMA corroborated these results and showed
that the lateral dose spreading with depth is not sufficiently ac-
counted for in GEANT4. Radiochromic films have a very high spa-
tial resolution, which is contrary to their associated reading
uncertainty and dose response dependence. Therefore, radiochro-
mic films may be not the most suited tool for the validation of
transverse profile simulations. The significantly larger dose spread-
ing simulated with MCNPX may suggest a better modeling of the
MS process, but this conclusion is contrary to other investigations
[29,30], which demonstrate that MCNPX overestimates the scatter-
ing with respect to measurements. As the PHITS MS model was in
good agreement with the GEANT4 SS model, it could be a good can-
didate. However, the investigations performed in this study do not
allow to firmly conclude on which code to prefer.

The MS algorithm accuracy is currently the limiting factor for
PBS simulations, since the dose spreading of each single beam is
very important for patient dose calculation. Improvements of the
MS algorithm are expected with the new GEANT4.9.3 release,
which is being evaluated. Investigations using quantitative mea-
surements are necessary to fully estimate the lateral dose spread-
ing accuracy achievable by MC simulation. Further studies
investigating the effects of patient heterogeneities, using a MC

a b c

Fig. 10. Comparison between simulated transverse dose profiles and measured transverse OD profiles in PMMA, for a 210.56 MeV proton beam at three depths: 0, 186 and
226 mm. It shows that the beam spreading with depth is not sufficiently accounted for in the simulation. Error bars are printed for the measurements and correspond to the
measurement uncertainty of 5% [36]. For the simulations, error bars are very low, due to the low statistical uncertainty, thus they are not printed.

Fig. 11. This figure illustrates the lack of lateral dose spreading with depth
compared to measurements in PMMA, using the GEANT4 MS model. Comparisons
are shown at three energies (210.56, 153.01, 98.71 MeV). The black line shows the
general trend of the transverse dose spreading underestimation with depth. Error
bars are also printed.
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pencil beam model of the new IBA PBS dedicated system and re-
lated TPS comparisons will follow.
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CHAPTER 3. PHYSICS SETTINGS FOR PROTON THERAPY

3.3 Conclusion & Perspectives

In this study, our goal was to better understand the GEANT4 code in order to de�ne a
physics-list and a parameters-list suitable for proton therapy applications. This objective has
been successfully achieved, together with a satisfactory level of knowledge and con�dence with
the simulation environment.

This overall conclusion aims at giving additional input and perspective complementary to the
work presented. Monte Carlo is a computer implementation of physics theories (in C++ in the case
of GEANT4). Therefore, the simulation accuracy is very dependent on the code implementation
quality. Obviously, the accuracy of physics theories and availability of basic physics data like
nuclear interaction cross-sections is also of primary importance [35]. Therefore, Monte Carlo it
is not a �holy grail�, as sometimes believed in medical physics. I think for simple and speci�c
applications, Monte Carlo would not be better than deterministic solutions. However, as the
situation becomes more complex, the power of a detailed Monte Carlo simulation is expected to
show-up, as for instance in patient geometries.

Multiple Coulomb scattering theory as developed by Molière is very accurate, with a pre-
diction better than 1% on average for protons [83]. Therefore, the di�erences presented in our
paper between Monte Carlo and measurements might be mainly due to programming language
implementations. Unfortunately, the quality of our measurements did not allow properly quan-
tifying the results, but the preliminary comparisons presented suggested that there is a room
for improvement. The NASA performed a collection of transverse dose pro�le measurements in
various media and at various depths for pristine Bragg peaks in order to benchmark their own
deterministic code [100]. This could be a good starting point to benchmark current GEANT4
multiple Coulomb scattering models. The use of a common data base would also allow bench-
marking the di�erent Monte Carlo codes available. This was already the idea of the simple set-up
presented in Figure 5 in our paper. In parallel, the development of a new multiple Coulomb scat-
tering algorithm based on scattering powers would be an interesting alternative, avoiding step-size
dependence artifacts, as suggested in [55, 84].

Concerning nuclear interactions, a very simple set-up using a multi-layer faraday cup (MLFC)
has been proposed some years ago to benchmark nuclear models [101]. Such a set-up allows
separating signal from electromagnetic and nuclear interactions. Data presented in [101] were
used later to evaluate GEANT3/GEANT4 models [102], to evaluate the best physics settings for
proton therapy using GEANT4 version 8.1 [34] and also to test the SHIELD-HIT and FLUKA
Monte Carlo codes [103, 104]. Results from [34] motivated the Boston group to move from
precompound to the binary cascade non-elastic nuclear model [59], however the precompound
model was not evaluated. In the next chapter, we will show that binary cascade is not suited
for proton pencil beam scanning simulations. Therefore, it would be interesting to re-evaluate
the best physics settings for proton-therapy based on [34], including the precompound model,
for both passive scattering and active scanning delivery systems. A MLFC allows for scoring
charged secondaries along the beam axis. Ionization produced in the MLFC does not perturb the
measurement, because the electron/hole pairs produced have no global charge. On the contrary,
when nuclear interactions occur, the redistribution of charged secondaries is measured by the tool.
To illustrate, let's assume the following non-elastic nuclear interaction:

1H+
1 +12 C6 →1 H+

1 +11 B−5 +1 H+
1 (3.1)

The integrated number of charges collected by the whole MLFC is +1, re�ecting the number
of primary protons entering the MLFC, while the 1D charge distribution along the beam axis
will re�ect the charged secondaries redistribution inside the MLFC. Therefore, such a tool is also
valuable for absolute dosimetry[57]. In order to benchmark nuclear models in di�erent media, the
MLFC could be also used in combination with various phantoms.
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3.3. CONCLUSION & PERSPECTIVES

I wish also to correct one wrong number presented in this chapter: the absolute dose di�erence
between GEANT4, MCNPX and PHITS for a 230 MeV proton beam in water is not around 5%,
but is around 2%. This issue has been detected when analyzing the data one more time.
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Chapter 4
A Monte Carlo implementation of a clinical

proton active scanning system

4.1 Introduction

In this study, our goal was to implement a clinical beam model in GATE, with the objective
of further comparison with TPSs. To achieve this task, I focused on the three following questions:

1. What are the main physical characteristics of a clinical pencil beam?

2. Should we provide a detailed model of the nozzle, or is it su�cient to simulate the beam
from the nozzle exit?

3. What is the relevant information in a treatment plan and how can it be integrated in a
simulation?

To solve the �rst question, I had many discussions with IBA �eld engineers and cyclotron
specialists regarding beam optics. Beam optic theory allows characterizing the beam as a whole,
with optical and energy properties. Relevant information was extracted from the manual of the
TRANSPORT code used for beam optic simulations [105]. Active scanning delivery systems
are currently less developed than passive scattering systems; consequently fewer references are
available in literature. However, two main types of modeling have been developed: full Monte
Carlo modeling of the treatment nozzle as described in [60, 59] or Monte Carlo modeling from the
nozzle exit [106]. Having a detailed model of the nozzle allows taking into account interactions
with every element of the nozzle, e.g. the ionization chambers, vacuum walls and magnetic
�elds. The main advantage of such a model for patient dose calculation is the simulation of
beam scattering and secondary fragment production inside the nozzle, which could contribute to
additional dose away from the beam axis. However, the number of scattering elements in a nozzle
is very limited and the nozzle water equivalent thickness of the IBA system was estimated lower
than 2 mm [107]. At the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) in Switzerland, a dedicated Monte Carlo
code starting from the nozzle exit has been used for over 10 years [106] to evaluate de�ciencies
of analytical calculations. I decided to simulate the beam from the nozzle exit for reasons of
simplicity. The key advantage of this method is that it is based on the same measurement beam
data library as used by TPS manufacturers. Beam time is always an important issue and this
method presents the advantage of not disturbing clinical work�ow.

To develop a clinical beam model, it is important to take into account the treatment planning
information from start. As GATE does not support DICOM formats, we made the choice to use
only GATE readable formats. To simulate a complex treatment plan, usually made of several
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CHAPTER 4. PBS MODEL

thousands of pencil beams, the source has to deliver each pencil beam in accordance with the
treatment plan and in accordance with the physical properties of the delivery system.

To guarantee the compatibility between our simulation environment and the clinical environ-
ment, external tools have been developed in order to allow reciprocal conversions between DICOM
�les and GATE formats. These tools allow converting a DICOM RT ION PLAN into a GATE
input �le and also to convert a GATE output dose �le into a DICOM RT DOSE. They have been
developed using a home made toolkit, which is based on the ITK library 1.

The investigation details of the modeling method have been published in Physics in Medicine
and Biology in 2011.

1. www.kitware.com
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Abstract
This work proposes a generic method for modeling scanned ion beam delivery
systems, without simulation of the treatment nozzle and based exclusively
on beam data library (BDL) measurements required for treatment planning
systems (TPS). To this aim, new tools dedicated to treatment plan simulation
were implemented in the Gate Monte Carlo platform. The method was applied
to a dedicated nozzle from IBA for proton pencil beam scanning delivery.
Optical and energy parameters of the system were modeled using a set of proton
depth–dose profiles and spot sizes measured at 27 therapeutic energies. For
further validation of the beam model, specific 2D and 3D plans were produced
and then measured with appropriate dosimetric tools. Dose contributions from
secondary particles produced by nuclear interactions were also investigated
using field size factor experiments. Pristine Bragg peaks were reproduced
with 0.7 mm range and 0.2 mm spot size accuracy. A 32 cm range spread-
out Bragg peak with 10 cm modulation was reproduced with 0.8 mm range
accuracy and a maximum point-to-point dose difference of less than 2%. A
2D test pattern consisting of a combination of homogeneous and high-gradient
dose regions passed a 2%/2 mm gamma index comparison for 97% of the
points. In conclusion, the generic modeling method proposed for scanned ion
beam delivery systems was applicable to an IBA proton therapy system. The
key advantage of the method is that it only requires BDL measurements of
the system. The validation tests performed so far demonstrated that the beam
model achieves clinical performance, paving the way for further studies toward
TPS benchmarking. The method involves new sources that are available in the
new Gate release V6.1 and could be further applied to other particle therapy
systems delivering protons or other types of ions like carbon.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)
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1. Introduction

The physical advantage of hadron therapy over conventional radiotherapy is better dose
conformation to the tumor and a lower integral dose to healthy tissues (Suit et al 2010). It has
been shown that the integral dose delivered by proton therapy is about half that of intensity
modulated radiation therapy (Lomax et al 1999). In the case of heavier ions like carbon
ions, an additional biological effect is produced in the tumorous area, allowing us to treat
radio-resistant tumors (Amaldi and Kraft 2005). Pencil beam scanning (PBS) delivery (also
called active scanning) is currently the most advanced technique for ion-beam therapy. It has
been used since the end of 1996 at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) in Switzerland for proton
therapy (Lomax et al 2004) and since 1997 at the Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschung
(GSI) in Germany with carbon-ions (Amaldi and Kraft 2005). The superior ballisitic of
dose distributions obtained with ions makes the treatment planning quality assurance process
more complex. Monte Carlo codes have been used to benchmark treatment planning systems
(TPS) for many years in conventional radiation therapy (Chetty et al 2007, Rogers 2006,
Verhaegen and Seuntjens 2003). Some dedicated Monte Carlo codes have been developed
for conventional radiotherapy (Kawrakow and Walters 2006) and proton therapy (Tourovsky
et al 2005). Using a generalistic Monte Carlo code, like Geant4, makes it possible to evaluate
combined treatment modalities such as, for instance, those using combinations of photon and
proton beams (Seco et al 2007). Geant4 has been used extensively at the Massachusetts
General Hospital in Boston for proton therapy applications using passive spreading techniques
(Paganetti et al 2008). In this work, we used the Geant4-based Gate toolkit release V6.0
(Jan et al 2011) combined with Geant4.9.2p04 for active beam delivery simulations. Initially,
Gate was developed to facilitate the use of Geant4 for TEP and SPECT simulations (Jan
et al 2004). Later, the capabilities of the Gate platform have been extended to other type of
medical applications, like radiation therapy (Grevillot et al 2011, Jan et al 2011). For passive
spreading irradiation, it was found necessary to simulate beam interactions throughout the
nozzle, because the spreading, modulation and shaping of the beam are fully determined by
the different elements encountered in the nozzle (Paganetti et al 2004, Cirrone et al 2005,
Stankovskiy et al 2009). In contrast, for active beam delivery, only few elements are present in
the nozzle. They do not actively participate in the shaping of the beam, even if they may slightly
modify its physical properties. Recently, Monte Carlo models of an active beam scanning
proton therapy nozzle have been proposed by the MD Anderson Cancer Center using Geant4
(Peterson et al 2009) and MCNPX (Sawakuchi et al 2010), by simulating the beam interactions
inside the nozzle. The advantage of such a method is the detailed description of the beam
interactions within each element of the nozzle that might contribute to the beam spreading
and secondary particle production. In contrast, we propose an alternative and generic method
allowing us to simulate active beam delivery systems for ion-therapy, without simulating the
treatment nozzle. The key advantage of our method is that it only requires the beam data library
(BDL) measurements of the system, which are used by TPS manufacturers to create the beam
model. This modeling technique relies on the fact that the nozzle elements do not have a strong
influence on the beam characteristics. Moreover, their impact will be somehow included in the
BDL measurements and therefore indirectly taken into account in the modeling. The proposed
method has been tested for an IBA’s proton therapy active scanning system, but we believe that
it could be applied to other types of ions and delivery systems. The tools presented in this paper
have been released in the new Gate version V6.1, which is compatible with Geant4.9.3 and
Geant4.9.4 releases.
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Figure 1. Treatment delivery system from the nozzle entrance. The main components of the
nozzle are the quadrupoles (QUAD), the scanning magnets in the x and y directions (SMX, SMY),
the ionizations chambers (ICs) and the vacuum windows. When leaving the nozzle, the beam can
still encounter beam modifiers before it reaches the patient. The proposed source model starts right
at the nozzle exit, allowing us to include such geometries in the simulation.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Nozzle output beam modeling method

In this section, we describe a generic method to determine the physical properties of the delivery
system, based on a set of reference measurements (see section 2.2). BDL measurements
characterize the beam at the nozzle exit, before it reaches the patient. In contrast, each single
pencil beam of a DICOM RT PLAN is characterized by its energy at the nozzle entrance. A
schematic view of the treatment delivery system is presented in figure 1.

Therefore, it appears necessary to characterize the physical properties of the beam at the
nozzle exit as a function of the beam energy at the nozzle entrance. To this aim, we have
chosen to create a new source in Gate called GateSourcePencilBeamScanning, allowing us to
define single pencil beams (section 2.1.1). A second source called GateSourceTPSPencilBeam
was next developed in order to simulate bundles of single pencil beams such as used in clinical
practice (section 2.1.2).

2.1.1. GateSourcePencilBeamScanning. A pencil beam is characterized by its energy and
optical properties (figure 2). The energy spectrum is considered Gaussian, with a mean energy
E0 and an energy spread σE (standard deviation). Optical properties are independent of energy
properties. Optical properties are described by the following three parameters in the x and y
directions (+z being the default direction of the beam):

• spatial beam spread distribution (beam or spot size) σx in x and σy in y
• angular spread distribution (beam divergence) σθ in x and σφ in y
• beam emittance (beam size and divergence phase space area) εx,θ in x and εy,φ in y.

The spatial and angular beam spread distributions are Gaussian and correlated. This
correlation is described by the emittance parameter defined as the elliptic phase space area
and is responsible for the rotation of the phase space, as presented in figures 2(b), (c) and (d).
The pencil beam source proposed allows us to define non-symmetrical spot configurations.
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Figure 2. Illustration of the beam optical properties in the XoZ plan. (a) Beam size variations
(σx ) along the beam axis z, due to the beam divergence (σθ ). The correlation between beam size
(σx ) and divergence (σθ ) is illustrated in figures (b), (c) and (d), showing the rotation of the elliptic
phase space along the beam axis at three positions, −120, 0 and +120 mm, respectively. The
colored scale refers to the normalized proton probability density function in the phase space. A
similar relationship holds in the YoZ plan.

2.1.2. GateSourceTPSPencilBeam. To simulate a treatment plan, the GateSourceTPSPencil-
Beam source requires two input files: the source description file and the plan description file.
The source description file describes the beam delivery system by a collection of polynomial
equations allowing us to compute the optical and energy properties of every single pencil
beam at the nozzle exit, as a function of the beam energy at the nozzle entrance. Therefore,
it contains eight equations: two equations describe energy properties (E0 and σE) and six
describe optical properties (σx , σθ , εx,θ , σy , σφ , εy,φ), each equation being a function of the
energy at the nozzle entrance. The user can define the polynomial order of each equation and
then the corresponding coefficients. For instance, to define a N order polynomial equation for
the energy spread σE(E), the user must define the N coefficients ai , with E the beam energy
(at the nozzle entrance) and i the coefficient order:

σE(E) =
N∑

i=0

ai × Ei. (1)

The source description file also contains the position of the two scanning magnets relatively
to the isocenter and the distance between the nozzle exit and the isocenter, in order to compute
the position and direction of each pencil beam at the nozzle exit. The plan description file
describing the treatment plan contains one or multiple fields, each being described by a gantry
angle and a collection of pencil beams (section 2.1.1).

Each pencil beam is characterized by its weight, its position in the isocenter plan and
its energy at the nozzle entrance. Weights can be expressed as a number of protons, or as
monitor units (MU), that are internally converted into a number of protons as a function of
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Figure 3. The proposed method allows for producing a source description file based on BDL
measurements. This file together with a plan description file are then used as input in Gate
for treatment plan simulation. The resulting simulated dose map is further compared with
measurements using appropriate tools.

the proton stopping power in air. A treatment plan can be evaluated either by simulating
all fields simultaneously or by simulating each field separately. The goal of the proposed
method is to produce a specific source description file for each delivery system. The source
description file produced in this paper is a property of IBA, but is available upon direct request
to gate-modelrequest@iba-group.com. A schematic view of the global process allowing us to
assess complex 3D treatment plans is presented in figure 3.

2.1.3. Modeling the beam optics. In this paper, ‘spot size’ will always refer to one standard
deviation of the Gaussian spots. From spot size measurements at the nozzle exit and around
the treatment isocenter (figure 4(a)), it was found that variations of the beam size with depth
could be modeled linearly as a function of the distance to the isocenter for every energy
(figure 4(b)).

The slope of the linear fit for each energy corresponds to the beam divergence and allows
easy computation of the spot size at the nozzle exit. We further corrected the beam intrinsic
divergence at the nozzle exit by eliminating any additional divergence due to scattering in air
using a quadratic rule:

σ 2
θNoz

= σ 2
θIso

− σ 2
θAir

, (2)

where σθNoz
is the intrinsic beam divergence in the x direction at the nozzle exit, σθIso

is the
beam divergence in the x direction estimated from the measurements in air at the isocenter
and σθAir

is the estimated divergence increase due to interactions in air between the nozzle exit
and the isocenter. The same rule was applied in the y direction. The divergence increase in
air was estimated by Monte Carlo simulation and fitted using a second-order polynomial as a
function of the beam energy. As the beam at the nozzle exit was considered purely divergent,
the beam emittance was set empirically to half the beam size (at the nozzle exit) times the
beam divergence times π . The beam size (σx and σy), divergence (σθ and σφ) and emittance
(εx,θ and εy,φ) estimated at the nozzle exit for 27 energies were then fitted using six polynomial
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(a) (b)

Figure 4. (a) Illustration of the measurement of the dose profiles around the treatment isocenter:
one can see the nozzle exit on the left and the sliding scintillating screen mounted on lateral rods
on the right part. (b) Sample of the measured spot sizes for three energies and six positions. The
points represent the measured values with associated error bars and the lines correspond to the
linear modeling.

Figure 5. Sample of measured spots at the isocenter at three energies: 140, 180 and 226.7 MeV.
The color scale represents the dose.

equations as a function of the energy at the nozzle entrance. The six equations obtained for
the beam optical properties were inserted in the source description file. A sample of measured
spots is presented in figure 5.

2.1.4. Modeling the energy spectrum. For each measured Bragg peak, we calculated the
physical range in water, defined as the distal 80% dose point. A water equivalent path length
was added to account for the energy loss in air between the nozzle exit and the patient.
Conversion of ranges into energies was performed using the NIST PASTAR database (Berger
et al 2009), as already presented in (Grevillot et al 2010). Finally, a third-order polynomial
was used to fit the energy at the nozzle exit as a function of the energy at the nozzle entrance.
The energy spread is a key parameter that influences the peak-to-plateau ratio and distal fall-
off slope. We knew that its value increases from about 0% at 230 MeV, up to about 0.7% at
100 MeV (Grevillot et al 2010). As the fraction of energy scored in the ionization chamber
depends also on the optical properties of the beam, the beam optic parameters presented in the
previous section were integrated in the simulations. The best energy spread was then selected
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Figure 6. Sample of measured and simulated depth–dose profiles for four energies: 226.7, 180,
140 and 100 MeV.

empirically by simulating different energy distributions around the estimated value with 0.1
MeV resolution. The best energy spread was determined by evaluating the dose-to-peak
and mean point-to-point dose differences. The dose-to-peak difference corresponds to the
percentage of difference between measurement and simulation for the maximum dose point.
The mean point-to-point deviation was evaluated using the following equation:

ε =
N∑

i=1

( |di − drefi |
drefi

× �i

L

)
, (3)

where ε is the mean point-to-point dose deviation, i corresponds to a given curve point, N is
the number of points evaluated, �i is the distance between two consecutive points, L is the
integration length and corresponds to the distance between the first measured point and the
range, di and drefi are the evaluated and reference doses, respectively. Eventually, a third-order
polynomial function was used to fit the curve of energy spread at the nozzle exit as a function
of energy at the nozzle entrance. The two equations obtained for the beam physical properties
were inserted in the source description file. A sample of measured and simulated depth–dose
profiles is presented in figure 6.

The method presented to model the beam optics and energy spectrum of the system has
to be performed once, and the source description file obtained can then be used as input for
all subsequent treatment plan simulations.

2.2. Reference measurements

BDL measurements (depth–dose profiles and spots) were performed at 27 energies between
100 and 226.7 MeV, with a 5 MeV increment.

2.2.1. Spot sizes in air. Spot sizes were measured in air at five depths around the isocenter:
−20 cm, −10 cm, isocenter, +10 cm, +15 cm, in order to evaluate beam size variations
with depth. Additional measurements were performed close to the nozzle exit (−39 cm), to
better estimate the beam divergence (figure 4(b)). Measurements were performed using an
electronic portal imaging device (Lynx, FIMEL) with a working area of 300×300 mm2 and
a pixel resolution of 0.5 mm. The device was attached to the nozzle using two lateral rods,
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which allowed for sliding the scintillating screen at several predefined positions (figure 4(a)).
The measurements were fitted automatically with a two-dimensional Gaussian function in
order to accurately and reproducibly extract the spot sizes in the x and y directions. Spot size
measurement accuracy was estimated to be within 0.1 mm.

2.2.2. Pristine Bragg peak in water. Pristine Bragg peaks were measured in a 60×60×60 cm3

water phantom (Blue Phantom R©, IBA-Dosimetry). Two large Bragg peak chambers (PTW
type 34070) with a 10.5 cm3 sensitive volume and a collecting electrode of 81.6 mm in
diameter were used, so that the proton beams were integrated within the sensitive volume of
the chamber. The first chamber was placed at the phantom entrance and used as a reference
chamber to eliminate beam fluctuations. The second chamber was placed in the phantom and
moved along the beam axis with a step size between 0.3 mm in the Bragg peak region and
3 mm at high energy in the plateau region. The measured range accuracy was estimated to
be within 0.5 mm and the measured dose fluctuations within 1%. It is noteworthy that pencil
beams were not fully measured by the ionization chamber. It has been demonstrated using
the MCNPX Monte Carlo code that scoring the energy in cylindrical tallies of radius 4.08 or
10 cm under-estimates the energy deposited in certain regions of the Bragg curve by up to 7.8%
and 1.4%, respectively, when compared to energy scored in cuboid tallies with a resolution of
40 × 40 × 0.1 cm3 (Sawakuchi et al 2010). Cylindrical tallies with 4.08 cm radius represent the
largest commercially available chambers. We performed similar comparisons using Geant4
for the highest system energy configuration, which delivers a 226.7 MeV beam, with a spot
size of about 3 mm in air at the isocenter. The maximum dose differences observed were 5%
and 1%, respectively, when comparing cylindrical dosels3 of radius 4.08 cm and 10 cm, with
square dosels of 40 × 40 × 0.1 cm3 (figure 7). Assuming that the maximum spot size of a
226.7 MeV proton beam in water is about 2.5 times that of the spot at the phantom entrance,
the maximum spot size in this case is approximately 7.5 mm. We can consider that about
99.7% of the protons are located within three standard deviations, i.e. within 22.5 mm from
the beam axis, while the chamber radius is 40.8 mm. Therefore, the missing energy is not
likely to be associated to primary protons scattered outside the chamber volume by Coulomb
scattering, but rather to non-elastic hadronic collisions and light fragments not measured by the
chamber. This statement is supported by the results of a simulation showing that the maximum
under-estimation of the deposited energy is somewhere around mid-range (figure 7).

As a consequence, the cylindrical geometry of the ionization chamber was always
reproduced in the simulations in order to provide relevant comparisons with measurements.

2.3. Simulation environment

The number of processes, models and cross-section data available in Geant4 makes it not
only flexible but also a complex tool to configure (Geant4-Collaboration 2009). There are
also numerous parameters that can be adjusted, depending on the application type. For high
precision simulations, Geant4 proposes a physics-list with default parameter values (Geant4
Electromagnetic Standard Working Group 2009). In previous works, we have investigated
the main relevant parameters for proton therapy (Grevillot et al 2010) and carbon ion therapy
(Zahra et al 2010) applications and their impact on the dose accuracy and computation time.
Usually, the physics models and parameters used in Geant4 are referred to as ‘physcis-list’.
We decided to differentiate these two concepts by proposing a reference ‘physics-list’ with
an optimized ‘parameters-list’, allowing us to reach a clinical level of dose accuracy with

3 dosel: dose scoring voxel.
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Figure 7. Simulated dose difference between depth–dose profiles scored in cylindrical dosels of
radius 4.08 and 10 cm, when compared to the depth–dose profiles scored in squared dosels of
40×40×0.1 cm3. Energy deposit difference corresponds to the left axis. The depth–dose profiles
scored in squared dosels of 40×40×0.1 cm3 and in cylindrical dosels of 4.08 cm in radius are also
presented and refer to the right axis.

high simulation efficiency. In this context, we used the Geant4 option three parameters with
additional stepLimiter, range cut and tracking cut values of 1 mm (Grevillot et al 2010). We
selected the standard electromagnetic package, combined with the precompound model for
non-elastic hadronic interactions. The only difference from our previous work (Grevillot et al
2010) was the addition of a 1 mm tracking cut: as we did not produce secondaries with a
range larger than 1 mm, we decided not to track them once their residual range was lower
than 1 mm. Unless otherwise specified, the physics-list and parameters-list presented above
were used by default. In order to assess simulations with reference measurements presented
in section 2.2, depth–dose profiles were scored in cylindrical dosels of 4.08 cm in diameter
with 0.5 mm resolution. Simulated and measured depth–dose profiles were normalized to
the integral dose deposited. Simulation agreements with measurements were evaluated in
terms of range, mean point-to-point and dose-to-peak differences. The clinical range refer
to the distal 90% dose point in the Bragg peak and is used to define the treatment plans.
Therefore, in this paper we evaluated the accuracy of the simulated clinical ranges, instead of
the physical ranges. Spot sizes were scored using a phase space actor (Jan et al 2011), placed
perpendicularly to the beam direction at different positions around the isocenter (according to
the measurements), in order to score the proton fluence. A grid resolution of 0.5×0.5 mm2

was used in order to reproduce the imaging device resolution. Gaussian fits were applied on
the simulated spot profiles using ROOT (Brun and Rademakers 1997), in order to compare
measured and simulated spot sizes. The simulation statistical uncertainties (as presented in
Grevillot et al (2011)) were always below 2% and even below 1% in most of the cases.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Assessment of single pencil beams

The proposed method allowed for estimating the optical and energy properties of the system
at the nozzle exit, as a function of the energy at the nozzle entrance. Then, polynomial
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(a) (b)

Figure 8. (a) Blue points correspond to the best energy spread estimation (in %), obtained with
a 0.1% step. Based on these points, the relative (in %) and absolute (in MeV) energy spread
at the nozzle exit were fitted as a function of the energy at the nozzle entrance and correspond
to the dashed blue and dotted pink lines, respectively. The estimated energy at the nozzle exit
is also presented as a green line and refers to the right axis. (b) Comparisons of simulated and
measured Bragg peaks for 27 energies and the range agreement, mean point-to-point and dose-to-
peak differences. Lines between the points are to guide the eyes only. Landmarks at ±2%, ±1%
and 0% are also displayed.

equations were used to parametrize the estimated values. Therefore, for both optical and
energy parameters, we first estimated the bias introduced by the parametrization. In a second
stage, we assessed the global modeling accuracy by comparing simulated and measured values.

3.1.1. Depth–dose profiles. The maximum energy difference between the estimated and
fitted energies was 0.27 MeV, resulting in a maximum range difference of 0.6 mm. In most of
the cases however (>80% of the points), the range difference introduced by the fit was lower
than 0.3 mm. The maximum energy spread difference introduced by the fit was 0.11 MeV.
We recalculated the set of 27 Bragg peaks (using the source description file) and compared
the clinical range agreement, the mean point-to-point and dose-to-peak differences. Results
are presented in figures 8(a) and (b). For all energies tested, the clinical range agreement was
better than 0.7 mm and even below 0.5 mm in most of the cases. Therefore, the main source of
range discrepancy is not the Monte Carlo code itself, but rather the parametrization. The range
precision of the model depends strongly on the range to energy calibration of the system: for
instance, if the difference between the expected and the calibrated ranges of the system are
alternatively +0.4, −0.4, +0.4 mm for three consecutive points, the fit function may introduce
a range difference in the order of 0.5 mm for the mid point. The dose-to-peak and mean
point-to-point dose differences were always below 2.3% and even below 2% in most of the
cases. The mean point-to-point dose difference increased with energy, illustrating the better
description of the Bragg peak at lower energy. The results obtained are clinically acceptable
and validate the modeling of the energy parameters.

3.1.2. Spot sizes. The linear modeling of spot size variations with depth as presented in
figure 4(b) allowed us to estimate the spot sizes within ±0.15 mm for 27 energies and for five
positions around the isocenter and at the nozzle exit. The spot sizes around the isocenter were
recalculated using the source description file. Results are presented in figure 9.
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Figure 9. Difference between simulated and measured spot sizes at the isocenter for 27 energies
in the x and y directions.

The measured spot sizes at the isocenter are reproduced by the simulation within
±0.2 mm. Therefore, as was the case for the energy spectrum, the main source of discrepancy
is not the Monte Carlo code itself, but the parametrization. The modeling accuracy strongly
depends on the smoothness of the spot size variations with energy. Sharp spot size variations
around the trend-line are poorly accounted for by the model, as observed around 150 MeV
in the x direction. Spot sizes were reproduced within ±0.4 mm for all other positions away
from the isocenter. These results are clinically acceptable and validate the modeling of optical
parameters.

3.2. Validation of the beam modeling using 2D and 3D plans

3.2.1. Spread-out Bragg peak. A spread out Bragg peak (SOBP) was measured in water
using a PPC05 (IBA-Dosimetry) ionization chamber, with an active volume of 0.05 cm3 and
a collecting electrode of 1 cm in diameter. The chamber was placed in the water phantom
and scanned along the beam axis with 10 and 2.5 mm steps in the plateau and SOBP regions,
respectively. The treatment isocenter was set at 7 cm below the water surface. Measurements
were based on a plan created using the XiO R©TPS from Elekta. It contained one field made
of 11 iso-energy layers modulated between 22 and 32 cm and 2446 spots with an iso-spacing
of 8 mm in both directions, allowing the irradiation of a cube of 10 × 10 × 10 cm3 in
water. Simulated doses were scored in a cylindrical volume of 1 cm in diameter, with a
1 mm resolution, in order to simulate the cylindrical geometry of the chamber. The simulations
were normalized to the measurements in the middle of the SOBP. They allowed us to evaluate
the treatment plan integration in Gate, with respect to the accuracy of Geant4 models for dose
calculation in water. Each single pencil beam had to be correctly modeled (source description
file) and weighted (plan description file). The dose measured at each point depends not only on
direct dose contributions from spots delivered along the beam axis and nearby pencil beams,
but also on indirect dose contributions from nuclear interactions and secondary particles. The
comparison between simulated and measured SOBPs is presented in figure 10. The result is
satisfactory, with a clinical range agreement of 0.8 mm and a maximum dose difference below
2% for each point from the plateau region up to the distal fall-off. In the SOBP region, the
measured ripples are nicely reproduced by the simulation. In the plateau region, the simulation
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Figure 10. Comparison between simulation and measurement for a 32 cm range SOBP, modulated
between 22 and 32 cm.

tends to overestimate the dose compared to measurements. The range and dose differences
between simulation and measurements of the SOBP are consistent with the previous results
obtained for pristine Bragg peaks.

3.2.2. Beam halo. The transverse dose spreading of each single pencil beam is due to
Coulomb scattering interactions and hadronic collisions. The dose of a pencil beam can
spread far away from its main axis, because of non-elastic nuclear interactions. This effect
has been first referred to as beam halo (Pedroni et al 2005) and later as low dose envelope
(Sawakuchi et al 2010). Beam spreading is mainly due to interactions in the propagating
material, but it can also be inherent to the beam line, mainly due to scattering in some specific
components (Sawakuchi et al 2010). The integral dose contribution due to nuclear interactions
increases with depth, while the beam halo FWHM is maximum at about mid-range (Pedroni
et al 2005). Nuclear collisions are more important with high energy beams and could be
responsible for about 10–15% of the total dose (Pedroni et al 2005). The impact of the beam
halo is difficult to measure for single pencil beams, while it is more visible with large fields.
The field size factor (FSF) has been defined as the ratio between the dose at the center of
a given square field with a given size f and the dose at the center of a square reference
field with a size f = 10 cm (Sawakuchi et al 2010). We measured FSFs at several depths
d (10, 20 and 30 cm), for four mono-energetic square fields (226, 200, 180 and 160 MeV)
and for five field sizes (4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 cm). The spot spacing was 2.5 mm in the x and
y directions and all spots had exactly the same weight. Measurements were performed with
a Scanditronix Wellhofer CC13 ionization chamber having an active volume of 0.13 cm3.
Simulated doses were scored in 5 × 5 × 5 mm3 dosels, in order to reproduce the ionization
chamber active volume. An increased dose in the center was expected for larger field sizes,
as the number of pencil beams was higher. The additional dose measured for larger fields is
assumed to result from either direct dose contribution from nearby pencil beams or indirect
dose contribution from secondary protons and fragments resulting from nuclear interactions.
We assumed that the direct dose contribution from a nearby pencil beam occurs only if
the lateral distance between the beam and the center of the field is within three standard
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(a) (b)

Figure 11. Measured FSFs: (a) for four energies and five field sizes at d = 10 cm, (b) for three
energies and five field sizes at d = 20 cm.

Table 1. This table summarizes the FSF differences between simulations and measurements for
four fields, three depths and four energies.

Energy (MeV) 226 200 180 160

f(cm) / d(cm) 10 20 30 10 20 10 20 10
4 1.4% −0.4% 0.7% 1.0% 0.8% 0.4% −0.3% 1.8%
6 2.4% −0.8% 0.5% 0.3% −0.8% −0.5% 0.0% 2.0%
8 1.1% −1.2% −0.4% 0.0% −0.6% −1.3% −1.9% 0.4%

12 0.1% −3.2% 0.5% −1.5% −1.3% −1.8% −1.1% −0.8%

deviations of the spot size. The largest spot size is about 8 mm in the Bragg peak region for a
226 MeV beam; hence, the largest lateral distance allowing direct dose contribution is about
2.4 cm. For other energies, direct dose contribution is restricted to f = 4 cm. Therefore,
FSFs measured in these experiments are mainly representative of indirect dose contribution
from non-elastic hadronic interactions. FSF simulations agreed with measurements within
2% for all but two points. The maximum difference was 3.2%. The overall results are
satisfactory, even though there is no clear explanation for the larger 3.2% dose difference. As
the number of non-elastic nuclear interactions increases with beam energy, larger differences
between simulations and measurements are likely to occur at higher energies, notably due
to uncertainties in nuclear cross sections. Uncertainties in total non-elastic and double-
differential cross-sections are estimated in the order of 5–10% and 20–40%, respectively
(ICRU 2000). Results are summarized in table 1. Due to nuclear interaction increase with
energy, we expected larger FSF variations as a function of f at high energy compared to
low energy. This was confirmed by measurements, as presented in figures 11(a) and (b).
Interestingly, the opposite effect has been observed in a separate study (Sawakuchi et al 2010):
larger FSF variations as a function of f were observed at low energy compared to high energy.
In fact, the spot sizes were significantly bigger: about 4, 2 and 1.5 cm in FWHM, at 72.5,
148.8 and 221.8 MeV, respectively. Therefore, direct dose deposition from nearby pencil
beams significantly contributed to the measured FSFs, even at low energy (largest spots),
which might explain the inverse FSF variation trend associated with f . It is noteworthy that
the range of energies in this study, from 72.5 MeV up to 221.8 MeV, was much larger than in
our experiments, from 160 MeV up to 226 MeV.
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(a) (b)

Figure 12. Measured dose map for the 117 MeV (a) and 226 MeV (b) beams. The extra black
line drawn in (a) shows the position of the transverse dose profiles evaluated in figure 13. The low
energy test pattern seems to be blurred, when compared to the high energy one, because the spot
sizes are larger.

3.2.3. Test pattern. A two-dimensional test pattern consisting of a combination of particular
shapes, in a field of 25 × 25 cm2 was performed. This test, which contains a combination
of homogeneous and high-gradient dose distributions was designed to evaluate the IBA’s
PBS system capabilities. Measurements were performed in air at the isocenter, using
the Lynx scintillating device (described in section 2.2.1) at three energies: 117, 181 and
226 MeV, without insertion of additional material between the nozzle exit and the measuring
tool. Figure 12 illustrates the measured dose maps for the 117 MeV and 226 MeV beams.
For evaluating the system, the measured test patterns were compared to an expected dose
map. Expected dose maps were calculated using the Matlab R© software from MathWorks, by
convolving the spot sizes and positions according to their weights. To evaluate our Monte Carlo
code, the references were the measurements, but additional comparisons with the expected
dose maps were also found to be useful. We will refer to these three types of dose map as
measured, expected and simulated dose maps. This test allowed for evaluating the correct
weighting and transverse position of each single pencil beam used in the treatment plan. In
such a configuration, each proton contributes to one single point in the map. Therefore, the
production time of each new proton becomes important when compared to its tracking time.
Even the simulation time of the ionization process in air between the nozzle exit and the
treatment isocenter becomes significant. Therefore, the range cut for secondary production
due to electromagnetic interactions (electrons, positrons and photons) was set to 1 m. An
additional volume of air of 5 cm thickness was set before the isocenter with a 1 mm range cut,
in order to account for the electrons produced. This increased the simulation efficiency by a
factor of 10. The dose maps were scored in water volume of 400 × 400 × 0.5 mm3 with a
dosel size of 0.5 × 0.5 × 0.5 mm3, in order to mimic the scintillating device resolution. All
dose maps (measured, expected and simulated) were normalized to 50% in a homogeneous
region of interest located in the center of the test pattern, so that the maximum doses delivered
were about 100%. Their origins were corrected using four landmarks located in each corner
of the test pattern. We compared the two-dimensional dose-maps using the OmniPro-I’mRT R©

software (IBA-Dosimetry). Gamma indices were evaluated for all points receiving more than
0.2% of the maximum dose, using a 2%/2 mm criterion. At high energy, spot sizes are
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 13. 2%/2 mm gamma index comparison between simulation and expected dose map (a)
and between simulation and measurement (b), for the 117 MeV plan. Points having a gamma value
larger than 1 do not pass the comparison. Transverse dose profile comparisons for the same beam
energy, between simulation and expected dose map (c) and between simulation and measurement
(d) are presented for the x direction at y = 8.81 cm, as referred to by the black line in figure 12(a).

known to be smaller and dose distributions sharper; hence, the gamma index comparisons
were expected to be improved at low energy. Gamma index comparisons between simulations
and measurements are summarized in table 2. The overall agreement between simulations
and measurements is satisfactory, with a gamma index better than 97% for the three energies
tested. Figure 13 shows transverse dose profiles and gamma comparisons between simulation
and measurement and between simulation and expected dose map, for the 117 MeV plan. In
high-dose regions, the maximal measured dose is lower than the simulated one. This could
be due to a dose saturation effect in the detector. As all spots, but those in high-dose regions
seem to be correctly weighted, we presume that the scintillating screen was saturated. When
comparing simulations with expected dose maps, the dose overestimation in high-dose regions
is no longer observed, consolidating the possibility of detector saturation. When comparing
simulations with measurements, a larger disagreement is visible on the edge of the field. This
disagreement is not visible when comparing simulations with expected dose maps, suggesting
a dose measurement artifact on the side of the imaging device. Agreements are better between
simulations and expected doses than between simulations and measurements. This is due to
the fact that measurements and beam delivery suffer from other sources of uncertainty. As
concerns measurements, dose saturation and side effects, such as dose response differences
between the center and the sides of the imaging device may occur. As concerns the beam
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Table 2. Gamma index comparisons for the 117, 181 and 226 MeV plans, using a 2%/2 mm
gamma criterion.

Energy (MeV) Gamma index

117 99.21%
181 98.98%
226 97.84%

delivery, beam positioning accuracy and reproducibility were not taken into account in the
Monte Carlo code.

4. Conclusion

We have presented a generic method to model scanned ion beam delivery systems, without
simulating the nozzle and based exclusively on BDL measurements of the system. New
particle sources have been implemented in the Gate Monte Carlo platform in order to simulate
single pencil beams and PBS treatment plans. The method has been applied to an IBA’s
proton PBS dedicated nozzle. The modeling of the irradiation system is based on a set of
measurements at 27 energies between 100 and 226.7 MeV, containing depth–dose profiles
in water and spot sizes in air. Simulated pristine Bragg peak ranges lie within 0.7 mm of
measured values. Dose-to-peak and mean point-to-point differences between simulations and
measurements are less than 2.3% for all energies. Spot sizes are reproduced within 0.4 mm
around the isocenter (from −20 cm up to +15 cm) and within 0.2 mm at the isocenter. In
a second stage, several 2D and 3D validation plans (SOBP, test pattern) were produced with
the XiO treatment planing system. The simulation of a SOBP allowed for evaluating the
correct intensity and physical properties of the delivered spots. The agreement was within
0.8 mm in range and 2% in dose for all points up to the distal fall-off. The simulation of FSF
configurations for three depths, five field sizes and four energies, allowed us to evaluate the
indirect dose contribution of secondary protons and fragments spreaded over the field. They
laid within 2% for all points but two, with a maximum dose difference of 3.2%. A test pattern
allowed for evaluating the correct position and intensity of each spot. More than 97% of the
points successfully passed a 2%/2 mm gamma index comparison between simulations and
measurements for three energies (117, 181 and 226 MeV). The validation tests performed so
far have demonstrated that the beam model reaches clinical performances and can be used
for TPS benchmarking. We believe that the proposed beam modeling method is sufficiently
generic to be applied to other PBS systems with different types of ions, e.g. in active scanning
carbon-therapy centers. The new tools presented are available in Gate release V6.1.
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4.3 Conclusion & Perspectives

In this study, we aimed at providing a general method for active scanning system modeling,
based exclusively on beam data library measurements. This method has been successfully applied
for one of the IBA proton therapy system.

The proposed method was initially developed in order to be compliant with other particles
such as carbon ions and other delivery systems. It would be interesting to apply the method to a
carbon therapy center. As the proposed method does not simulate the nozzle elements, it would
be interesting to compare our modeling with a full Monte Carlo simulation of the nozzle. This
would allow quantifying the dose contribution from secondary particles produced in the nozzle
and evaluate the di�erences with our model. For patient treatments, some beam modi�ers may
be inserted in the beam path at the nozzle exit, such as a range shifter or a ridge �lter. The range
shifter consists of a block of Lexan of 7.5 cm water equivalent thickness and is used to decrease
the beam down to skin depth. The ridge �lter is used to enlarge the Bragg peak thickness at low
energies, in order to decrease the number of required layers. To illustrate, a ridge �lter prototype
is depicted in Figure 4.1. As GATE now allows simulating all kinds of treatment plans, it would
be worthwhile to validate the platform in various conditions, using beam modi�ers, complex
phantoms and appropriate measurements.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.1: This picture shows a preliminary design of a ridge �lter (a), with a zoom on its
complex structure (b) allowing to modulate the beam energy.
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4.4 Additional investigations

This section presents additional results. They were not published, but propose some hints and
research axes.

4.4.1 On in�uence of non-elastic nuclear models

The physics settings used in this thesis are described in chapter 3. In this chapter, the
ionization chamber cylindrical geometry was neglected and depth-dose pro�les were simulated by
integrating the dose transversally over the complete water phantom section. However, we saw
in chapter 4 the importance of taking into account the ionization chamber geometry. Therefore,
we checked the in�uence of the precompound and binary cascade nuclear models, when taking
into account the ionization chamber geometry. Interestingly, binary cascade is the best model for
pristine peak simulations, as illustrated in Figure 4.2, when simulating the ionization chamber
geometry. Doses were normalized relatively to the total energy deposited. The point-to-point
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Figure 4.2: This �gure depicts depth-dose pro�les computed using precompound (a) and binary
cascade models (b) for a 226 MeV proton beam. Point-to-point dose di�erences are presented
with green dots and correspond to the right axis.

dose di�erences of precompound and binary cascade models are comprised within ±4% and ±2%,
respectively, from the entrance to the distal fall-o�. The beam modeling method presented in
our paper has been reproduced using binary cascade instead of precompound model and a very
similar energy spectra was obtained, with a slightly higher energy spread for higher energies
(Figure 4.3 (a)). The largest di�erences are observed for the largest energies, for which binary
cascade gets closer to measurements. The mean point-to-point dose di�erence does not increase
with energy (Figure 4.3 (b)), in contrary to results presented for precompound in chapter 4.

When simulating a full treatment plan such as the spread out Bragg peak presented in chap-
ter 4, the best agreement is obtained with precompound, while a dose under-estimation in the
order of 6-7% occur at the entrance for binary cascade (Figure 4.4). From pristine Bragg peak
simulations, one could expect a better SOBP simulation with Binary cascade than with pre-
compound, while the opposite occurred. The dose deposition of a proton beam is shared between
primary protons, short range and long range secondary fragments. The evaluation of nuclear mod-
els is known to be very di�cult when using pristine Bragg peaks, because secondary fragments
escape far from the interaction point at several tenths of centimeters. Therefore, pristine Bragg
peak measurements do not allow evaluating the long range spectra of secondary fragments. When
simulating a spread out Bragg peak treatment plan in a virtual cubic target of 10×10×10 cm3 in
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Figure 4.3: Tis �gure is the reciprocal of �gure 7 (b) from [108], but using binary cascade.
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Figure 4.4: Evaluation of precompound and binary cascade nuclear models for a 32 cm range
spread-out Bragg peak modulated between 22 and 32 cm.

water, the dose contribution from secondary fragments at every measured position is signi�cant,
because hundreds of pencil beam are generated. Therefore, the results obtained could be explained
by a better description of the long range spectra of secondary fragments with precompound than
with Binary cascade. Further tests would be necessary to con�rm or invalidate this hypothesis.

Additionally, dose by particle, as predicted by each of these two nuclear models has been
evaluated for a 230 MeV mono-energy proton beam. Cut for electron production was set to 5 mm,
so that no electrons were produced by ionization. About 0.3% of the total dose was attributed
to the electrons of the simulation. These electrons might have been produced by photo-electric
e�ect or nucleus de-excitation like internal-conversion. Photons and neutrons do not depose dose
directly (less than 0.01% of the total), their energies are transferred to other particles. Thus,
for neutrons we considered the dose deposited by all secondaries having a neutron as parent.
Results considering proton dose and main fragments are summarized in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 and
are illustrated in Figure 4.5.

Based on nuclear interaction cross-section uncertainties, it is currently not possible to state
which model is better. Uncertainties in total non-elastic and double-di�erential cross-sections
are estimated in the order of 5-10% and 20-40%, respectively [85]. From personal discussions
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Protons Primary protons Secondary protons
PreCompound 94.3% 85.9% 8.4%
Binary cascade 98.2% 86.6% 11.6%

Table 4.1: Dose deposited by primary and secondary protons.

Fragments Deuton He3 Alpha Neutrons
PreCompound 5.7% 2.7% 0.7% 1.1% 0.6%
Binary cascade 1.8% 0.3% 0.1% 0.4% 1.2%

Table 4.2: Dose deposited by secondary particles other than protons. Only the main fragments
are presented.
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Figure 4.5: Dose by particle: (a) corresponds to precompound model and (b) corresponds to
binary cascade model.

with Vladimir Ivantchenko from the CERN (GEANT4) [109], precompound model should not
be considered as an alternative to binary cascade for high precision simulations, because quasi-
elastic scattering is not implemented. Quasi-elastic scattering corresponds to elastic scattering
on one nucleon of a nucleus. It is noteworthy that GEANT4 simulations have been extensively
used for years in Boston [59], mainly for passive scattering. Initially, they used the precompound
model [110] and later moved to binary cascade [34]. Recent active scanning proton beam mod-
eling also preferred precompound model for dose calculation [60], but also for prompt gamma
simulation [111]. β+ emitter production following proton nuclear reactions are being investigated
throughout the ENVISION 2 project and inside the OpenGate collaboration for Positron Emis-
sion Tomography (PET) imaging. Preliminary results suggest a better agreement with the binary
cascade.

To conclude, there is a room for investigations as far as nuclear models are concerned. The
precise description of both: dosimetric and imaging applications in proton therapy with a com-
mon physics-list are challenging. Further, similar investigations will be necessary for carbon ion
therapy, with an increased di�culty due to projectile fragmentations.

2. ENVISION stands for European NoVel Imaging Systems for ION therapy: this project is leaded by the
ENLIGHT community
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4.4.2 Di�erences between GEANT4.9.2 and GEANT4.9.4

For each GEANT4 release, modi�cations of the default databases and improvements of the
models lead to di�erences in the particle spectra and energy loss in matter. Therefore, benchmark-
ing the new GATE/GEANT4 releases is a prerequisite. In this section, test cases performed using
either GATEV6.0 combined with GEANT4.9.2p02 or GATEV6.1 combined with GEANT4.9.4p01
are compared. These two con�gurations are referred to as �Gate-G4.9.2� and �Gate-G4.9.4�.

In �Gate-G4.9.2�, water was de�ned as a GATE material and the ionization potential was set
to 75 eV. In �Gate-G4.9.4�, we used the G4_WATER material de�ned in GEANT4 according to
ICRU'49 [73] and ICRU'73 [112] databases, with an ionization potential of 78 eV, in accordance
with [113]. Using G4_WATER material was found necessary in order to reproduce results in
close agreement with the previous release. There are several di�erences between user materials
such as �water� and GEANT4 materials such as �G4_WATER�. For instance, a user material is
de�ned by a combination of elements and the stopping power is calculated using Bragg's rule of
additivity. GEANT4 material stopping powers are de�ned based on compound speci�c tables and
are therefore more precise. It is noteworthy that since GEANT4 release 9.3, the energy loss is a
lot less sensitive to the ionization potential: changing the I value of water by 10% around I=75eV
modi�es the range by about 1.2% and 0.3%, when using �Gate-G4.9.2� and �Gate-G4.9.4� con-
�gurations, respectively. From personal communications with Vladimir Ivantchenko from CERN
(GEANT4) [109], this e�ect was attributed to di�erent parameterizations of the correction terms
included in the Bethe-Bloch equation, in particular the density e�ect. At therapeutic energies, a
behavior similar to �Gate-G4.9.2� is expected. It has been proven by computing the Bethe-Bloch
equation presented in chapter 2 by �hand�. Therefore, the new stopping power parameterization
of GEANT4.9.4 may lead to a sub-optimal account of tissue compositions. This �bug� will be cor-
rected in the next GEANT4 release, in order to come back to a situation similar to GEANT4.9.2,
i.e. by using the previous Bethe-Bloch equation parameterization.

This study was divided in two parts: �rst, we evaluated the in�uence of the ionization potential
on di�erent NIST materials; second, two benchmarks presented in the previous chapters were
reproduced with the �Gate-G4.9.4� con�guration.

In�uence of the ionization potential

One of the main sources of ion range uncertainty in human materials comes from the ionization
potential [78]. When the ionization potential of a given material is not known, it can be computed
by weighting the I value of the di�erent constituents using Bragg's rule [79]. In patients, the
ionization potentials of the di�erent media are not known and therefore are internally calculated
using Bragg's additivity rule. We compared NIST CSDA ranges with simulations for 5 human
media and for water as de�ned in NIST, without setting the ionization potential (so that Bragg's
rule was always used). Comparisons were performed for a 230 MeV proton beam using �Gate-
G4.9.2� and �Gate-G4.9.4� and are summarized in Table 4.3. The calculated I values in GEANT4
are always lower than NIST, resulting in a lower simulated range. Moreover, I values calculated
with �Gate-G4.9.4� are always lower than with �Gate-G4.9.2�. A better range agreement with
NIST is observed with �Gate-G4.9.2�.

Benchmark 1: Pristine Bragg peak in water

The �rst benchmark was presented in details in chapter 3 and consists in the simulation of
a mono-energetic Bragg peak of 230 MeV in water. Results are illustrated in Figure 4.6. The
overall Bragg peak shapes are very similar. The �Gate-G4.9.4� con�guration has a slightly larger
range and lower entrance dose. The physical ranges calculated with �Gate-G4.9.4�, �Gate-G4.9.2�
and NIST [76] are 330.3, 329.2 and 329.5 mm, respectively. The transverse pro�le standard
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Compact Cortical Skeletal Adipose Water
bone bone muscle tissue

I (eV)
Gate-G4.9.2 86.6 98.7 71.5 62.2 70.9
Gate-G4.9.4 86 97.9 70 61.8 69

NIST 91.9 106.4 75.3 63.2 75
Ranges (mm)
Gate-G4.9.2 189.6 196.2 318 347.5 327
Gate-G4.9.4 188.8 195.6 316.9 344.1 326.2

NIST 191.4 198.4 320.3 348.5 329.5
Range variations (%)

Gate-G4.9.2 -0.9 -1.1 -0.7 -0.3 -0.7
Gate-G4.9.4 -1.4 -1.4 -1.1 -1.3 -1.0

Table 4.3: This table summarizes the ionization potential and range di�erences between
GATE/GEANT4 and NIST, using �Gate-G4.9.2� and �Gate-G4.9.4�.
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of depth-dose (a) and transverse pro�les at 32 cm depth (b) for a 230 MeV
proton beam in water using �Gate-G4.9.2� and �Gate-G4.9.4�. In (a), the point-to-point energy
deposit di�erence is depicted with green dots and corresponds to the right axis.

deviations obtained with a Gaussian �t are similar (Table 4.4), suggesting that the multiple
scattering algorithm of the new GEANT4 release was not signi�cantly modi�ed for protons. The
maximum dose di�erences presented in Figure 4.6 (b) are due to di�erences in range. The integral
energy deposited per proton was 216.6 and 215.5 MeV using �Gate-G4.9.2� and �Gate-G4.9.4�,
respectively.

Gate-G4.9.2 Gate-G4.9.4
σ10cm (mm) 3.2 3.2
σ30cm (mm) 6.3 6.3
σ32cm (mm) 7.0 7.0

Table 4.4: Comparison of the transverse dose spreading (σ) at 10 cm, 30 cm and 32 cm depth,
for a 230 MeV proton beam in water using �Gate-G4.9.2� and �Gate-G4.9.4�. The uncertainty on
the σ values was estimated to be within 0.2 mm using ROOT [114].
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4.4. ADDITIONAL INVESTIGATIONS

Benchmark 2: SOBP in water

The second benchmark was presented in detail in chapter 4 and consists in the simulation of a
spread out Bragg peak . Simulations were performed using the beam model presented in [108] for
both �Gate-G4.9.2� and �Gate-G4.9.4� con�gurations . The results are illustrated in Figure 4.7.
Simulations were normalized to the center of the SOBP. The overall depth-dose pro�les are in
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Figure 4.7: Evaluation of a 32 cm range spread-out Bragg peak modulated between 22 and
32 cm and simulated with �Gate-G4.9.2� and �Gate-G4.9.4� con�gurations. The point-to-point
dose di�erence between the two GATE/GEANT4 con�gurations is depicted with green dots and
correspond to the right axis.

good agreement, with point-to-point dose di�erences that �uctuate around 0. When comparing
simulations with measurements, the dose agreement is better than 2% for all points between the
entrance area up to the distal fall o�. The measured and simulated ranges using �Gate-G4.9.2�
and �Gate-G4.9.4� are 321.9, 321.3 and 322.3 mm, respectively. From these results, we consider
that our beam model is validated for the new GATE/GEANT4 release.

4.4.3 Particularities of the PBS modality

The previous SOBP benchmark was also computed with the XiO TPS using a 4 mm voxel size.
Results are presented in Figure 4.8. A reversed build-up is produced by XiO in the entrance region
due to dose scoring artifacts. XiO and measured ranges are 321.5 and 321.9 mm, respectively.
The SOBP region is in close agreement with measurements, even if the grid size is too large to
reproduce accurately the dose �uctuations along the SOBP. The calculation does not reproduce
the measurements in the entrance region. This is due to the fact that the spot size (standard
deviation) is in the order of 3 mm at the entrance, while the spot spacing is 8 mm. Therefore, at
the entrance, the transverse dose is not homogeneously distributed and the dose scoring is very
sensitive to small shifts of the scoring grid and dosel size. In the SOBP region, the spot size reaches
about 7 mm standard deviation, thus the transverse dose can be considered homogeneous. The
good agreement obtained with Monte Carlo (Figure 4.7) was achieved by simulating the ionization
chamber cylindrical geometry. Using squared dosels of 4 mm with GATE/GEANT4 resulted in a
behavior similar to XiO (Figure 4.8 (b)).

This benchmark is very speci�c to the pencil beam scanning treatment modality. When
evaluating a TPS with such a complex set-up, with and without the transverse charge equilibrium
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Figure 4.8: Evaluation of a SOBP (benchmark 2) computed with XiO. Depth-dose pro�les com-
puted by shifting lateraly the scoring grid by a few milimeters are displayed, illustrating the
sensitivity of this set-up.

in the SOBP and in the entrance regions, respectively, it is very di�cult to �gure out whether the
dose calculation algorithm of the TPS is correct or not. Having a �exible and robust calculation
tool like Monte Carlo becomes very interesting in such tricky cases.
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Chapter 5
TPS and Monte Carlo comparisons

5.1 Introduction

In this study, our goal was to compare dose distributions computed with the XiO TPS and
with the GATE/GEANT4 Monte Carlo platform. To achieve this task, I focused on the three
following questions:

1. What are the main di�erences between GATE and XiO physics implementations and their
impacts on dose calculation?

2. How di�erent are the two beam models implemented in GATE and XiO?

3. What kind of di�erence can be expected from heterogeneities management?

When comparing two dose engines, there are always di�erences, because dose calculations are
based on di�erent physics implementations. For instance, TPSs rescale dose distributions, which
are measured in water, while Monte Carlo calculates the integral depth-dose pro�les in medium
based on the Bethe-Bloch equation. Therefore, the pristine Bragg peaks calculated in water with
a TPS are likely to be as close as Monte Carlo to measured values. The power of Monte Carlo
is not expected for simple cases, but for complex and heterogeneous geometries like patients.
The limitation of Ray tracing algorithms in heterogeneous media is well known, as presented in
chapter 1. To overcome this issue, TPSs currently use pencil beam algorithms, which consider
that a spot can be described by a collection of weighted sub-spots (or beamlets), in order to
better account for heterogeneities. This approach tends to the Monte Carlo method and as such
is limited by the obvious trade-o� between dose accuracy and calculation time.

For passive scattering, the use of the GEANT4 code for treatment plan veri�cation is already
in use in Boston [59], but the platform is not publicly available. Most of the time, di�erences were
found to be clinically acceptable and were also attributed to di�erences between the TPS dose to
water and the Monte Carlo dose to medium [115]. Some limitations of pencil beam algorithms
were recently identi�ed for small �elds [116], but they were estimated not to be clinically relevant
for patients.

We do expect di�erences between Monte Carlo and TPS dose distributions, the question is to
determine whether these di�erences have a clinical outcome or not. In a �rst stage, we tried to
answer the �rst question by working in a close relationship with the Elekta company and more
speci�cally with the TPS developers, in order to understand the physics implementation in XiO.
As regards GATE/GEANT4, a reciprocal work has been already performed in chapter 3. In a
second stage, we generated various test cases in homogeneous geometries in order to evaluate the
characteristic physical properties of the beam models of the two dose engines. Stopping power
evaluations and comparisons in heterogeneous geometries allowed answering the third question.
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The details of the GATE and XiO dose comparisons for proton PBS treatment plan simulations
will be submitted to Physics in Medicine and Biology on August, 2011, but the current version is
presented.
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Article 3

L. Grevillot, D. Bertrand, F. Dessy, N. Freud, and D. Sarrut. GATE as a GEANT4-based
Monte Carlo platform for proton Pencil Beam Scanning (PBS) treatment plans evaluation. To be
submitted to Physics in Medicine and Biology, on August 2011.
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Abstract. Active scanning delivery systems take full advantage of ion beams to best

conform to the tumor and to spare surrounding healthy tissues, however it is also

a challenging technique for quality assurance. In this perspective, we upgraded the

GATE/GEANT4 Monte Carlo platform in order to recalculate the Treatment Planning

System (TPS) dose distributions for active scanning systems. A method that allows

evaluating the TPS dose distributions with the GATE Monte Carlo platform has been

developed and applied to the XiO TPS (Elekta), for the IBA proton Pencil Beam

Scanning (PBS) system.

Firstly, we evaluated the specificities of each dose engine. A dose conversion scheme

which allows to convert dose to medium into dose to water was implemented within

GATE. Specific test cases in homogeneous and heterogeneous configurations allowed

for the estimation of the differences between the beam models implemented in XiO

and GATE. Finally, dose distributions of a prostate treatment plan were compared.

In homogeneous media, a satisfactory agreement was generally obtained between

XiO and GATE. The maximum stopping power difference of 3% occured in a human

tissue of 0.9 g·cm−3 density and led to a significant range shift. Comparisons in

heterogeneous configurations pointed out the limits of the TPS dose calculation

accuracy and the superiority of Monte Carlo simulations. The necessity of computing

dose to water in our Monte Carlo code for comparisons with TPSs is also presented.

Finally, the new capabilities of the platform are applied to a prostate treatment plan

and dose differences between both dose engines are analyzed in detail.

This work presents a generic method to compare TPS dose distributions with the

GATE Monte Carlo platform. It is noteworthy that GATE is also a convenient tool for

imaging applications, therefore opening new research possibilities for the PBS modality.
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1. Introduction

A medical physicist’s main task is to deliver the right dose to the right location.

Therefore, quality assurance is of primary importance, especially in regards to the

delivery system and the TPS. In this report, we address the later of these issues by

comparing the TPS Pencil Beam Scanning (PBS) dose distributions with Monte Carlo

simulations. Patient-specific quality assurance is routinely performed by comparing

patient treatment plans delivered in water with measurements [1]. The overall TPS

validation procedure is however more complex [2]. Validating a treatment plan in water

does not fully guarantee the dose distribution accuracy within the patient. Today,

the Monte Carlo method is the only possibility to recompute TPS treatment plans

based on patient CT images, with the advantage of providing a very detailed beam

interaction simulation in the patient. Over the past decade, treatments have been

mostly delivered using passive scattering delivery techniques and many studies using

the Monte Carlo method have been performed with GEANT4 [3, 4]. This work is

focused on active scanning, which is the most advanced delivery technique and allows

higher dose conformity to the tumor while delivering a lower dose to surrounding healthy

tissues [5]. The GATE Monte Carlo simulations are not limited to dosimetric aspects

and allow for instance β+ or prompt-γ imaging investigations. Faster Monte Carlo codes

for proton therapy applications exist [6]. The main interest of a slower and detailed

Monte Carlo simulation such as GATE/GEANT4 is its versatility: it can be used as

a reference Monte Carlo code for validation purposes, it allows combined imaging and

dose simulations, micro-dosimetric applications, radiotherapy simulations using other

particles such as carbon ions, etc. Details about the GATE capabilities are presented

elsewhere [7, 8]. The active scanning technique is expected to be used more widely in

the coming years due to technological improvements as well as the development of new

proton and carbon therapy facilities worldwide [9]. The combination of thousands of

individual pencil beams allows for very complex dose distributions, especially when

using Intensity Modulated Proton Therapy (IMPT) [1]. Therefore, the use of a

Monte Carlo code as quality assurance tool to benchmark TPSs for active scanning

delivery becomes even more attractive. Since the GATE V6.0 release, the platform

has allowed for radiation therapy and dosimetric applications [8, 10]. The selection

of the appropriate physics models and parameters leading to a reference physics-list

together with optimized parameters-list has been detailed in [11]. A proton PBS model

has been developed and validated for an IBA system [12]. In this work, we used the

following releases: GATE V6.1 and GEANT4.9.4p01 [13, 14]. As TPSs calculate the

so-called dose to water and Monte Carlo codes the dose to medium [15], a method for

converting dose to medium into dose to water is described in Section 2.1. We investigate

in Section 2.2 the specificities of both XiO and GATE dose engines. Stopping power

differences between GATE and XiO are presented in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2, the

dose distributions of pristine Bragg peaks with different energies calculated using XiO

and GATE in various homogeneous configurations are compared. A complex treatment
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plan in a homogeneous medium is used to validate both dose engines with appropriate

measurements in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4, dose distributions in heterogeneous

phantoms are analyzed and the limits of the TPS dose calculation algorithms on dose

accuracy are investigated. Finally, a prostate treatment plan is presented and dose

differences between XiO and GATE are analyzed in detail in Section 3.5. This paper

intends to present a generic method for PBS treatment plan evaluation with GATE. It

points out various sources of differences between MC and TPS dose calculations, from

simple cases in homogeneous media to complex cases in heterogeneous configurations.

The prostate treatment plan studied illustrates the possibilities of the GATE platform

for clinical applications. The evaluation of various and more complex treatment plans

will be the subject of further studies. This work is directed towards the IBA PBS system

together with the XiO TPS, however the overall method is expected to be useable with

other TPS and irradiation systems [12].

2. Materials and Methods

Different definitions of range can be found in literature, depending on physical or clinical

constraints. In this paper, the physical and clinical ranges correspond to the 80% and

90% distal dose levels in the Bragg peak, respectively. Unless otherwise specified, beam

ranges given in unit of g/cm2 correspond to ranges in water. The expression spot size

will always refer to the Gaussian standard deviation of the size of the beam spot. Dose

distributions calculated with GATE were converted into the DICOM format using a

home made toolkit, which is based on the ITK library‡, in order to ensure compatibility

with commercial dose analyzing tools. Simulations were performed either locally on a

4-CPU computer or on the EGEE grid, which provides about 40,000 CPUs through 250

resource centers worldwide [16].

2.1. Dose to water versus dose to medium

Monte Carlo tools compute the so-called dose to medium. Historically, treatment

planning systems have computed dose to water (or water-equivalent dose), by rescaling

depth-dose distributions measured in water using a water-equivalent path length

approximation. Differences between dose to medium and dose to water calculated

with the Monte Carlo method and the TPS, respectively, were first investigated for

photons [17] and later for protons [15]. Unlike photons, protons undergo non-elastic

nuclear interactions. The impact of such interactions on the dose conversion scheme

was investigated in [18]. In soft tissues, the water to medium dose ratio (Dw/Dm)

is close to unity. For photons as well as for protons, the largest difference in human

tissues occurs in high density bony structures, with differences between Dw and Dm of

up to about 10% [17, 15]. The “true” dose delivered to each voxel in the patient is

the dose to medium calculated by the Monte Carlo method. However, to evaluate the

‡ http://www.kitware.com/
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accuracy of TPS dose calculation algorithms, it becomes necessary to “degrade” the

dose to medium into dose to water. The question of whether reporting dose to medium

or dose to water should be preferred was discussed some years ago [19]. In this work,

we implemented a dose conversion scheme similar to DB
w from [15], which accounts on-

the-fly for the energy and particle dependent relative mass stopping powers, as defined

in Equation (1). When all nuclear fragments are not explicitly tracked, an additional

term accounting for relative non-elastic nuclear cross sections can be added [18, 15]. As

in GATE every particle is tracked, this additional correction can be omitted.

Dw = [Dm×Sw,m(E)]proton+[Dm×Sw,m(E)]electron+[Dm×Sw,m(E)]others(1)

where E is the kinetic energy of the particle, others refer to other secondary charged

particles produced in the simulation and Sw,m is the inverse of the relative mass stopping

power (Sm,w), as defined in Equation (2). The indices m and w refer to medium and

water, respectively.

Sm,w(E) =
1

Sw,m(E)
=

1
ρm

(dE
dx

)m
1
ρw

(dE
dx

)w
(2)

where dE
dx

is the stopping power and ρ is the mass density. The stopping power values of

the different particles in the different media were calculated at each step using the

“G4EmCalculator” class from GEANT4. For some particles, these values are not

accessible. In these cases, the mass stopping power ratio used for others was set to

be equal to that of a 100 MeV proton. It is noteworthy that the simplest conversion

scheme is applied retroactively at the end of the calculation [15], therefore neglecting

the stopping power energy and particle dependencies. The proposed dose conversion

tool presented will be publicly available in the next GATE release.

2.2. GATE and XiO dose engine specificities

2.2.1. Dealing with Hounsfield Units (HUs) For patient dose calculations, HUs are

converted into tissue compositions and mass densities for Monte Carlo codes and into

relative stopping powers for TPSs. A reference method has shown how to interpolate

tissue composition and density for every HU number and for a given scanner [20].

In a second step, authors considered HU uncertainties and divided the HU scale [-

1000, +1600] into 24 different material compositions, assuming that each voxel can be

associated with a mass density. In GATE/GEANT4, all materials must be defined prior

to the simulation. Therefore, a density tolerance parameter expressed in g·cm−3 was

introduced into GATE, in order to specify the piecewise correspondence between the

HUs and the densities [8]. We set a density tolerance parameter of 0.001 g·cm−3, which

led to the definition of 2847 materials. In XiO, the HU to material relative stopping

power conversion is based on a HU to density calibration curve established by the user.

The HU to density calibration curve has a resolution of 0.01 g·cm−3. An equation allows

for converting mass density into relative mass stopping power [6], as described later in

section 2.2.2. The XiO calibration curve has been defined with 25 points, using the
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same HU to density correspondence as in GATE: 4 points in the HU interval [-1000;

-100], 12 points in HU [-100; 100], 6 points in HU [100; 1500] and 3 points in HU [1500;

3000] (Figure 1). As the HU to stopping power conversion methods used in GATE
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Figure 1. HU to relative mass density calibration curve used in XiO.

and XiO are different, the stopping powers associated to a given HU in both codes are

different. The indirect HU to stopping power conversion method used in XiO does not

allow defining the same stopping powers as in GATE.

2.2.2. TPS specificities The pencil beam§ dose calculation algorithm implemented

in XiO for PBS treatments is detailed in [21, 6], but a short summary is proposed

in this subsection. A fit based on the ICRU’46, ICRU’49 and the computer tool

PSTAR material data allows to determine energy-dependent relative mass stopping

powers as a function of material density [6]. Relative mass stopping powers allow

scaling measured depth-dose profiles according to the radiological depth, as defined

in [21]. Scaling methods used in TPSs provide water equivalent doses, as discussed in

Section 2.1. The multiple Coulomb scattering algorithm is based on the Rossi formula

and allows computing the mean characteristic scattering angle (Gaussian standard

deviation) [21]. In addition to the initial primary pencil beam, the dose contribution

from nuclear products is accounted for by means of a secondary nuclear pencil beam [21].

Its contribution is described by a specific variance, which depends on the energy, spot

size and radiological depth. It was modeled based on GEANT4 simulations. Spots are

initially described via their energy, position, size, divergence and direction. They are

considered to be elliptical Gaussians, with different parameters along the two lateral

axes [21]. The number of sub-spots (N) used in the implemented pencil beam algorithm

is defined by the precision parameter (n), which varies between 0-5. The precisions n=0,

n=3 and n=5 correspond to numbers of sub-spots N=1, N=49 and N=121, respectively.

§ It is necessary to distinguish the expression pencil beam used to describe a dose calculation algorithm,

from the expression pencil beam scanning (PBS) used to describe a beam delivery technique.
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The larger the number of sub-spots, the better heterogeneities can be accounted for [21].

For homogeneous phantoms or heterogeneous sandwich configurations with slabs set

perpendicularly to the beam axis, the precision parameter has no effect. On the contrary,

the precision parameter plays a major role when heterogeneities are adjacent to the

beam axis. Unless otherwise specified, a precision n=0, which corresponds to a pencil

beam algorithm with a single ray tracing on the central axis was used by default. For

heterogeneous geometries, different n values were tested. In addition to the CT matrix, a

calculation grid with a user-defined resolution is created by re-sampling the CT matrix.

The dose contribution from every pencil beam reaching a voxel is integrated over the

entire voxel.

2.2.3. Monte Carlo code specificities The GEANT4-based GATE Monte Carlo code

allows for detailed simulations of particle interactions in matter [22]. Details about

the GEANT4 physics implementation are provided in [23]. The physics models and

parameters selected for our application have been presented in [11] and the beam

model of the IBA system has been presented in [12]. The overall description is briefly

summarized in this sub-section. The energy loss of protons and secondary ions is

based on the Bethe-Bloch equation, except below 2 MeV, where parameterized data

are used [23]. Secondary particles like electrons, positrons and photons are produced

only if their range‖ is larger than 1 mm and then tracked until they do not have any

kinetic energy left [11]. The multiple Coulomb scattering algorithm implemented is

based on the Lewis theory [23]. It is a class II condensed algorithm, in which the global

effect (lateral displacement, energy loss and secondary particle production) is computed

at the end of a track segment. Non-elastic and elastic nuclear interactions are simulated

in detail. The non-elastic nuclear model used is based on a compound nucleus theory

with a pre-equilibrium stage. Pre-equilibrium and further equilibrium stages allow for

producing and tracking charged and neutral secondaries. The beam model accounts for

beam size, divergence and emittance parameters, with different values in each lateral

direction, as described in [12]. The CT matrix is used as it is for particle interaction

simulation and the corresponding dose depositions are scored within a scoring grid with

a resolution defined by the user. Dose contributions from each particle reaching a voxel

are integrated over the entire voxel.

2.3. Detailed comparison method of Gate and Xio dose calculations

2.3.1. Stopping powers Relative mass stopping powers calculated with XiO and GATE

were compared at 100 MeV, using a set of materials within the density interval

[0.0012, 1.96] (HU [-1000, +1600]). GATE stopping powers were calculated using

the newly released EmCalculatorActor tool from GATE V6.1, which is based on the

G4EmCalculator class from GEANT4 and allows extracting specific properties of all

‖ For photons, the concept of range does not exist. Instead, an absorption length related to an

absorption cross section is used in GEANT4.
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materials involved in a simulation.

2.3.2. Pristine Bragg peaks in homogeneous media First, we compared pristine Bragg

peaks obtained with GATE and XiO in water for three clinical ranges: 28.0, 18.0 and

7.7 g/cm2. Second, we compared pristine Bragg peaks obtained with GATE and XiO

in five different media with mass densities of 0.9, 1.0, 1.2, 1.5 and 1.8 g·cm−3, using a

fixed beam energy corresponding to a range of 25.0 g/cm2 in water. Note that when

defining a treatment plan, each beam is referred to by its range in water (in g/cm2).

Water was defined in XiO by forcing the density of the phantom to unity. The water

phantom surface was positioned at the isocenter. The resolution of the calculation

grid was set to 2 mm in XiO and reproduced as such in GATE. Integral depth-dose

and transverse profiles at three depths were extracted from the 3D dose maps. We

evaluated the physical and clinical ranges, as well as the mean point-to-point dose

differences between GATE and XiO. Depth-dose and transverse profiles were normalized

relative to the integral dose. Transverse profiles were fitted with Gaussian functions in

order to extract the standard deviations. Maximum spot sizes were evaluated at a

depth corresponding to 98% of the proton physical range. The method used for such

comparisons was presented in [12, 11].

2.3.3. Beam models validation in homogeneous media The beam model implemented

in GATE has already been partially validated in a previous study [12]. Similar tests

have been also performed at IBA to validate the beam model implemented in XiO.

In this section, additional comparisons including measurements as well as XiO and

GATE calculations in a homogeneous phantom are proposed. A test treatment plan was

generated with XiO in a water-equivalent phantom of 30×30×32 cm3. The treatment

plan was made of a single field composed of 7 iso-energy layers modulated between 27

and 32 cm, with 1924 spots and a spot iso-spacing of 5 mm. The isocenter was set

at 30 cm depth. The modulated region had a triangular shape with a homogeneous

dose distribution as shown in Figure 2. The phantom was made of water equivalent

RW3 slabs of 0.5-1 cm thickness, with a density of 1.045 g·cm−3 (Solid Phantom

SP34 R©, IBA-Dosimetry). The CT images of the phantom were acquired and used

for the dose calculation. The I’mRT MatriXX R© tool (IBA-Dosimetry) was used for

the measurements. This tool consists of a 2D matrix of 1020 ionization chambers with

an active volume of 0.08 cm3 for each chamber and a resolution of 7.62 mm between

two measuring points. Measurements were carried out at 5.0, 14.0, 20.0, 27.2, 28.7 and

30.2 cm depths, by placing the MatriXX tool below the appropriate quantity of SP34

and by virtually reproducing the original set-up. A 3D dose distribution was computed

with the TPS using a 4 mm calculation grid resolution. 2D maps corresponding to

the measurement depths were obtained using interpolation with a 1 mm resolution.

The treatment plan and CT images exported from XiO were used for Monte Carlo

simulation, using the same scoring grid resolution. Details about CT images and PBS

treatment plan integration in GATE can be found elsewhere [8, 12]. Additional 2D
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transverse sandwich longitudinal sandwich

Figure 3. Schematic representation of the two types of sandwich configurations used.

The different materials are represented by different shade of grey and water is in blue.

(lung), 1.00 (soft tissue), 1.90 (cortical bone) and 1.00 (soft tissue). Thicknesses were 10,

20, 50, 35, 10 and 20 mm, respectively. This second test case was designed to evaluate

maximum Dw/Dm variations for the different human tissues. We used a 10 g/cm2 proton

beam.

One longitudinal sandwich phantom was designed using a set-up inspired from [21].

The phantom consisted of a 2 cm interface of adjacent bone (d=1.9) and lung (d=0.26),

parallel to the beam axis (Figure 3 (b)). A 25 g/cm2 pencil beam was used. In this

test case, the precision parameter from XiO played an important role, as it determined

the accuracy of the calculation algorithm in order to account for heterogeneities set

parallel to the beam axis. Therefore, three levels of precision were tested: n=0 (simple

ray tracing), n=3 (49 sub-spots) and n=5 (121 sub-spots). In addition to the precision

parameter, the sensitivity of the dose calculation to the scoring grid position was tested

by shifting the calculation matrix perpendicularly to the beam axis.

2.4. Application to a prostate cancer treatment plan

We completed this study by evaluating dose distributions for a prostate treatment plan.

CT images and structures were provided by Elekta. The Gross Tumor Volume (GTV)

corresponded to the prostate and the Planned Target Volume (PTV) was defined as the

volume enclosing the prostate and the seminal vesicle. A dose of 80 Gy was planned in

the PTV using two laterally opposed fields. Maximum dose and dose-volume constraints

were defined prior to the optimization for the following organs at risk (OARs): femurs

(left and right), rectum and bladder. Each field was optimized separately, in order to

deliver a homogeneous dose to the tumor (Figure 4), using the so-called single field

uniform dose (SFUD) optimization technique [24].

A dose scoring grid resolution of 2 mm was used in XiO and reproduced in the

GATE simulation. The simulation was run on the EGEE grid [16] and very small

statistical fluctuations were achieved: below 0.5% (standard deviation) in high dose
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Transverse plan Coronal plan Sagittal plan

Figure 4. 3D dose distribution in the patient calculated with GATE and displayed

with the visualization tool vv [25].

regions. Comparisons were carried out using relative dose rather than absolute dose,

because the TPS was not calibrated for absolute dosimetry. Simulated dose distributions

were normalized relative to the XiO integral dose. We evaluated the influence of the XiO

precision parameter using three different values: n=0, n=3 and n=5. The influence of

the dose to medium and dose to water computations with GATE were also investigated.

The ARTIVIEW software (AQUILAB) was used to compare the different dose matrices

and to extract various clinical data:

• dose-volume histograms (DVHs)

• iso-dose volume index (for instance, the iso-dose volume index V20 corresponds to

the fraction of the organ volume receiving at least 20% of the prescribed dose)

• near maximum dose (DnMax): maximum dose received by 2% of an organ

• average dose (Dav)

• near minimum dose (DnMin): minimum dose received by 98% of an organ.

Comparisons were performed for each lateral field separately and for the complete

treatment plan.

3. Results

3.1. Stopping power differences between GATE and XiO

Relative mass stopping powers calculated with XiO are lower than with GATE (Table 1),

except for mass densities within the interval [0.5, 0.9], for which larger discrepancies are

observed. This is explained by the fact that very few human tissues, except lungs,

have a density below 0.9 g·cm−3. If we neglect the interval [0.5, 0.9], relative mass

stopping powers calculated with XiO are systematically lower than with GATE, which

could be partly explained by a lower water stopping power in GATE than in XiO. In

ICRU’49 [26], stopping powers are stated to be accurate to within 1-2% for elements

and 1-4% for compounds, therefore the differences observed between XiO and GATE are

acceptable. For a mass density of 1.00 g·cm−3, the relative stopping power calculated

in XiO is 1.00, because the corresponding material is water. In GATE, a human tissue
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Mass density SmGATE

Sm

Sw GATE

Sm

Sw XiO
1-
(
Sm

Sw GATE
× Sw

SmXiO

)

(g.cm−3) (MeV.cm2.g−1) (%)

0.0012 6.50 0.89 0.88 -1.4

0.26 7.30 1.00 0.99 -1.3

0.40 7.30 1.00 1.00 -0.3

0.50 7.30 1.00 1.01 +0.4

0.60 7.30 1.00 1.02 +1.0

0.70 7.30 1.00 1.02 +1.7

0.80 7.30 1.00 1.03 +2.3

0.90 7.30 1.00 1.04 +3.0

0.95 7.52 1.03 1.02 -1.3

1.00 7.42 1.02 1.00 -2.1

1.05 7.31 1.00 1.00 -0.9

1.10 7.25 1.00 0.99 -1.2

1.20 7.12 0.98 0.97 -1.4

1.30 7.05 0.97 0.95 -2.1

1.40 6.92 0.95 0.94 -1.8

1.50 6.79 0.93 0.92 -1.3

1.60 6.74 0.93 0.91 -1.9

1.70 6.65 0.92 0.90 -1.7

1.80 6.57 0.90 0.89 -1.6

1.90 6.53 0.90 0.88 -2.0

1.96 6.51 0.90 0.88 -1.6

Table 1. This table summarizes the GATE mass stopping powers (column 2), GATE

and XiO relative mass stopping powers (column 3 and 4) and differences between

GATE and XiO relative mass stopping powers (column 5), as a function of material

mass density (column 1). Stopping power ratios are rounded to 1% and calculated for

100 MeV protons.

composition different from water is defined (section 2.2.1), for which the relative stopping

power is not 1.00, but 1.02.

3.2. Evaluation of pristine peaks in homogeneous media

3.2.1. Pristine Bragg peaks in water GATE ranges are systematically larger than XiO

ranges by about 0.5-0.6% (Table 2), confirming the previous hypothesis of lower water

stopping power in GATE than in XiO (Section 3.1). Mean point-to-point dose differences

are less than 2%. Transverse profiles computed at the isocenter were compared to the

beam data library measurements of the system. Spot sizes (standard deviation) at

isocenter calculated with Gate and XiO agreed with measurements within 0.1 mm in

the x- and y-directions for the three energies tested. Transverse dose profile standard
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r80 r90 dose differences r90 differences

(mm) (mm) (%) (%) / (mm)

28.0 g/cm2

GATE 279.9 278.8

XiO 278.4 277.4 1.8 0.5 / 1.5

18.0 g/cm2

GATE 182.1 181.4

XiO 181.2 180.5 1.3 0.5 / 0.9

7.7 g/cm2

GATE 79.1 78.3

XiO 78.2 77.8 1.9 0.6 / 0.5

Table 2. This table summarizes the integral depth-dose profile differences between

GATE and XiO. r80 and r90 stand for physical and clinical ranges, respectively.

deviations computed with GATE and XiO at 40%, 90% and 98% of the Bragg peak

physical range were in agreement with less than 0.2 mm difference. Depth-dose

and transverse profiles computed for the 28 g/cm2 beam are illustrated in Figure 5.

Differences on the Bragg peak shapes (Figure 5 (a)) can be due to different initial

energy spread and to the energy straggling model in GEANT4.
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Figure 5. Comparison of GATE and XiO dose profiles in water for a 28.0 g/cm2

proton beam. (a) depth-dose profiles, (b) transverse dose profiles at 10.0, 25.0 and

27.6 cm depth. Lines are displayed to guide the eyes only.

3.2.2. Pristine Bragg peaks in five different media Range differences are presented in

Table 3. They are consistent with relative stopping power differences (Table 1), when

taking into account the difference in water stopping power between XiO and GATE of

0.5% (Table 2). However, at this energy this led to range differences of 3.7 mm (1.5%)

and 9.6 mm (3.5%) for human tissues having mass densities of 1.00 and 0.90 g·cm−3,
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density (g·cm−3) 0.9 1 1.2 1.5 1.8

Ranges

XiO (mm) 267.5 249.3 215.1 180.5 155.7

GATE (mm) 277.1 245.6 213.2 179.1 154.2

Difference (mm) -9.6 3.7 1.9 1.4 1.5

Difference (%) -3.5 1.5 0.9 0.8 1.0

Maximum spot sizes

XiO (mm) 6.5 6.6 6.2 5.8 5.4

GATE (mm) 7.0 6.3 6.2 6.0 5.7

Table 3. Comparison of depth-dose and transverse profiles for a 25.0 g/cm2 proton

beam in various human media using GATE and XiO.

respectively. Obviously, the differences shown are the largest possible for a single tissue.

Such range differences are very unlikely to happen in a human body, which is made of

numerous tissues. At the phantom entrance, the spot sizes are in reasonable agreement,

with less than 0.2 mm variations. Maximum spot size discrepancies in the Bragg peak

can be attributed to range differences, the use of different multiple Coulomb scattering

algorithms and the differences in the beam models.

3.3. Validation of the GATE and XiO beam models against measurements

Gamma index comparisons with measurements using GATE and XiO are satisfactory,

with more than 96% of the points passing the test with a 3%/3mm criterion (Table 4),

therefore validating both calculation tools. More than 95% of the points passed the

gamma comparison between GATE and XiO using a 2%/2mm criterion. XiO seems

to agree slightly better than GATE with measurements, except for the 2D dose map

at 30.2 cm depth. However, due to statistical fluctuations of about 1% and the fact

that comparisons were performed at relative depths, the differences observed can be

disregarded. A sample of transverse dose profiles is presented in Figure 6.

Depth of measurement (mm) 302 287 272 200 140 50

3%/3mm gamma

GATE vs meas. (%) 98.2 98.3 97.6 98.7 98.4 96.7

XiO vs meas. (%) 96.6 99.5 99.2 99.1 98.8 98

2%/2mm gamma

XiO vs GATE (%) 95.4 98.9 98.8 99.2 98.9 98.2

Table 4. Gamma index comparisons between measurements, XiO and GATE, for 2D

dose maps calculated at different depths.
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Figure 6. Transverse profile comparisons between measurements, GATE and XiO

calculations in x- and y-directions for three depths.

3.4. Evaluation of pristine peaks in heterogeneous media

3.4.1. Pristine Bragg peaks in transverse sandwich configurations In the first sandwich

(Figure 7 (a)), the range computed by XiO was 2 mm (1.1%) larger than with GATE.

In the media with densities of 0.94 and 1.22 g·cm−3, dose differences of - 3% and + 2%,

respectively, are seen between the dose to water and the dose to medium calculated by

GATE. These differences can be explained using water to medium mass stopping power

ratios, corresponding to the inverse of column 3 from Table 1.

In the second sandwich (Figure 7 (b)), no significant range differences were noted.

The largest difference arises in the high-density bony structure, with a Dw/Dm value of

approximately 1.12. On the contrary, in the low-density lung structure Dw/Dm = 1.00.
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Figure 7. Depth-dose profiles computed in two sandwich configurations. The 2 mm

scoring grid resolution is too large to allow a precise description of the Bragg peak,

as illustrated by the additional green circles displayed in (b) in the Bragg peak and

corresponding to the XiO calculated points. The Dw/Dm dose ratio computed with

GATE is also displayed and corresponds to the right axis.

Water to medium dose differences are well marked in the second and fourth media of

the first sandwich and in the second and fifth media of the second sandwich. The voxel

resolution of 2 mm does not allow to accurately calculate the dose deposition in the Bragg

peak. This is more pronounced in the second phantom, where the Bragg peak stops at

the distal bone/water interface, which makes the dose calculation uncertain. Mean

point-to-point dose differences were lower than 2% for both sandwich configurations,

when comparing GATE dose to water and XiO. Therefore, the differences between the

two dose engines are clinically acceptable. Differences obtained between dose to water

and dose to medium demonstrate the necessity of the conversion to evaluate TPS dose

calculation algorithms with Monte Carlo codes.

3.4.2. Pristine Bragg peaks in longitudinal sandwich configurations For this test case,

two peaks are expected, corresponding to the fractions of beam crossing mainly bone

or lung tissues (Figure 8). With the precision n=0, only one peak is produced, because

the radiological depth is calculated through the lung tissue and the bony structure is

completely neglected. Increasing the precision to n=3 and n=5 makes it possible to

better account for the bone/lung interface and two peaks are calculated. No significant

difference was shown between n=3 and n=5, suggesting no important improvement

in the dose calculation. In such a case, Monte Carlo simulation is considered as the

reference [21] and points out the limits of the pencil beam algorithm. This corroborates

similar studies presented in [21, 27]. However, the differences shown are not only due

to the pencil beam algorithm. Indeed, the CT re-sampling performed by the TPS

to generate the calculation grid is also responsible for part of the difference. This is

illustrated in Figure 8, where the scoring grid has been shifted laterally by 1 mm (half

the scoring grid resolution). With this shift, a third peak appears in between the lung
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Figure 8. Depth dose profiles obtained in the longitudinal sandwich configuration,

using GATE and XiO with different levels of precision.

and the bone peaks. It corresponds to a sampling artifact, which produced voxels of

intermediate densities in between bone and lung densities. Such artifacts do not occur in

our Monte Carlo implementation, because the CT image is not resampled. Differences

between GATE dose to water and XiO in the “bone peak” at 235 mm depth, in the

“lung peak” at 260 mm depth and in the “trough” at 245 mm depth, are summarized

in Table 5. The tests performed in the longitudinal sandwich configuration clearly

demonstrate the limits of the XiO analytical algorithms.

bone peak trough lung peak

(%) (%) (%)

XiO (n=3) vs. GATE -6.0 +32.3 +15.5

XiO-shifted vs. GATE -12.7 +90.3 +8.6

Table 5. Differences between XiO and GATE dose to water in the longitudinal

phantom configuration.

3.5. Evaluation of a prostate treatment plan

A detailed analysis is proposed for the right lateral field and only complementary

information for the left field and for the complete treatment is presented.

3.5.1. Right lateral field As a first verification, we evaluated the integral doses delivered

along the left/right (depth-dose), anterior/posterior and head/feet axes (Figure 9).

These comparisons show a good overall agreement for the three axes, with a range shift

of about 2 mm (along the left/right axis), that will be analyzed later in this section.

In a second step, we compared 2D dose distributions slice by slice. A satisfactory
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Figure 9. Integral dose profiles computed along the three axes using XiO (with n=0)

and GATE, for the right lateral field. In (a), dose differences within the first 20 mm

are due to dose scoring artifacts in air: dose is set to 0 in XiO, but not in GATE.

agreement was obtained for almost all CT slices, but some discrepancies were noticed,

with maximum differences visible in the CT slice 70 (Figure 10). In this figure, the

influence of the XiO precision parameter is evidenced: when n is increased from 0 to 5,

a dose discrepancy (range shift) due to gas in the rectum becomes visible, but is less

marked than with GATE. Using n=3 produces similar iso-doses as with n=5, suggesting

no improvement on the dose calculation, as already noted in Section 3.4.2. The dose

difference between Xio (n=3) and GATE is presented in Figure 10 (d). It shows an

over dosage of about +10 Gy at the distal edge of the field, because of the larger ranges

computed in XiO than in GATE, except behind the rectum, where it shows an under

dosage of about -10 Gy. The differences between GATE and XiO might also be due to the

CT re-sampling necessary in XiO to create the calculation grid (Section 3.4.2). In a third

step, we focused on 1D dose distributions parallel and perpendicular to the field axis.

Range shifts of about 1% (2 mm) are observed, but they vary slightly with the tissues

crossed (Figure 11 (a)). In regards to the transverse profiles, a satisfactory agreement is

obtained in the central area of the tumor: the mean dose difference calculated between

47 mm and 147 mm for the upper curve presented in Figure 11 (b) is 1.9%, with a
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(a) XiO n=0 (b) XiO n=5

(c) GATE water (d) Xio(n=3)-GATE water

Figure 10. 2D dose distributions from GATE and XiO using n=0 and n=5. (d)

presents a dose difference plot between XiO using n=3 and GATE water. The dose

discrepancy area due to gas in the rectum is circled in red in the GATE calculation (c).

The red dotted lines in (a) represent two axes used to compare 1D dose distributions

between XiO and GATE in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. 1D dose distributions calculated with GATE and XiO (n=0) for the right

lateral field. (a) two depth-dose profiles and (b) two transverse profiles. In figure (a)

and (b) the lower curves were rescaled by a factor of 1/2 for visualization purpose.

Dose distributions were extracted from different CT slices, however, the approximate

positions of two axes used to compare depth-dose and transverse profiles are presented

in Figure 10 (a). In (a), dose differences within the first 10 mm are due to dose scoring

artifacts in air, as previously explained in Figure 9.
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maximum dose difference of 5% at the central point. Larger differences occur at the

edge of the tumor, due to a combined effect of dose gradient and range shift. Differences

between GATE dose to medium and dose to water reached 4% for some of the voxels

compared.

3.5.2. Left lateral field Similar conclusions were drawn for this field, using the same test

procedure. As for the right lateral field, a dose discrepancy occurred in the rectum, with

maximum differences visible in the CT slice 70 (Figure 12). A smaller range difference

between GATE and XiO of about 1 mm (0.5%) was noticed, instead of 2 mm for the

right lateral field.

(a) XiO n=0 (b) XiO n=5

(c) GATE water (d) Xio(n=3)-GATE water

Figure 12. 2D dose distributions from GATE and XiO using n=0 and n=5. (d)

presents a dose difference plot between XiO using n=3 and GATE water. The dose

discrepancy area due to gas in the rectum is circled in red in the GATE calculation (c).

3.5.3. Complete treatment plan The shorter ranges predicted by GATE for the two

lateral fields led to tumor dose coverage shorter by about 1-2 mm on each side of the

tumor, as illustrated in Figure 13. The dose gradient between the tumor and the healthy

tissues reaches the PTV border (pink contour, Figure 13) in the GATE calculation, but

the GTV (blue contour, Figure 13) is still correctly covered. The dose discrepancies

presented for both fields are less apparent when the two fields are combined, however,

they are still clearly evidenced when computing the dose difference between XiO and
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GATE (Figure 13 (c)). Similarly, a recent evaluation of small proton fields delivered

with a passive scattering system indicated discrepancies for single fields, with hot and

cold spots, but it noted that the physical limits of the pencil beam algorithm appeared

to cancel out with multiple fields [4].

(a) GATE water (b) XiO n=0 (c) Xio(n=3)-GATE water

Figure 13. Close-up of the dose distributions delivered in the target with XiO and

GATE, including organ contours. (c) presents a dose difference plot between XiO using

n=3 and GATE water. In GATE (a), the distance between the prostate PTV contour

(pink solid line) and the dose distal fall-off along the beam directions is shorter than

in XiO (b).

4. Discussion

We compared XiO and GATE DVHs for all contoured organs from the prostate

treatment plan (Figure 14(a)). The corresponding data presenting the main differences

is summarized in Table 6.

4.1. Differences between dose to water and dose to medium

The main differences between dose to medium and dose to water is illustrated by a

shift of the DVHs (Figure 14 (b)) for the target volumes, while only small differences

are visible for the OARs. Similar effects have been presented in [15]. For the organs

presented, iso-dose volume indexes are always higher by a few percents using the GATE

dose to medium instead of the GATE dose to water. The largest differences occur for

V100, with up to 24% difference in the seminal vesicle. The average, near minimum and

near maximum doses are also higher by about 1-2% using the dose to medium, instead

of the dose to water.

4.2. Differences between GATE dose to water and XiO

There were only minor differences when using different precision values with XiO,

suggesting that for this patient the precision parameter has almost no influence on

the clinical validation of the treatment plan. From the different results obtained, we

considered the precision parameter n=3 as a good compromise between calculation time
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(a) GATE dose to water vs. XiO (n=3)
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(b) GATE dose to water vs. GATE dose to medium
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Figure 14. (a) DVHs computed with XiO using a precision n=3 (dotted lines) and

GATE dose to water (solid line). (b) DVHs computed with GATE using dose to

water (solid line) and dose to medium (dotted line). Doses and volumes are expressed

relatively to the prescribed dose and to the organ volumes, respectively.
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Organ GATE GATE water XiO n=0 XiO n=3 XiO n=5

PTV V100 (%) 85.3 68.5 82.3 80.1 80.0

PTV V95 (%) 96.9 94.9 98.0 97.8 97.8

PTV DnMax (Gy) 85.2 83.3 82.9 82.8 82.9

PTV Dav (Gy) 81.5 80.2 80.7 80.6 80.6

PTV DnMin (Gy) 74.9 73.8 76.1 75.8 75.8

GTV V100 (%) 96.4 82.5 88.7 88.6 88.8

GTV V95 (%) 100 100 100 100 100

GTV DnMax (Gy) 83.9 82.9 82.4 82.4 82.5

GTV Dav (Gy) 81.7 80.8 80.8 80.8 80.9

GTV DnMin (Gy) 79.7 78.9 79.2 79.2 79.2

S. Vesicle V100 (%) 91.7 68.1 74.7 72.7 73.0

S. Vesicle V95 (%) 99.7 98.7 99.4 100 100

S. Vesicle DnMax (Gy) 84.5 82.9 83.1 82.8 82.7

S. Vesicle Dav (Gy) 81.7 80.5 80.7 80.6 80.6

S. Vesicle DnMin (Gy) 77.4 76.3 77.2 77.4 77.5

Table 6. Near minimum, near maximum and average doses calculated with GATE

and XiO in the PTV, GTV and seminal vesicle. The V100 and V95 iso-dose volume

indexes are also presented. The results are calculated for the complete treatment plan

(i.e. with both lateral fields).

and accuracy. The main differences between XiO and GATE dose to water occur for the

PTV, for which GATE predicts lower contributions of high doses (Figure 14 (a)). Large

differences also occur for V100 in the PTV, GTV and seminal vesicle. These differences

can be partly explained by the shorter ranges predicted in GATE. As the PTV is the

most external volume, discrepancies also occur for its V95, which is about 3% lower in

GATE than in XiO. It reached 94.9% in GATE and 97.8-98% in XiO, while a clinical

treatment plan is generally validated for V95 > 95%. Some slight differences can be

noted in the organs at risk, as for instance in the bladder, for which GATE predicts

lower doses.

4.3. Calculation time in XiO and GATE

The TPS calculation time is strongly related to the calculation grid resolution and to

the precision parameter, as summarized in Table 7 for the left field. It took 15 hours

with GATE/GEANT4 to recalculate the complete treatment plan on a 3.0 GHz Intel

Xeon CPU, using 2 × 106 primary protons. The statistical uncertainty in voxels of

4×4×4 mm3 was of about 1.8% in the PTV. The calculation time could be significantly

reduced by using clusters of computers: for instance, using a 30 CPU cluster could

reduce the calculation of the prostate plan down to about 30 min.
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Resolution n=0 n=3 n=5

4 mm 20 s 3 min 10 s 6 min 10 s

2 mm 2 min 50 s 14 min 30 s 25 min 30 s

Table 7. XiO calculation times for the left lateral field. Calculations were run on a

3.6 GHz Intel Xeon bi-processor.

5. Conclusion

Active scanning is the most advanced delivery technique for proton and carbon ion

therapy, but also the most challenging technique for quality assurance. Monte Carlo

simulation is currently the only possibility to review clinical treatment plans based on

patient CT data, with an expected higher accuracy than TPSs.

In this work, we have used the open-source GATE/GEANT4 Monte Carlo

simulation platform to evaluate dose distributions computed with the XiO TPS for an

IBA proton PBS system. In a first step, the beam models implemented in the two dose

engines were compared and found to be in satisfactory agreement. However, relative

stopping powers calculated with GATE were lower than with XiO by about 1-2%,

except for low density media within the density interval [0.5, 0.9], for which XiO relative

stopping powers were higher by up to 3.0%. A complex treatment plan based on the CT

images of a homogeneous phantom was used to validate both dose engines: more than

96% of the points passed a 3%/3mm gamma evaluation, when comparing GATE and

XiO results with measurements. More than 95% of the points passed a 2%/2mm gamma

evaluation, when comparing GATE with XiO for the same treatment plan. In a second

step, pristine Bragg peak dose distributions calculated in heterogeneous configurations

were compared and showed the limits of the TPS dose calculation accuracy. Differences

were attributed to the pencil beam algorithm and to the CT re-sampling artifacts. The

necessity of calculating dose to water with Monte Carlo simulations for TPS evaluation

has been also presented. A prostate cancer treatment plan was evaluated and dose

differences between TPS and Monte Carlo calculations were analyzed in detail. Dose

scoring discrepancies due to heterogeneities (gas in the rectum of the patient) were

evidenced. Range differences were of about 0.5-1% (1-2 mm). DVHs were evaluated

for the various organs and discrepancies were partly attributed to the stopping power

differences.

At this stage, a detailed validation phase of the platform is necessary. It should

include simple and complex treatment plans, heterogeneous phantoms and absolute

dosimetry. The present work is the first study demonstrating the capabilities of GATE

to evaluate clinical treatment plans for proton active scanning delivery. The GATE

platform can therefore contribute to the evaluation, benchmarking and improvement

of TPS dose calculation algorithms in hadron therapy. It is also a convenient tool

for imaging studies such as PET, or for the investigation of new imaging modalities

such as the detection of prompt radiations (prompt gamma-rays or charged nuclear
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fragments) towards online treatment monitoring. The GATE possibilities fortell exciting

interdisciplinary research studies in the field of particle therapy.
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5.3 Conclusion & Perspectives

This chapter presented the latest achievements of the thesis. Our goal was to make it feasible to
evaluate TPSs. We demonstrated that our Monte Carlo platform is now ready for PBS treatment
plan simulation in patient geometries. In addition, we also manage to interface the GATE outputs
with commercially available dose comparison software.

The progress made with the platform is very encouraging, however, there is still a long way
to go before providing such a platform in a clinical environment. The platform has been partly
validated using various test cases in relative dose. Further, the validation of an absolute dose
calculation scheme will be necessary to provide a dose calculation engine that is fully independent
of the TPS outputs. To further facilitate the use of the platform, it would be necessary to provide
users with routines that allow converting machine speci�c BDL into a source description �le in a
standardized way. To decrease simulation statistical �uctuations down to acceptable levels even
in penumbra regions, an access to computer clusters is necessary. We currently bene�t of an easy
access to the European grid called EGEE, which is a promising solution [117]. Implementation
and validation protocols as already proposed for passive scattering techniques [118, 119] are also
contemplated, but require years of clinical experience. DICOM images are currently not supported
in GATE, therefore we used a home made toolkit, which is based on the ITK library 1, in order
to convert DICOM images into GATE readable formats and vice versa. The DICOM interface
tools are currently not publicly available, what complexi�es and limits the use of the platform for
external users. Moreover, as the platform was upgraded using a single TPS, compatibility with
other TPSs would be worthwhile investigating.

Development of �easy to use� Monte Carlo platform for clinical applications is investigated in
di�erent places, with di�erent objectives. On the GEANT4 web-sites, three open-source platforms
are proposed 2: G4EMU, which is available only in Japanese. GAMOS, which has been recently
developed for medical physics applications, but that is also open to other applications. GATE,
which is a well recognized and validated application for TEP and SPECT imaging simulations
and that recently enlarged its �eld of applicability to dosimetric applications, thus becoming a
medical physics oriented GEANT4 application.

The Boston group is currently working on the TOPAS project 3, in order to provide users with
another GEANT4-based platform. This platform will, among others, provide users with an easy
modeling interface for passive scattering systems. The main advantage of this platform might
come from their clinical experience. Discussions about GATE/TOPAS compatibility by mean
for instance of IAEA phase spaces are on-going. One could perform nozzle passive scattering
simulations with TOPAS and dose calculation with associated PET imaging with GATE.

The FLUKA Monte Carlo code [72] developed at CERN in Fortran language is also involved
in clinical applications for TPS comparisons [120] and is an alternative to GEANT4 applications.
It is noteworthy that initially FLUKA was a GEANT3 nuclear model, which later moved to a
stand-alone Fortran Monte Carlo application. Other Monte Carlo codes such as MCNPX [69],
PHITS [70], SHIELD-HIT [71] or PTRAN [121] are also widely used for proton simulations, but
from our knowledge without TPS oriented developments.

It is currently di�cult to say which codes will remain in ten years from now and if one code
will become a reference as EGS is for photon therapy. It is likely that the various platforms will
evolve in parallel. Obviously, platforms such as TOPAS and FLUKA partly developed and used
at the MGH and HIT 4 clinical centers, respectively, are promoted. However, we believe that
other platforms such as GATE might have a role to play for future advances in hadrontherapy, as

1. www.kitware.com
2. www.geant4.org
3. http://gray.mgh.harvard.edu
4. www.klinikum.uni-heidelberg.de
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demonstrated in this thesis for the PBS treatment modality.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion & Perspectives

Cancer is a major disease worldwide and treatment techniques are steadily progressing in or-
der to provide better care for patients. We are currently reaching a very challenging period for
the �eld of cancer treatment using radiation therapy. Over the last 20 years, the introduction of
intensity modulation in the �eld of photon therapy drastically changed the quality of the treat-
ments. This has been made possible by the introduction of very sophisticated delivery techniques,
which allow a better conformation to the tumor and sparing of the surrounding healthy tissues.
Today, the ballistic of photon treatments is likely to have reached the maximum of its possibilities
and improvements may come from new imaging possibilities, towards image guided and adaptive
therapy, leading to a better day-to-day targeting of the tumor. In parallel, the introduction of
new particles such as protons and carbon ions, having superior physical properties and producing
higher biological e�ects in the tissues makes it possible to exceed photon therapy possibilities.
While proton centers are becoming more and more accessible, the development of ion therapy
facilities is more complex. The current European involvement through the ENLIGHT community
in the �eld of hadrontherapy and the recent construction of a few centers such HIT (Germany),
CNAO (Italy) and MedAustron (Austria), may be the turning point for the emergence of hadron-
therapy worldwide. One of the main challenge is the production of a signi�cant number of clinical
evidences concerning the superiority of hadrontherapy in Europe, as it has been demonstrated
for several years in Japan. The cost e�ectiveness of such treatments is also a key point that is
being investigated. A strong collaboration between the clinicians, scientists and the companies is
necessary to decrease the costs of the facilities and to make hadrontherapy more a�ordable for
the future.

For these new techniques, the treatment quality assurance is very important. TPSs used in
clinical practice for the calculation and optimization of patient treatment plans must be fast and
accurate. However, the dose calculation algorithms currently implemented are limited in some
speci�c cases and especially near heterogeneities. The Monte Carlo technique has been considered
to be the reference for dosimetric accuracy in medical physics for years, by simulating in detail
particle interactions in patients. Therefore, it is an appropriate tool to evaluate TPS dose calcu-
lation algorithms. Although Monte Carlo studies are performed in several laboratories worldwide,
there is currently no reference and easy-to-use Monte Carlo platform available for hadron therapy.
In this thesis, we upgraded the GEANT4-based GATE Monte Carlo platform for proton dose cal-
culations towards TPS comparisons and we focused on the active scanning modality, which is the
most advanced technique. We selected the most appropriate physics models and parameters, in
order to perform e�cient and accurate proton dose calculations. Simulations were compared to
measurements: while pristine Bragg peaks were well reproduced, larger discrepancies were found
for the transverse dose spreading. As a result, a reference physics-list, together with an optimized
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parameters-list have been proposed. Then, a modeling method was developed for active scanning
beam delivery and applied to an IBA proton pencil beam scanning (PBS) system. The proposed
method allows modeling a PBS system from the nozzle exit, based uniquely on beam data library
measurements. Together with the method, appropriate tools have been released in GATE for
clinical treatment plan simulation including the gantry rotation. The validation tests performed
so far reached satisfactory agreements with measurements towards clinical applications. Finally,
we interfaced GATE with the XiO TPS from Elekta, in order to compare TPS and Monte Carlo
dose distributions. We presented a method to perform relevant comparisons between TPS and
Monte Carlo, based on patient CT images. As a prerequisite, we compared the implemented beam
models in various cases, using homogeneous and heterogeneous con�gurations. One comparison
included measurements. Then, a method that allows converting Monte Carlo dose distributions
in medium into water equivalent dose distributions, as approximated by TPSs, has been im-
plemented. Finally, a two-�eld prostate treatment plan has been evaluated, demonstrating the
capability of the platform to simulate clinical treatment plans. Tools external to the Monte Carlo
environment have been developed to interface GATE with DICOM �les. Respecting international
formats guaranteed compatibility between the Monte Carlo platform and other environments,
such as commercial TPS and dose evaluation tools. Currently, we have not evaluated the plat-
form in terms of absolute dosimetry, which is a crucial point to validate. Whilst the platform
has been proven to allow for PBS treatment plan simulations, a detailed evaluation phase is still
needed to evaluate the platform accuracy in various conditions. This validation procedure may
include depth-dose and transverse pro�les, with small and large �elds, using di�erent energies and
modulations, for simple and complex �elds, including IMPT and absolute dosimetry. Moreover,
for short range tumors, additional beam modi�ers such as range shifters and ridge �lters may be
inserted in the beam path, which would require additional validations.

This platform was initially upgraded to support all types of ions and it would be worthwhile
to evaluate the beam modeling method for a carbon therapy center. Beyond dosimetric aspects,
the GATE/GEANT4 Monte Carlo code also allows simulating imaging applications and can be
used for designing and optimizing prompt-particle (gammas, protons, etc.) or TEP cameras,
which are of great importance for online treatment monitoring. Proton and carbon computed
tomography are also subjects of interest, that could be investigated with such a platform. Such
imaging modalities would allow to directly provide a 3D stopping power map of the patient,
thus reducing the Houns�eld unit to stopping power conversion uncertainty, with a lower integral
dose to tissues than with conventional X-ray scanners [122, 123, 124]. To conclude, GATE is a
promising, evolving and open source tool for medical physics research, allowing dosimetric and
imaging applications. It has a great potential for clinical applications and foretells innovative
interdisciplinary research advances.
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Chapitre 7
Résumé en français

Résumé

L'hadronthérapie est une technique avancée de traitement du cancer par radiothérapie. Elle
o�re une ballistique d'irradiation bien supérieure à la radiothérapie conventionnelle, mais nécessite
également un controle qualité plus poussé. Dans ce travail, nous avons implémenté de nouveaux
outils dans la plateforme Monte Carlo GATE, a�n de pouvoir recalculer des plans de traitements
issus d'un Système de Planni�cation de Traitement (TPS).

Tout d'abord, nous avons dé�ni un environnement de simulation permettant de réaliser des
calculs précis et e�caces. Les simulations ont été validées avec des mesures et d'autres codes
Monte Carlo, pour des pro�ls de dose en profondeur et transverses. Un bon accord a été obtenu
pour les pro�ls de dose en profondeur, mais des écarts plus marqués ont été observés pour les
pro�ls transverses. Ensuite, une méthode de modélisation pour des systèmes de traitement à
balayage actif de faisceau étroit (PBS) a été proposée. Elle a été appliquée à un système de
protonthérapie IBA et validée par comparaison à des mesures pour des champs complexes. Une
interface permettant de faire le lien entre GATE et des �chiers DICOM RT ION PLAN et DICOM
RT DOSE a également été réalisée. En�n, nous avons comparé des distributions de dose TPS et
Monte Carlo en milieux homogènes et hétérogènes. Les modèles de faisceau implémentés dans ces
deux outils dosimétriques ont montré un accord satisfaisant en milieu homogène, mais les limites
du TPS ont été mises en évidence dans des milieux hétérogènes. Un plan de prostate composé
de deux champs latéraux opposés a été simulé et comparé avec le TPS, démontrant les nouvelles
capacités de la plateforme.

Dans cette thèse de doctorat, nous avons montré que la plateforme Monte Carlo GATE est un
bon candidat pour la simulation de plans de traitements PBS et peut permettre l'évaluation des
algorithmes de calcul de dose implémentés dans les TPSs. Cette plateforme supporte également
des applications d'imagerie, telles que l'imagerie PET ou gamma-prompt et ouvre la porte à des
recherches multidisciplinaires innovantes.
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Préambule

Ce chapitre résume en français l'ensemble du manuscrit, dans le but de donner une vue d'en-
semble des recherches e�ectuées au cours de ces trois ans. Il est composé d'une première partie
introductive, présentant le contexte européen du projet, ainsi que des prérequis nécessaires à la
compréhension de la suite du manuscrit. Les trois parties suivantes présentent les di�érents axes
de recherches abordés pendant ce projet : la physique de la protonthérapie avec GATE/GEANT4
(1), un modèle Monte Carlo de faisceau PBS clinique (2) et des comparaisons de distributions de
dose entre TPS et Monte Carlo (3). En�n, on trouvera les conclusions et perspectives futures de
ce travail.

7.1 Contexte

7.1.1 Introduction

Incidence du cancer Le cancer est une maladie de première importance dans le monde. Il est
considéré responsable de 25% de la mortalité en Europe et est le premier facteur de mortalité
dans la population agée de 45 à 64 ans [1]. En 2008, le nombre de nouveaux cancers diagnostiqués
en Europe a été estimé à 3,2 millions et le nombre de décès à 1,7 millions [2]. Les plus fréquents
sont le cancer colorectal (13,6%), cancer du sein (13,1%), cancer du poumon (12,2%) et cancer
de la prostate (11,9%) [2]. Les cancers respiratoires (larynx, trachée, bronches, poumons) sont les
plus létaux et sont responsables de 5% de la mortalité en Europe et de 20% de tous les décès
dûs au cancer [1]. On estime que 45% des cancers diagnostiqués peuvent être soignés [3]. De plus
amples détails sur l'incidence du cancer à travers le monde sont disponibles dans [4]. La situation
de l'Europe en 2011 est illustrée dans la �gure suivante 7.1.

Figure 7.1 � Incidence des di�érents types de cancer en Europe [4].

Traitment du cancer Le terme cancer est générique et utilisé pour décrire une division anor-
male et anarchique des cellules, qui peuvent invalider d'autres tissus. Les cellules cancereuses
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peuvent se répendre dans le corps humain à travers le système sanguin et lymphatique. Il y a trois
grandes familles de traitements : la chirurgie, les médicaments et les radiations. En général, les
diverses modalitées de traitement sont combinées, mais le choix précis du traitement administré
dépend de la taille de la tumeur, de sa situation, ainsi que de l'état général du patient. On estime
dans les pays industrialisés que la radiothérapie est utilisée dans 70% des cas environ [3]. De
plus amples informations sur la dé�nition du cancer, ainsi que sur les di�érentes possibilités de
traitements sont disponibles sur internet [5, 6].

Le but ultime des traitements est d'éradiquer la maladie, sans a�ecter les tissus sains envi-
ronnants. En pratique, la décision médicale est un compromis entre probabilité de contrôle de
la tumeur (TCP) et probabilité de complication dans les tissus sains (NTCP). La chirurgie de
première intention permet de retirer la masse tumorale, mais des in�ltrations dans les tissus en-
vironnants, ainsi que des risques métastatiques limitent souvent son e�cacité. En présence de
métastases, l'utilisation de solutions médicamenteuses telles que la chimiothérapie est nécessaire.
La radiothérapie permet de tuer les cellules en déposant une forte dose de radiation au sein de la
tumeur.

Radiothérapie conventionnelle externe La radiothérapie conventionnelle externe utilise des
faisceaux d'électrons ou de photons. Au cours des dix dernières années, la complexi�cation des
techniques de photon-thérapie au moyen de collimateurs multi-lames a révolutionné sont utili-
sation, notamment grâce à la mise en place de la technique IMRT 1, qui permet d'améliorer la
ballistique d'irradiation de manière très signi�cative. Bien que de nouvelles techniques comme
l'arc-thérapie fassent encore leur apparition, le gain thérapeutique attendu est similaire à celui
obtenu par l'insertion des collimateurs multi-lames, mais permet une diminution du temps de
traitement et donc une augmentation du nombre total de patients traités. De nouveaux outils
d'irradiation (comme le Cyberknife ou la Tomotherapie) permettent également d'atteindre des
ballistiques d'irradiation similaires [3].

L'hadronthérapie La ballistique d'une irradiation est fortement dépendante du type de par-
ticule utilisé. L'hadronthérapie est une technique de radiothérapie externe avancée, utilisant des
ions à faible TEL 2 comme les protons et des ions à haut TEL comme les ions carbone. A l'inverse
des photons, les ions ont l'avantage de s'arreter à une profondeur connue et de déposer leur énergie
de manière accrue dans la partie distale appelée Pic de Bragg, où se situe la tumeur. De plus,
les particules à haut TEL comme les ions carbone produisent plus de lésions et permettent de
traiter des tumeurs radiorésistantes. Des distributions de dose en profondeur représentatives des
di�érentes modalités de radiothérapie externe sont présentées dans la Figure 7.2.

Objectif La tâche principale d'un physicien médical est de garantir la bonne dose au bon endroit
dans le patient. Les systèmes de planni�cation de traitement (TPS) utilisés en radiothérapie sont
rapides, mais avec une précision limitée dans certains cas particuliers. A l'inverse, une simulation
Monte Carlo est plus lente, mais considérée comme la référence pour la précision de son calcul. Par
conséquent, la méthode Monte Carlo est idéale pour évaluer et valider la précision dosimétrique
des TPSs. Dans cette thèse de doctorat, nous avons modélisé un système PBS clinique et recalculé
des plans de traitement généré par un TPS, dans le but d'évaluer sa précision. Une présentation
plus détaillée des objectifs est présentée dans la section 7.1.7.

1. IMRT : RadioThérapie par Modulation d'Intensité
2. TEL : Transfer d'Energie Linéaire
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.2 � (a) présentation des dépôts de dose de di�érentes particules dans l'eau (extrait de
GSI). (b) comparaison de dose entre un pic de Bragg étalé (SOBP) de protons et un faisceau de
photons, qui illustre l'avantage ballistique des protons par rapport aux photons (extrait de [7]).

7.1.2 L'hadronthérapie en Europe : ENLIGHT & le projet PARTNER

Les résultats prometteurs démontrés au Japon et en Allemagne avec des faisceaux de carbone
ont constitué un intérêt majeur en Europe [8]. Le développement de centres d'hadronthérapie
est supporté par la communauté ENLIGHT 3 (European Network for Light Ion Therapy), qui
rassemble un grand nombre d'instituts Européens depuis 2002 [8]. ENLIGHT est constitué de
plus de 150 chercheurs, appartenant à plus de 50 universités et instituts de recherche à travers 16
pays. Plusieurs projets ont vu le jour sous l'aile d'ENLIGHT, dans le but de développer, établir
et opimiser l'hadronthérapie en Europe. Cette thèse de doctorat fait partie d'un projet de 4 ans
appelé PARTNER (PARticle Training Network for European Radiotherapy). 23 doctorants et
post-doctorants ont été recrutés dans les divers domaine de l'hadronthérapie, comme la physique,
les TPS, la biologie ou encore les essais cliniques. Un e�ort très important a été placé sur les
aspects de réseau et de formation des jeunes chercheurs, notamment à travers l'organisation de 12
formations dans les di�érentes institutions européennes impliquées. La recherche présentée dans
ce manuscrit a été réalisée à travers une collaboration entre l'entreprise IBA (Louvain-la-Neuve,
Belgique) et le laboratoire CREATIS relié au projet français d'hadronthérapie ETOILE.

7.1.3 Rationnel pour l'hadronthérapie

La supériorité de la ballistique d'irradiation des ions par rapport aux photons permet de
diminuer la dose aux tissus sains d'un facteur 2-10 [8]. La dose intégrale délivrée au patient par
les protons est environ deux fois moindre que celle des traitements photons délivrés par IMRT [9].
Les particules à haut TEL ont un avantage additionel caractérisé par une e�cacité biologique
relative (RBE) accrue, spécialement dans le pic de Bragg, permettant de traiter des tumeurs
radiorésistantes aux particules de bas TEL (comme les photons et les protons) [3]. Malgré un
avantage indéniable en terme de conformation de dose, il n'y a actuellement aucune évidence
clinique démontrant l'augmentation du taux de survie des patients traités avec des protons au
lieu des photons [10]. Dans [11], la supériorité des protons sur les photons est mise en évidence
pour les enfants, sur base des toxicités tardives. En e�et, les photons produisent un volume de

3. www.cern.ch/ENLIGHT
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tissu sain irradié à faible dose et une dose intégrale supérieurs aux protons [7]. Ces deux facteurs
sont liés à l'augmentation du risque de cancer radio-induit [11]. Ceci est illustré dans le cas d'un
traitement pédiatrique pour un méduloblastome (Figure 7.3).

Figure 7.3 � Irradiation d'un méduloblastome : cette �gure montre l'amélioration de la
ballistique des protons par rapport aux photons et la réduction de dose délivrée au corps (extrait
de IBA).

Le recul actuel sur les traitements par ions carbone ne permet pas de conclure sur les toxicités
à long terme, mais il y a clairement un intérêt pour les particules à haut TEL dans le traite-
ment des tumeurs radiorésistantes [11]. L'augmentation du taux de survie par thérapie carbone a
été démontré au Japon (NIRS) à travers une étude clinique incluant 1601 patients entre 1994 et
2003 [12]. En Mars 2010, 5196 patients ont été enregistrés dans ce même centre [13]. En Allemagne,
des résultats similaires ont été obtenus, mais sur un nombre de patients bien inférieur [14, 15]. Les
résultats cliniques ont été particulièrement prometteurs dans certains cancers radiorésistants, in-
opérables et habituellement non guérissables, tels que certains mélanomes des muqueuses, certains
sarcomes (ostéosarcomes, chondrosarcomes), des cancers des glandes salivaires, certaines tumeurs
cérébrales, ou encore certains cancers di�ciles d'accès chirurgical sous la base du crâne [12].

En résumé, l'hadronthérapie permet d'augmenter la dose délivrée dans la tumeur et de la
diminuer dans les tissus sains. Les probabilités de survie des patients sont augmentées pour cer-
taines tumeurs et les risques de cancer radio-induits diminués. De plus, les particules à haut TEL
comme les carbones ont un e�ect radiobiologique supérieur, permettant de traiter des tumeurs ra-
diorésistantes et habituellement incurables avec les moyens conventionnels. En Europe, on estime
qu'environ 13,5 à 16% des traitements de radiothérapie pourraient béné�cier de l'hadronthérapie,
ce qui correspond à environ 6% de tous les cancers [17, 18].

7.1.4 Le code Monte Carlo GATE

GATE est un logiciel open source développé par la collaboration internationale OpenGATE 4,
qui est dédié aux simulations numériques en imagerie médicale et en radiothérapie. GATE a été
initié en 2001 pour faciliter l'utilisation du code GEANT4 pour les simulations en imagerie médi-
cale et la première version a été rendue publique en 2004 [37]. Il permet actuellement la simulation
de sytèmes PET, SPECT, CT et de radiothérapies [38]. Etant basé sur GEANT4, GATE béné�cie
de sa �exibilité et permet de dé�nir des géométries complexes. Il inclut la gestion du temps dans
les simulations et est compatible en permanence avec les dernières versions GEANT4 disponibles.
Il utilise un système de commande basé sur des macros, permettant de con�gurer des dispositifs

4. www.opengatecollaboration.org
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expérimentaux simples ou complexes. D'un point de vue pratique, une plateforme Monte Carlo
supportant les divers champs d'applications de la physique médicale est d'un grand intérêt, spé-
cialement avec la progression de la radiothérapie guidée par l'image et la nécéssité de calculs de
dose haute précision.

7.1.5 Balayage actif de faisceau étroit (PBS)

La technique de traitement PBS consiste à balayer un faisceau �n de quelques milimètres
de diamètre (typiquement 3-7 mm d'écart type), dans les deux directions transverses et à des
vitesses moyennes de 1-10 mm/ms. Pour conformer la dose à la tumeur en profondeur, l'énergie
du faisceau est ajustée (Figure 7.4).

Figure 7.4 � Vue schématique de la modalité de traitement PBS. La tumeur est traitée
en balayant transversalement le faisceau dans des couches d'iso-énergie (extrait de GSI).

Cette technique d'irradiation est actuellement la plus avancée et permet de mieux conformer la
distribution de dose dans la tumeur et de mieux préserver les tissus sains. [9]. La technique PBS est
utilisée depuis 1996 à l'institut Paul Scherrer (PSI) en Suisse pour des traitements protons [42] et
depuis 1997 à GSI en Allemagne pour des traitements carbone [43]. Il est à noter qu'actuellement
cette technique n'est pas la plus répandue. La technique dite de �di�usion passive� est la plus
utilisée, mais les progrès technologiques actuels ont permis de développer des systèmes PBS très
performants et la tendance risque de s'inverser dans le futur.

7.1.6 Système de planni�cation de traitement (TPS)

Les traitements de radiothérapie sont prescrits par l'équipe médicale. La prescription corres-
pond à une dose de radiation à délivrer dans la tumeur avec un type de particule, ainsi qu'à des
contraintes de doses pour les organes à risques environnants. Les contraintes de dose, le nombre
de champs délivrés et la position des champs d'irradiations sont dé�nis manuellement par l'équipe
médicale dans le TPS. Ensuite, le TPS calcule et optimise de façon itérative la dose délivrée
dans la tumeur et dans les organes. Pour ce faire, il faut optimiser la position, �uence et énergie
de plusieurs milliers de faisceaux [42]. Ce processus réalisé par le TPS est appelé plani�cation
inverse [49]. Actuellement, l'algorithme de dose le plus répandu est appelé �pencil beam�. Il est
basé sur un algorithme précédent appelé �ray tracing� (ou encore �ray casting� ou �broad beam�).
La profondeur radiologique (équivalente eau) d'un point est calculée par intégration des densi-
tés électroniques contenues dans l'image CT du patient, le long d'un faisceau in�nitésimal [50].
Les algorithmes �ray tracing� ne tiennent pas compte des hétérogénéités autour du faisceau in-
�nitésimal, ce qui peut conduire à des résultats trompeurs [50]. Les algorithmes �pencil beam�
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représentent le faisceau initial comme une collection de sous-faisceaux in�nitésimaux pondérés et
superposent leurs contributions. Il a été démontré que cette technique prend mieux en compte
les hétérogénéités, ce qui lui vaut d'être la méthode de référence en routine clinique actuellement
pour les protons et les carbones [51, 52, 53, 54, 46]. L'intérêt de cette technique est démontré
dans la Figure 7.5. Le nombre de sous-faisceaux utilisés est un compromis entre vitesse de calcul
et précision. L'amélioration du temps de calcul est toujours un problème d'actualité [55, 56].

Dispositif expérimental

Ray tracing Pencil beam

Figure 7.5 � Distributions de dose intégrale en profondeur à 3 énergies, dans un fantôme hé-
térogène décrit en haut : entre 3 et 5 cm tissus osseux et pulmonaire adjacents, le reste est du
tissu mou. Les calculs TPS sont comparés aux simulations Monte Carlo prises comme référence.
L'algorithme pencil beam utilise ici 49 sous-faisceaux par faisceau original (extrait de [46]).

7.1.7 Objectif du projet

Note projet était de développer une plateforme Monte Carlo pour la simulation de systèmes
PBS en hadronthérapie, avec un but ultime d'évaluation et de validation des TPSs. La méthode
Monte Carlo est considérée comme la référence en physique médicale et par conséquent est un
outil approprié pour l'évaluation des TPSs. Alors que les interactions éléctromagnétiques sont
plutôt bien comprises, les interactions nucléaires sont plus complexes et di�ciles à modéliser
analytiquement. Les interactions nucléaires sont responsables d'environ 10-15% de la dose délivrée
par des traitements protons [57] et d'environ 40% de la dose délivrée dans la région précédant
le pic de Bragg par des traitements carbones [35], pour les énergies thérapeutiques maximales.
Le calcul de la dose iso-e�ective 5 est plus complexe pour les ions carbones que pour les protons,
à cause de la fragmentation nucléaire. La dose iso-e�ective dépend des spectres de particules,
de doses et de TELs, distribués à travers le volume irradié, ainsi que du modèle radiobologique
choisi [3, 58]. D'un point de vue assurance qualité, il est très attractif de pouvoir recalculer des
plans de traitement et donc de pouvoir réévaluer des décisions cliniques sur base de simulations

5. La dose iso-e�ective correspond à la dose photon équivalente qui auraient été délivrée dans des conditions de
référence et qui aurait les mêmes e�ets biologiques. Elle permet par exemple de comparer des doses provenant de
photons et d'ions.
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Monte Carlo. Pour les systèmes de di�usion passive, le code GEANT4 a été largement utilisé
à l'hopital de Boston depuis des années [59]. La simulation de systèmes PBS est actuellement
en progression, due à une utilisation récente plus répandue de cette technique [60, 61]. Au delà
du calcul dosimétrique, Monte Carlo permet de simuler des dispositifs très complexes, a�n de
mieux comprendre la physique de l'hadronthérapie et d'améliorer les algorithmes de calcul des
TPSs. La puissance de ces codes permet d'ouvrir la porte à d'autres domaines de recherche
tels que la production d'émetteurs β+ (comme 11C ou 15O) [62, 63, 64] suivant des irradiations
proton et carbone, l'émission de particules prompts (comme des gammas ou des protons) suivant
les collisions nucléaires [65, 66, 67, 68], ainsi que leurs corrélations avec la position du pic de
Bragg dans le patient. Bien qu'il y ait plusieurs codes Monte Carlo disponibles (par exemple
MCNPX [69], PHITS [70], SHIELD-HIT [71], FLUKA [72], GEANT4 [26]), il n'y a actuellement
pas de plateforme validée, facile d'utilisation et disponible pour les simulations en hadronthérapie.
Ce point très important est l'un des piliers de ce projet. Dans ce travail, nous avons choisi de
contribuer au développement de la platefrome GATE, parcequ'elle béné�cie de la �exibilité et de la
puissance de GEANT4, mais aussi parecequ'elle permet déjà la simulation de systèmes d'imagerie
et qu'elle est déjà conçue dans le but de simpli�er l'utilisation de l'outil Monte Carlo GEANT4
pour la physique médicale. Nous avons orienté notre travail sur la modalité de traitement PBS en
protonthérapie et comparé des distributions de dose avec le TPS XiO d'Elekta. L'ensemble des
développements ont été réalisés avec un objectif d'adaptabilité aux autres ions, tels que le carbone
et en utilisant des format standards basés sur la norme DICOM.

Pour atteindre cet objectif, notre recherche a été naturellement divisée en trois parties : dé�nir
un environnement de simulation approprié à la protonthérapie, modéliser un système d'irradiation
PBS et en�n comparer des distributions de dose TPS et Monte Carlo. Ces trois parties sont
présentées dans les paragraphes suivants.

7.2 Environnement de simulation Monte Carlo

GEANT4 est une boîte à outil de simulation Monte Carlo très versatile, permettant de simuler
les interactions des particules dans la matière à très haute et très basse énergie, de 100 TeV pour
des applications de type aéro-spaciale ou LHC 6, à quelques eV pour des applications telles que la
microdosimétrie. Les applications de physique médicale se situent plutôt dans la gamme des keV
et des MeV et il est très important de dé�nir un environnement de simulation approprié à notre
application, pour la gamme d'énergie et les types de particules qui nous concernent. Le détail de
cette étude à été publié [107], mais une version résumée est proposée dans la suite de cette section.
L'ensemble des résultats et �gures présentés sont extrait de cette publication.

Pour commencer ce travail, je me suis posé 3 questions fondamentales :

1. Quels sont les sections e�caces d'interactions, processus et modèles physiques qui décrivent
le mieux un faisceau de protons ?

2. Quel est l'importance relative de chaque processus physique vis-à-vis des autres et comment
les évaluer ?

3. Quels sont les paramètres de simulation qui in�uencent une simulation ?

Il est rapidement apparu qu'avant de pouvoir comparer des simulations à des mesures, il faut
d'abord dé�nir des paramètres de simulation robustes. L'unique référence en la matière dans notre
laboratoire, provenait du travail de mon collègue Nabil Zahra avec des ions carbone [98]. Dans son
étude, il a mis en évidence que les deux paramètres essentiels sont le cut et le step : les particules
secondaires telles que les électrons, positrons et photons ne sont produit que si leur parcours 7

6. http ://public.web.cern.ch/public/en/LHC
7. dans le cas des photons, une longueur d'absorption liée à la probabilité d'interaction est dé�nie
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associé est supérieur à la valeur de cut dé�ni. Ensuite, toute particule produite est suivie jusqu'à
ce qu'elle n'ait plus d'énergie. Chaque particule est suivie pas-à-pas et il est possible de dé�nir la
taille maximale du pas autorisé en jouant sur le paramètre de step. Dans notre étude, nous avons
mis en évidence un troisième paramètre : le binning des tables électromagnétiques. En e�et, les
interactions physiques sont précalculées dans des tables et la résolution de ces tables in�uence
directement le résultat des simulations, comme illustré dans la Figure 7.6. Dans les versions
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Figure 7.6 � Lorsque le paramètre de binning n'est pas correctement dé�ni (a), des �uctuations
sur le dépôt de dose, ainsi qu'une forte sensibilité au paramètre de cut sont observées. Lorsque
le binning est su�sant (b), la simulation est robuste : il n'y a plus de �uctuations de dose et le
parcours des protons n'est plus lié à la valeur de cut. La courbe �ref� est calculée avec un cut et
un step de 1 mm.

plus anciennes de GEANT4, le paramètre de binning n'était pas accessible et les utilisateurs
dé�nissaient des step et des cut très petits, de l'ordre de 10 µm. Nous avons dé�ni des cut et step
de 1 mm, inférieur à la taille des voxels utilisés dans les images CT des patients, en association avec
un binning de 50 bins/décade. Ceci a permis d'obtenir des simulations robustes, précises et e�caces
pour des applications dosimétriques à l'échelle macroscopique. En e�et, utiliser des cut/step de
1 mm au lieu de 10 µm permet d'augmenter l'e�cacité de simulation de deux ordres de grandeur.
Le paramètre dosimétrique le plus important est la position du pic de Bragg. L'incertitude sur
sa position est dûe au potentiel d'ionisation, qui est le paramètre physique comprenant le plus
d'incertitude et qui joue un rôle prépondérant dans le calcul du pouvoir d'arrêt (équation de Bethe-
Bloch). Pour l'eau, nous avons dé�ni une valeur I = 75 eV en accord avec les recommendations
ICRU 37 et 49.

Une fois l'environnement de simulation dé�ni, nous avons comparé nos simulations GEANT4
avec des mesures et d'autres codes Monte Carlo. Les comparaisons avec d'autres codes Monte Carlo
ont mis en évidence des points critiques du calcul dosimétrique. Un pic de Bragg mono-énergétique
a été simulé dans l'eau et comparé aux codes MCNPX et PHITS (Figure 7.7). Des di�érences
sur la forme des pic de Bragg sont observées. Ces di�érences sont attribuées essentiellement au
modèle nucléaire non-élastique, même si une partie peut aussi être attribuée aux modèles d'inter-
actions électromagnétiques. Un écart de l'ordre de 5% sur l'énergie totale délivrée par un faisceau
de 230 MeV est observé entre GEANT4, MCNPX et PHITS : 215,5 MeV/proton avec GEANT4,
204,7 MeV/proton avec PHITS et 205,6 MeV/proton avec MCNPX. Les écarts les plus grands ont
été identi�és pour les pro�ls transverses. En e�et, il y a 15% de di�érence entre les écrats type
de GEANT4 et de MCNPX dans le pic de Bragg : σGEANT4 = 6,8 mm, σPHITS = 7,5 mm et
σMCNPX = 8,1 mm. Ils sont dûs aux algorithmes de di�usion coulombienne multiple utilisés. La
simulation détaillée pas-à-pas de la di�usion (algorithme de di�usion coulombienne simple) a pro-
duit une valeur σGEANT4 = 7,5 mm et est considéré comme la référence. Cependant, l'utilisation
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Figure 7.7 � Pro�les de dose en profondeur et transverse à 32 cm (dans le pic de Bragg) pour
un faisceau de 230 MeV dans l'eau, avec GEANT4, PHITS et MCNPX.

de ce mode de calcul détaillé nécessite un temps de calcul supérieur de 3 ordres de grandeur, ce
qui le rend inutilisable en pratique. Par la suite, des comparaisons similaires ont été réalisées entre
GEANT4 et des mesures. Les modèles physiques sélectionnés correspondent à [34], sauf pour le
modèle nucléaire non-élastique : nous avons choisi precompound au lieu de binary cascade, car il
était en meilleur accord avec les mesures. La comparaison de pro�ls en profondeur est illustrée
dans la Figure 7.8. La précision sur le parcours des protons dans l'eau est meilleure que le milli-
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Figure 7.8 � Comapraisons entre mesures et simulations de pro�ls de dose en profondeur pour
la plus basse énergie : 98,7 MeV (a) et pour la plus haute énergie : 227,7 MeV (b). Les écarts de
dose point-à-point sont présentés avec des points verts et correspondent à l'axe de droite.

mètre. Des écarts plus importants sont observés à haute énergie, mais restent compris dans ±2%
(si l'on négligle les �uctuations statistiques). Ces résultats sont acceptables cliniquement. La com-
paraison de pro�ls transverses avec des mesures est illustrée dans la Figure 7.9. La comparaison
proposée ici n'est que qualitative, car on compare des doses et des densités optiques. Le but était
de comparer l'augmentation relative de la di�usion de la dose en profondeur, avec l'augmentation
relative de la di�usion de la densité optique des �lms en profondeur. Si l'on avait pu convertir
les densités optiques mesurées en dose, l'augmentation relative de la di�usion de la dose mesurée
aurait été supérieure à l'augmentation relative de la di�usion de la densité optique en profondeur.
Par contre, l'augmenation relative de la di�usion de la dose simulée en profondeur est inférieure
à l'augmentation relative de la densité optique en profondeur. Cette sous-estimation atteint 20%
dans le pic de Bragg pour la plus haute énergie, con�rmant l'hypothèse obtenue en comparant les
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Figure 7.9 � Comparaison entre pro�ls de doses transverses simulés et pro�ls de doses transverses
mesurés avec des �lms radiochromiques EBT1 dans du PMMA, pour un faisceau de 210.6 MeV,
avec une taille de spot Gaussien de 3 mm de déviation standard à l'entrée. Les barres d'erreur de
5% sur les mesures ont été ajoutées. Les pro�ls ont été normalisés à la dose maximale.

codes Monte Carlo et suggérant une sous-estimation de la di�usion avec GEANT4. Des mesures
complémentaires seraient nécessairent pour approfondir cette étude de manière quantitative.

Cette étude avait pour but de dé�nir un environnement de simulation approprié à la proton-
thérapie et de l'évaluer par rapport à des mesures et par rapport à d'autres codes Monte Carlo.
La simulation de pro�ls de dose en profondeur est en bon accord avec les mesures et atteint un
niveau de précison satisfaisant pour des applications cliniques, de l'ordre de 2% pour la dose et
de 1 mm pour le parcours. Des écarts plus marqués ont été montré pour la di�usion transverse de
la dose. Une évaluation quantitative et détaillée par rapport à des mesures serait nécessaire pour
clari�er la précision des di�érents codes Monte Carlo. Cependant, les résultats actuels ne semblent
pas signi�cativement limitants pour une application clinique. Le calcul de la dose absolue n'a pas
été étudié en détail, mais des écarts signi�catifs de 5% entre di�érents codes Monte Carlo ont
été démontrés et suggèrent qu'une évaluation plus approfondie serait nécessaire pour une applica-
tion clinique pertinente. Cette étude a permis une bonne compréhension de l'outil de simulation
Monte Carlo GEANT4 et a conduit à la proposition de deux listes de références concernant les
modèles physiques et les paramètres, appelés physics-list et parameters-list, pour les applications
de protonthérapie.

7.3 Modèle PBS Monte Carlo

La seconde étude de ma thèse et peut-être la plus innovante, a été de proposer une méthode
de modélisation de systèmes d'irradiations PBS de protonthérapie ne nécessitant pas de simuler
les éléments constitutifs de la tête d'irradition, avec un souci d'applicabilité pour des sytèmes
carbone. De plus, la modélisation devait permettre la simulation de plans de traitements générés
par un TPS et donc intégrer une interface DICOM. Le détail de cette étude à été publié [108],
mais une version résumée est proposée dans la suite de cette section. L'ensemble des résultats et
�gures présentés sont extrait de cette publication.

Pour mener à bien cette étude, je me suis focalisé sur trois questions :

1. Quelles sont les caractéristiques physiques principales d'un faisceau PBS clinique ?

2. Doit-on simuler l'intégralité de la tête d'irradiation, ou est-il su�sant de modéliser le faisceau
PBS depuis la sortie de la tête de traitement ?

3. Quelles sont les informations pertinentes d'un plan de traitement et comment les intégrer
dans la simulation ?

Pour résoudre la première question, il m'a fallu appréhender des problèmes d'optique fais-
ceau. Les informations pertinentes ont été extraites du manuel du code TRANSPORT [105]. De
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nombreuses discussions avec des spécialistes en cyclotron et en ligne de transport faisceau ont
également été nécessaires. Il existe deux grands types de modélisation : la modélisation complète
de la tête d'irradiation et la modélisation externe de la tête d'irradiation. La première méthode
est nécessaire pour modéliser des systèmes de di�usion passive, car les propriétés physiques du
faisceau de traitement sont dé�nies en interagissant avec l'ensemble des éléments présent dans
la tête d'irradiation [59]. Cette méthode de modélisation est aussi utilisable pour des sytèmes
à balayage actif [60], mais l'importance des éléments présents dans la nozzle est bien moindre.
En e�et, l'épaisseur équivalente eau de la nozzle PBS IBA a été estimée inférieure à 2 mm et
correspond aux interactions avec les chambres d'ionisations et fenêtres de vide pour l'essentiel.
Une modélisation complète de la tête d'irradiation permet de simuler en détail les interactions du
faisceau avec ces éléments, ainsi qu'avec les aimants de balayage. Les avantages principaux sont
d'inclure la di�usion, ainsi que la production de fragments secondaires, qui peuvent contribuer
à la dose loin de l'axe du faisceau. Les aimants de scanning peuvent également avoir un e�et
déformant sur le spot. A l'institut Paul Sherrer (PSI) en Suisse, une modélisation Monte Carlo
externe de la tête d'irradiation est utilisée depuis plus de 10 ans pour évaluer les dé�ciences de
leurs algorithmes TPS [106]. Une modélisation externe est basée sur un ensemble de mesures ca-
ractéristiques (BDL) de la tête d'irradiation, réalisées vers l'isocentre de traitement. Bien que la
tête d'irradiation ne soit pas simulée en détail, ses e�ets, comme la di�usion ou la déformation du
spot, sont mesurés et donc indirectement pris en compte dans la modélisation. Par souci de sim-
plicité et d'adaptabilité, nous avons choisi cette méthode de modélisation, qui présente l'avantage
de ne pas être dépendante des données constructeur, mais aussi de ne pas nécessiter de mesures
additionnelles pour la modélisation. En e�et, la mesure de la BDL est requise pour réaliser le
modèle du faisceau dans le TPS. Cet avantage clé de la méthode permet de ne pas perturber les
activités cliniques.

Dans un premier temps, un outil permettant de simuler un faisceau étroit sur base de para-
mètres d'optique faisceau a été développé dans GATE et appelé GATESourcePencilBeamScan-
ning. Cette source de particules comprend trois paramètres optiques pour chacun des deux axes
transverses du faisceau : la taille, la divergence angulaire et l'émittance. L'émittance du faisceau
permet de décrire la corrélation entre la position et la divergence des protons et représente l'aire
de l'espace de phase constitué de la densité de probabilité de position radiale des protons en
abscisse et de la densité de probabilité de divergence angulaire des protons en ordonnée, comme
illustré dans la Figure 7.10. Le faisceau est aussi décrit par deux paramètres d'énergie qui sont :
l'énergie moyenne du faisceau et son écrat type. Une seconde source permettant de générer une
collection de faisceaux étroits et permettant de simuler des plans de traitement PBS a été réalisée
par la suite et appelée GATESourceTPSPencilBeam. Il était important de prendre en compte les
informations du plan de traitement dés le début de la création de cette source, car chaque faisceau
étroit d'un plan de traitement est caractérisé par son énergie à l'entrée de la tête de traitement,
alors que les faisceaux sont générés à partir de la sortie de la tête de traitement, comme illustré
dans la Figure 7.11. Le modèle est basé sur deux �chiers d'entrée appelés source description �le
(SDF) et plan description �le (PDF). Le PDF décrit le plan de traitement et le SDF décrit le
système d'irradiation. Ainsi, le modèle permet sur base de l'information de l'énergie du faisceau
étroit à l'entrée de la nozzle (lu dans le PDF), de générer un faisceau en sortie de nozzle avec des
propriétés optiques et énergétiques correspondant à la BDL du système d'irradiation (décrit dans
le SDF). Les plans de traitement générés avec un TPS sont exportés au format DICOM RT ION
PLAN et convertis en PDF, qui est un format comptabile pour GATE, à l'aide d'outils propores
au laboratoire et basés sur la bibliothèque ITK 8. La BDL d'un système est composé de mesures de
spots dans l'air et de pics de Bragg dans l'eau à plusieurs énergies. Pour chaque énergie, la mesure
du pic de Bragg permet d'ajuster le spectre énergétique : le parcours des protons est associé à une

8. www.kitware.com
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Figure 7.10 � Paramètres optiques dans le plan XoZ. Illustrations des variations de la
taille du faisceau (a) et des ellipses d'espace de phase à -120 mm (b), 0 mm (c) et +120 mm (d).

Figure 7.11 � Ce diagramme décrit schématiquement le système de traitement, ainsi que la
position de la source GATESourceTPSPencilBeam (PBS).
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énergie moyenne et le ratio de dose entre le plateau et le pic est associé à la dispersion énergétique.
Les mesures de tailles de spots à di�érentes positions autours de l'isocentre permettent de calcu-
ler les paramètres optiques de divergence, taille et d'émittance, en sortie de la tête d'irradiation.
Une fois que les paramètres optiques et énergétiques sont extraits pour chacune des énergies de
la BDL, un �t polynomial est appliqué pour chacun des paramètres de façon indépendante, en
fonction de l'énergie à l'entrée de la tête d'irradiation. Les paramètres de ces équations : ordre
du polynome et coe�cients polynomiaux, sont ensuites insérés dans le SDF. La modélisation du
système d'irradiation est réalisée une seule fois, ensuite le SDF peut-être utilisé pour toutes les
simulations suivantes, comme illustré dans la Figure 7.12.

Figure 7.12 � Vue schématique menant à la comparaison de doses issues d'un TPS et de GATE.

Nous avons appliqué cette méthode à un système PBS de protonthérapie IBA, sur base d'une
BDL composée de 27 énergies entre 100 et 226,7 MeV. Nous avons ensuite recalculé les pics
de Bragg dans l'eau et spot dans l'air sur base du SDF, a�n de valider la modélisation. La
validation des paramètres énergétiques est présentée dans la Figure 7.13. Les résultats présentés
sont satisfaisants et permettent une utilisation clinique. Une analyse plus détaillée de ces résultats
a montré que les écarts sont majoritairement dûs à l'ajustement polynômial, qui suppose des
variations �douces� des paramètres sytème en fonction de l'énergie.

La validation des paramètres optiques est présentés dans la Figure 7.14. Les résultats présentés
sont également satisfaisants pour une utilisation clinique. La taille des spots a été reproduite
avec une précision de 0,2 mm à l'isocentre et de 0,4 mm autour de l'isocentre. Comme pour les
pro�ls de doses en profondeur, une analyse plus détaillée des résultats a montré que les écarts
sont majoritairement dûs à l'ajustement polynômial et à l'hypothèse de variations �douces� des
paramètres sytème en fonction de l'énergie.

Pour valider de manière plus complète la modélisation, des plans de traitements complexes ont
été reproduits en simulation et comparés à des mesures. Un champ d'irradiation de 10×10 cm2 et
produisant un SOBP de 32 cm de parcours, modulé entre 22 et 32 cm, a été mesuré dans l'eau.
Le champ était composé de 2446 faisceau étroits avec un espace inter-faisceau de 8 mm dans les 2
directions latérales. La simulation a été normalisée à la mesure au centre du SOBP (Figure 7.15).
Des accords de 0,8 mm sur le parcours et de 2% sur la dose entre la mesure et la simulation ont
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Figure 7.13 � La �gure (a) représente les paramètres d'énergie moyenne et d'écart type sur
l'énergie en sortie de la tête d'irradiation, en fonction de l'énergie en entrée de la tête d'irradiation.
La �gure (b) représente les di�érences moyennes de dose point-à-point, les di�érences de dose au
pic et les di�érences de range, entre simulation et mesure.
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Figure 7.14 � Cette �gure illustre les di�érences entre tailles de spots simulés et mesurés à
l'isocentre, dans les deux directions transverses.
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Figure 7.15 � Comparaison d'un SOBP mesuré et simulé dans l'eau.
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été obtenus.
La contribution des interactions nucléaires sur la dose mesurée est très di�cle à évaluer sur

base de pics de Bragg simples. Un dispositif expérimental particulier a permi d'évaluer la contri-
bution des interactions nucléaires en mesurant la dose à l'axe pour di�érentes tailles de champs
d'irradiation. Le ratio de la dose mesurée à l'axe pour un champ de taille donné (f) par rapport
à un champ de référence de taille f = 10 × 10 cm2 permet de déterminer le facteur de taille de
champ (FSF) [125]. Cette expérience a été réalisée pour quatre énergies, quatre tailles de champs
et à trois profondeurs di�érentes (Tableau 7.1). Les accords entre FSFs simulés et mesurés sont

Energie (MeV) 226 200 180 160
f(cm) / d(cm) 10 20 30 10 20 10 20 10

4 1,4% -0,4% 0,7% 1,0% 0,8% 0,4% -0,3% 1,8%
6 2,4% -0,8% 0,5% 0,3% -0,8% -0,5% 0,0% 2,0%
8 1,1% -1,2% -0,4% 0,0% -0,6% -1,3% -1,9% 0,4%
12 0,1% -3,2% 0,5% -1,5% -1,3% -1,8% -1,1% -0,8%

Table 7.1 � Ce tableau présente les écarts entre FSF mesurés et simulés.

généralement meilleurs que 2%, avec un écart maximal de 3,2%, pouvant en partie être expliqué
par des incertitudes de section e�cace di�érentielle d'interaction nucléaire de l'ordre de 20-40%.

En�n, un troisième test de validation, appelé test de forme, a permis d'évaluer la simulation
d'une carte de dose 2D sur base d'une irradiation complexe. Ce test avait pour but de produire
un ensemble formes complexes, composées de divers niveaux de doses, avec des zones à fort et
faible gradient de dose. Les mesures ont été réalisées perpendiculairement à l'axe du faisceau avec
un imageur portal scintillant. Une mesure est illustrée dans la Figure 7.16. Ce test a été réalisé

(a) (b)

Figure 7.16 � Présentation de la carte de dose simulée à 117 MeV (a), ainsi que la comparaison
gamma index associée (b).

à trois énergies (72,5, 148,8 and 221,8 MeV) et évalué sur base de comparaisons gamma index
avec un critère de 2%/2mm. Plus de 97% des points ont passé ce test avec succès. Une étude
plus détaillée à montré que les écarts en bordure de champ et dans les zones de doses maximales
étaient probablement dûs à des e�ets de bord et de saturation du détecteur.
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Dans cette étude, une méthode de modélisation générique de systèmes PBS a été proposée
et appliquée à un appareil de protonthérapie IBA. Les résultats présentés valident cette méthode
pour des applications cliniques telles que l'évaluation des calculs de dose TPS. L'ensemble des
outils Monte Carlo développés est disponible publiquement dans GATE et le SDF spéci�que au
système IBA est disponible sur demande. Par la suite, il serait intéressant d'évaluer l'adaptabilité
de cette méthode à un système carbone.

7.4 Comparaisons TPS et Monte Carlo

Dans cette étude, notre but était de comparer des distributions de doses calculées avec un TPS
et avec Monte Carlo, en utilisant le modèle PBS et l'environnement de simulations dé�nis dans
les sections précédentes. L'article relatif à cette étude a été soumis au journal Physics in Medicine
and Biology en Août 2011. Un résumé de cette étude est proposé dans la section suivante.

Pour atteindre cet objectif, je me suis intéressé aux trois questions suivantes :

1. Quelles sont les di�érences principales entre GATE et XiO concernant l'implémentation des
modèles physiques, ainsi que leurs impacts sur le calcul de la dose ?

2. Quelles sont les di�érences entre les deux modèles de faisceaux ?

3. Quelles di�érences majeures y'a-t-il au niveau de la gestion des milieux hétérogènes ?

Lorsque l'on compare deux outils de calcul dose, il y a toujours des di�érences, car les calculs
sont basés sur des implémentations di�érentes de la physique. Par exemple, le TPS ajuste des
distributions de doses mesurées dans l'eau, alors que la méthode Monte Carlo calcule directement
les dépôts de dose dans les tissus, sur base de l'équation de Bethe-Bloch. En conséquence, des
pics de Braggs calculés dans l'eau sont probablement plus proches de ceux mesurés avec un TPS,
qu'avec Monte Carlo. La puissance du calcul Monte Carlo n'est pas attendue pour des cas simples
et homogènes, mais plutôt dans des cas complexes et hétérogènes tels que les patients. La limitation
des algorithmes dits de ray-tracing est bien connue et a été présentée en introduction. Pour palier à
ce problème, les algorithmes pencil beam considèrent qu'un faisceau étroit peut-être décrit par une
collection de sous-faisceaux pondérés, a�n de mieux prendre en compte les hétérogénéités. Cette
approche tend vers la méthode Monte Carlo et de ce fait est limitée par le compromis classique qui
oppose la précision dosimétrique et le temps de calcul. Pour la modalité de traitement de di�usion
passive, des comparaions Monte Carlo et TPS ont été mises en places depuis quelques années à
Boston [59], mais la plateforme de calcul n'est actuellement pas publiquement disponible. Dans
la plupart des cas, les di�érences ont été considérées cliniquement acceptables et partiellement
dûes aux di�érences entre dose dans l'eau (TPS) et dose dans le milieu (Monte Carlo) [115].
Cependant, ces comparaisons ont permis dans certains cas d'identier les causes des di�érences,
comme récemment pour des petits champs de traitement [116]. Par conséquent, on s'attend à
constater des di�érences entre TPS et Monte Carlo, la question est de savoir si ces di�érences ont
un impact clinique pour le patient ou non.

La compréhension du TPS XiO d'Elekta que nous avons utilisé pour faire nos comparaisons a
été réalisée en collaboration avec les développeurs du TPS, alors que l'évaluation de l'outil de calcul
GATE a déjà été présentée dans la première partie de la thèse. Pour palier à la problématique
principale entre dose dans l'eau et dose dans le milieu, une méthode de calcul permettant de
convertir des doses dans le milieu en dose dans l'eau a été implémentée dans GATE. La gestion
des hétérogénéités est également di�érente. Dans GATE, les unités Houns�eld (HU) enregistrées
dans les images scanner d'un patient sont converties en densités et compositions sur base de la
méthode proposée dans [126]. Dans XiO, une courbe de calibration entre HU et densité massique
est nécessaire, puis, les conversions en pouvoir d'arrêt se font sur base de données de l'ICRU 46,
associant densité massique et pouvoir d'arrêt. Dans le but de comparer de manière pertinente les
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dose TPS et Monte Carlo , nous avons inséré la même courbe de conversion HU/densité dans
XiO et dans GATE. Pour �nir, nous avons comparé les pouvoirs d'arrêt relatifs de GATE et de
XiO entre ces deux outils (Tableau 7.2). Les écarts sur les pouvoirs d'arrêt sont de l'ordre de -2%,
sauf pour le poumon où une di�érence maximale de +3% est observée. Ces écarts sont dans les
tolérances, car l'incertitude sur les pouvoirs d'arrêt est estimé à 1-4% dans les milieux composés
selon l'ICRU 49.

Densité massique SmGATE
Sm
Sw GATE

Sm
Sw XiO

1-
(
Sm
Sw GATE

× Sw
SmXiO

)

(g.cm−3) (MeV.cm2.g−1) (%)
0,0012 6,50 0,89 0,88 -1,4
0,26 7,30 1,00 0,99 -1,3
0,40 7,30 1,00 1,00 -0,3
0,50 7,30 1,00 1,01 +0,4
0,60 7,30 1,00 1,02 +1,0
0,70 7,30 1,00 1,02 +1,7
0,80 7,30 1,00 1,03 +2,3
0,90 7,30 1,00 1,04 +3,0
0,95 7,52 1,03 1,02 -1,3
1,00 7,42 1,02 1,00 -2,1
1,10 7,25 1,00 0,99 -1,2
1,20 7,12 0,98 0,97 -1,4
1,30 7,05 0,97 0,95 -2,1
1,40 6,92 0,95 0,94 -1,8
1,50 6,79 0,93 0,92 -1,3
1,60 6,74 0,93 0,91 -1,9
1,70 6,65 0,92 0,90 -1,7
1,80 6,57 0,90 0,89 -1,6
1,90 6,53 0,90 0,88 -2,0
1,96 6,51 0,90 0,88 -1,6

Table 7.2 � Ce tableau présente les pouvoir d'arrêts relatifs calculés par GATE et XIO pour
une série de matériaux, ainsi que leurs di�érences.

Nous avons par la suite e�ectué diverses comparaisons dans des milieux homogènes et hété-
rogènes. Dans un premier temps, nous avons évalué la cohérence des deux modèles de faisceau
en e�ectuant une série de comparaisons dans l'eau, ainsi que dans cinq autres milieux homogènes
de densité 0,9, 1, 1,2 1,5 et 1,8. Nous avons évalué le parcours des protons, la forme des pics de
Bragg et la di�usion dans le milieu à plusieurs profondeurs. Le cas de l'eau est présenté dans le
Figure 7.17. Dans l'eau, l'écart moyen sur la dose point à point est inférieur à 2% et l'écart sur
le parcours est de 0,5%, ce qui correspond à un écart de 1,5 mm à cette énergie. Les écarts sur
les pro�ls transverses (écart type) sont inférieurs à 0,2 mm. Dans les autres tissus, des di�érences
comparables ont été observées, avec une précision sur le parcours en accord avec les di�érences
de pouvoirs d'arrêt (Tableau 7.2), comme présenté dans le Tableau 7.3. Les résultats présentés
démontrent un bon accord entre les deux modèles de source.

Pour �nir, un plan de traitement complexe a été délivré dans un fantôme homogène composé
de plaques de SP34 et des mesures transverses à plusieurs profondeurs ont été e�ectuées au moyen
d'une matrice 2D de 1024 diodes. La distribution de dose dans le fantôme est illustrée dans la
Figure 7.18. Les plans transverses calculés avec XiO et GATE ont été comparés aux mesures sur
base de gammas indexes avec un critère de 3%/3mm (Tableau 7.4). Ces résultats valident ces deux
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Figure 7.17 � Comparaion des pro�ls en profondeurs et pro�ls transverses à 0, 10, 25 and 27,6
cm, avec un faisceau de protons de 28 g/cm2.

Densité massique (g/cm3) 0,9 1 1,2 1,5 1,8
Parcours

XiO 267,5 249,3 215,1 180,5 155,7
GATE 277,1 245,6 213,2 179,1 154,2

Di�erence (mm) -9,6 3,7 1,9 1,4 1,5
Di�erence (%) -3,5% 1,5% 0,9% 0,8% 1,0%

Tailles de spots maximales
XiO (mm) 6,5 6,6 6,2 5,8 5,4
GATE (mm) 7 6,3 6,2 6 5,7

Table 7.3 � Comparaison de pro�ls de dose en profondeur et transverses pour un faisceau de
25 g/cm2.

Figure 7.18 � Distribution de dose complexe dans le fantôme SP34.
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Profondeur de mesure (mm) 302 287 272 200 140 50
3%/3mm gamma
GATE vs meas, (%) 98,2 98,3 97,6 98,7 98,4 96,7
XiO vs meas, (%) 96,6 99,5 99,2 99,1 98,8 98
2%/2mm gamma
XiO vs GATE (%) 95,4 98,9 98,8 99,2 98,9 98,2

Table 7.4 � Comparaison des gammas indexes.

modèles par rapport aux mesures dans un milieu homogène, avec des gammas indexes supérieurs
à 96% pour les deux outils. Il est a noter que la modélisation du modèle de faisceau Monte
Carlo a déjà été partiellement validée dans la section précédente et que le modèle de faisceau
TPS a également été validé par des études en interne chez IBA. Les deux modèles du système
d'irradiation ont démontré un accord satisfaisant entre eux, ainsi qu'avec des mesures, en vue de
comparaisons plus complexes dans des patients.

Dans un second temps, des comparaisons dans des milieux hétérogènes ont été menées dans
deux types de sandwichs, appelés sandwich transverses (hétérogénéités placées perpendiculaire-
ment à l'axe du faisceau) et sandwichs longitudinaux (hétérogénéités adjacentes à l'axe du fais-
ceau), comme illustré dans la Figure 7.19. Les écarts entre dose dans l'eau et dose dans dans le

sandwich transverse sandwich longitudinal

Figure 7.19 � Présentation des deux types de sandwichs utilisés.

milieu ont été évalués pour des con�gurations de sandwichs transverses. Le premier sandwich était
composé de 4 matériaux de densités : 1,08, 0,94, 1,09 et 1,22, avec comme épaisseurs : 40, 5, 70
et 85 mm, respectivement. Le second sandwich était composé de six matériaux de densités : 1,09,
1,25, 0,26, 1, 1,90 et 1, avec comme épaisseurs : 10 ,20, 50, 35, 10 et 20 mm. Des faisceaux de
18 et 10 g/cm2 ont été utilisés pour le premier et le second sandwich. Les courbes de doses sont
présentées dans la Figure 7.20. Des écarts entre dose dans l'eau et dose dans le milieu de plus de
10% sont calculés dans les tissus osseux les plus denses, alors qu'ils sont bien inférieurs dans les
tissus plus mous. Ceci démontre l'intérêt de cette conversion pour évaluer les algorithmes de calcul
des TPSs, a�n de permettre de di�érencier les écarts de dose dûs à l'algorithme de calcul et les
écarts de dose globaux, dûs à la fois à l'algorithme de calcul et à la nature de la dose enregistrée
(dose dans l'eau ou dans le milieu).

Les limites de l'algorithme de calcul de dose implémenté dans le TPS ont été évaluées dans un
fantôme longitudinal, composé d'une interface os/poumon épaisse de 2 cm et ayant pour densités
1,90 et 0,26. Trois niveaux de précisions ont été testés dans le TPS : n=0 (Ray Tracing), n=1 (49
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Figure 7.20 � Illustration des calculs de dose dans les deux sandwichs. Les écarts entre dose
dans l'eau et dose dans le milieu Dw/Dm correspondent à l'axe de droite.

sous-faisceaux), n=5 (121 sous-faisceaux). Les résultats sont présentés dans la Figure 7.21. Dans ce
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Figure 7.21 � Pro�le de dose en profondeur obtneus avec GATE et Xio.

cas test, la simulation Monte Carlo est prise comme référence. Avec une précision n=0, seulement
un pic correspondant au poumon est produit, alors que l'os est complètement négligé. Avec n=3
et n=5, des résultats similaires sont produits, prenant mieux en compte l'hétérogénéité, mais ne
reproduisant pas le résultat Monte Carlo. En�n, en déplaçant la grille de calcul de XiO (n=3)
de 1 mm, un artéfact d'échantillonnage du scanner a lieu et des voxels de densités intermédiaires
entre le poumon et l'os sont créés, ce qui conduit à la production d'un troisième pic (entre l'os et
le poumon). Ce type d'artéfact ne se produit pas avec Monte Carlo, car on utilise la grille CT de
référence, sans ré-échantillonage pour le calcul.

En�n, un plan de traitement complexe d'une prostate a été généré avec XiO et comparé avec
GATE. Le plan de traitement était composé de deux champs latéraux opposés, comme illustré
dans la Figure 7.22. Une dose de 80 Gy a été prescrite dans la tumeur, avec des contraintes de
doses pour les organes à risques environnants (fémur, rectum, vessie). Les calculs dosimétriques
réalisés avec GATE et XiO, en utilisant 3 niveaux de précisions, ont été évalués à l'aide du logiciel
ARTIVIEW de la companie AQUILAB. Pour les deux champs latéraux, un artéfact de dose entre
XiO et GATE a été montré à cause de la présence de gaz dans le rectum, comme illustré ici pour le
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Plan transverse Plan coronal Plan sagittal

Figure 7.22 � Distribution de dose dans le patient, avec les vues transverse, coronale et sagittale.

champ létral gauche (Figure 7.23). Le parcours maximal prescrit était de 23 g/cm2. Une di�érence

(a) XiO n=0 (b) XiO n=5 (c) GATE_water

Figure 7.23 � Comparaison de distributions de dose calculées avec GATE et XIO dans la coupe 70
du scanner, pour le champ latéral gauche.

de parcours de l'ordre de 0,5-1% (1-2,3 mm) a été constatée. Des pro�ls de dose pour le champ
latéral droit sont illustrés dans la Figure 7.24. L'évaluation globale des distributions de dose est
basée sur des histogrammes dose volume (DVH). Un accord satisfaisant d'un point de vue clinique
a été montré pour ce cas, avec 94.9% et 97,8-98% du PTV recevant au moins 95% de la dose
prescrite, en utilisant GATE et XiO, respectivement. Cependant, des di�érences de couverture
signi�catives du PTV ont été démontrées, notamment au niveau du volume correspondant à 100%
de la dose prescrite (V100). Des di�érences entre les dose maximales (nMax) et minimales (nMin)
reçues ont aussi été mises en évidence. L'in�uence de la dose dans le milieu par rapport à la dose
dans l'eau a été évaluée et a pour conséquence principale un déplacement des coubes DVH des
organes cibles vers des doses supérieures. L'ensemble des résultats est résumé dans la Figure 7.25
et dans le Tableau 7.5.

Dans cette étude, une méthode permettant de comparer des distributions de doses TPS avec
l'outil Monte Carlo GATE a été proposée. Un algorithme de conversion de dose dans le milieu
en dose dans l'eau a été implémenté dans GATE. Un accord satisfaisant entre les modèles de
faisceau du système d'irradiation IBA implémentés dans XiO et GATE a été montré, sur base de
comparaisons dans des milieux homogènes. L'in�uence de la conversion dose dans le milieu en dose
dans l'eau, ainsi que les limites de précision des algorithmes analytiques de calculs implémentés
dans le TPS ont été mis en évidence dans des fantômes hétérogènes. En�n, la comparaison d'un
plan de traitement de prostate généré avec le TPS et recalculé avec GATE a été présentée,
démontrant la capacité de la plateforme à évaluer des distributions de doses issues d'un TPS et
son potentiel pour de futures applications dans des centres d'hadronthérapie.
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Figure 7.24 � Pro�ls de dose en profondeur (a) et transverses (b) pour le champ latéral droit.
Les �gures supérieures correspondent au centre de la tumeur et les �gures inférieures mises à
l'échelle 1/2 (dans un but de visualisation) correspondent à la périphérie de la tumeur.

(a) GATE �dose to water� vs. XiO (b) GATE �dose to water� vs. �dose to medium�
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Figure 7.25 � (a) Histogrames dose volume calculés avec XiO (n=3) (dotted lines) et GATE
�dose to water� (line). (b) Histogrames dose volume calculés avec GATE �dose to water� (line)
and �dose to medium� (dotted line).
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Organe GATE GATE_water XiO n=0 XiO n=3 XiO n=5
PTV V100 (%) 85.3 68.5 82.3 80.1 80.0
PTV V95 (%) 96.9 94.9 98.0 97.8 97.8
PTV DnMax (Gy) 85.2 83.3 82.9 82.8 82.9
PTV Dav (Gy) 81.5 80.2 80.7 80.6 80.6
PTV DnMin (Gy) 74.9 73.8 76.1 75.8 75.8
GTV V100 (%) 96.4 82.5 88.7 88.6 88.8
GTV V95 (%) 100 100 100 100 100
GTV DnMax (Gy) 83.9 82.9 82.4 82.4 82.5
GTV Dav (Gy) 81.7 80.8 80.8 80.8 80.9
GTV DnMin (Gy) 79.7 78.9 79.2 79.2 79.2
S. Vesicle V100 (%) 91.7 68.1 74.7 72.7 73.0
S. Vesicle V95 (%) 99.7 98.7 99.4 100 100
S. Vesicle DnMax (Gy) 84.5 82.9 83.1 82.8 82.7
S. Vesicle Dav (Gy) 81.7 80.5 80.7 80.6 80.6
S. Vesicle DnMin (Gy) 77.4 76.3 77.2 77.4 77.5

Table 7.5 � Evaluation de chi�res clés calculés avec GATE et XiO sur base des DVHs.

7.5 Conclusion

Le cancer est un problème majeur à l'échelle mondiale et les techniques de soins sont en évo-
lution continue pour améliorer les traitements des patients. L'hadronthérapie qui est une forme
avancée de radiothérapie est considérée comme une arme potentielle pour le traitement. La bal-
listique supérieure d'irradiation des protons et autres ions permet de mieux cibler les tumeurs
et épargner les tissus sains environnants. En conséquence, l'assurance qualité de ce type de trai-
tement est primordiale. Les TPS utilisés en routine clinique pour l'optimisation des plans de
traitement doivent être rapides et précis. Cependant, les algorithmes de calcul de dose implémen-
tés sont limités dans certains cas et spécialement près des hétérogénéités. Depuis des années, la
méthode Monte Carlo est considérée comme la référence en physique médicale pour sa précision
dosimétrique, ce qui en fait par conséquent un candidat idéal pour l'évaluation des algorithmes
de calcul implémentés dans les TPSs. Malgré une utilisation répandue d'outils Monte Carlo dans
divers laboratoire à travers le monde, il n'y a actuellement pas de plateforme de référence, facile
d'utilisation et publiquement disponible.

Dans cette thèse de doctorat, nous avons implémenté de nouveaux outils dans la plateforme
GATE, qui est basée sur l'outil GEANT4, en nous focalisant sur la modalité de traitement PBS,
qui est actuellement la technique de traitement la plus avancée. Nous avons dans une première
partie sélectionné les modèles physiques et les paramètres permettant de dé�nir un environnement
de simulation robuste, précis et e�cace. Les simulations ont été comparées aux mesures, mettant
en évidence un bon accord entre pic de Bragg simulés et mesurés, ainsi qu'une incertitude plus
marquée, bien que cliniquement acceptable, pour les pro�ls de doses transverses. Cette étude s'est
conclue par la dé�nition d'une liste de modèles physiques et de paramètres optimisés. Notre se-
conde étude s'est attachée au développement d'une méthode générique de modélisation de sytèmes
PBS, ainsi qu'à sa validation pour un système de protonthérapie IBA. Cette méthode permet de
modéliser un système PBS (proton ou carbone) depuis la sortie de la tête de traitement, sur base
unique de la BDL du système. Les outils associés à cette méthode sont disponibles dans la versions
de GATEV6.1 et permettent la simulation de plans de traitements PBS. Dans une troisième et
dernière étude, nous avons interfacé l'outil GATE avec le TPS XiO de la société Elekta, a�n de
comparer des distributions de dose TPS avec Monte Carlo. Nous avons présenté une méthode per-
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mettant de comparer de manière pertinente les distributions de doses issues du TPS avec GATE.
Le prérequis aux comparaisons patients était de s'assurer que les modèles de faisceau implémentés
dans ces deux outils dosimétriques étaient comparables. Un ensemble de tests a donc été réalisé
dans des fantômes homogènes et hétérogènes. Une comparaison incluait des mesures. Ensuite, une
méthode de conversion de la dose dans le milieu calculée par Monte Carlo en dose dans l'eau,
comme approximé par les TPSs, a été développée a�n de mieux évaluer les algorithmes du TPS.
Cet outil sera disponible dans la prochaine version de l'outil GATE. En�n, des distributions de
doses calculées par GATE et XiO pour un plan de traitement de prostate ont été comparées,
démontrant la capacité de la plateforme à évaluer des plans de traitements cliniques. Aucune dif-
férence cliniquement signi�cative n'a été montrée pour ce cas. Des outils externe à la plateforme
Monte Carlo ont été développé a�n d'interfacer GATE avec des �chiers au format DICOM. Le
respect de formats internationaux tels que DICOM permet de rendre compatible la plateforme de
simulation avec d'autres environnements, comme des TPSs et des outils d'évaluation de cartes de
doses.

L'ensemble des doses simulées ont été normalisées soit à des mesures, soit au calcul du TPS. Il
sera nécessaire par la suite de valider une méthode de calcul dosimétrique absolue. Dans l'objectif
d'évaluation de TPSs, il est également nécessaire au préalable de valider la plateforme sur un en-
semble de mesures caractéristiques et dans des conditions complexes. Ces tests pourraient inclure
plusieurs tailles de champs, diverses modulations et énergies, ainsi que des plans IMPT 9. Dans
certains traitements, des outils modi�ant le faisceau sont insérés en sortie de la tête d'irradiation
et il serait également nécessaire de valider leur intégration. Cette plateforme a été développée
pour supporter tous les types de particules et il serait intéressant d'évaluer l'applicabilité de ses
outils pour un centre de thérapie carbone. Au delà des aspects dosimétrique, GATE permet des
applications d'imagerie et peut-être utilisé pour la simulation de particles dites prompts, comme
des gammas ou des protons, ou la simulation d'émetteurs β+. Ce type d'application permettrait à
terme de contrôler les traitements d'hadronthérapie en ligne. D'autres sujets de recherche comme la
proton ou la carbone tomography peuvent-être envisagés. Ces modalités d'imagerie permettraient
d'obtenir directement les pouvoirs d'arrêt à l'intérieur du patient, réduisant ainsi l'incertitude sur
la conversion entre unité Houns�eld et pouvoir d'arrêt, tout en délivrant une dose de radiation in-
férieure aux scanners à rayons X conventionnels [122, 123, 124]. Pour conclure, GATE est un outil
évolutif, désormais dédié à la recherche en physique médicale, qui permet des applications dosi-
métriques et des applications d'imagerie. Cet outil présente un grand potentiel et laisse entrevoir
des avancés dans des recherches pluridisciplinaires innovantes.

9. IMPT : Protonthérapie par modulation d'intensité
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